
 
 

ABSTRACT 

YILMAZ, NAZIRE DENIZ. Acoustic Properties of Biodegradable Nonwovens. (Under 
the direction of Nancy Powell and Pamela Banks-Lee.) 

The purpose of this study is to provide a better understanding of acoustical properties 

of nonwovens, and to model the noise control behavior in terms of material and treatment 

parameters. A review of existing models on sound absorption of fibrous materials, coupled 

with experimental data will help in modeling sound absorption in multi-layer needle-punched 

nonwoven fabrics of different fibers: hemp, polylactide, polypropylene, and glassfiber. The 

effects of several treatments, which the materials may undergo during sound absorber 

manufacturing, namely alkalization, compression and heat treatments are investigated. The 

collected data is evaluated by experts. Expert evaluation further provides information about 

market demands for sound absorbers, and the perception of the designed nonwovens through 

the eyes of professionals.  This research provides a contribution to the body of knowledge on 

the sound absorption properties of nonwovens, and provides a better understanding of the 

effects of some manufacturing processes on nonwovens’ noise control performance and 

contributes to the wider adoption of nonwovens as sound absorbers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Noise pollution, once deemed as an irritating but harmless nuisance, is getting 

more attention in the general population (Na et al., 2007). Noise is a major health concern 

as it has negative effects on physiological aspects such as hearing loss, hypertension, 

cardiac disease, ulcers, colitis, headache, nausea and dizziness, and psychological aspects 

like insomnia, annoyance, fear and stress (Kondylas, 1998). Noise also significantly 

decreases productivity in various environments (Na et al., 2007). For example, noise in 

the passenger compartment of vehicles which is generated by tires, road, traffic, and the 

engine interferes with speech, induces driver fatigue, and affects safety (Parikh et al., 

2006). Car owners frequently complain about the interior noise. Hence, the noise in the 

passenger compartment not only harms the health and safety of occupants but it also 

impedes the perception of the quality of the vehicle (Wilson, 2006). As more electronic 

communication and entertainment systems are integrated into the vehicle, it is 

increasingly critical for noise to be controlled. 

As progress in technology has enhanced the interior experience, it is important to 

balance the development of advanced materials with responsible environmental practices. 

There is a growing public awareness about the adverse effects of synthetic materials on 

the environment. Moreover, a number of regulations require the manufacturing industry 

to select materials and process technologies with less impact on the ecological 

environment. Among such regulations, European end-of-life vehicle regulations require 
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the deposition fraction of a vehicle to be reduced to 5% by the year 2015. Regulations, 

together with the public awareness, have led to an emphasis on environmentally friendly 

industries within our consumer society (Plackett, & Sodergard, 2005). Hence, we are 

increasingly becoming interested in natural or renewable materials as we become more 

aware of the adverse effects of producing and using synthetic nonrenewable materials in 

the eco-system (Hughes, 2004). 

When using natural or renewable materials, the environment should be protected 

without compromising industrial development (Olesen, & Plackett, 1999). This can be 

accomplished by using environmentally-friendly components during production which 

inflict the least amount of harm on the environment while having performance 

characteristics competitive to those of conventional synthetic materials such as broadly 

used glass fiber reinforced composites (Mohanty et al., 2005). Glass fiber, which is 

widely used in automotive acoustic nonwovens, has some important drawbacks such as 

being unsafe to handle (Wilson, 2006), not being recyclable, and the possibility of health 

risks when inhaled, (Huda et al., 2004). 

Most of the research and modeling effort for understanding the sound absorption 

characteristics of fibrous materials have been devoted to glassfiber mats. Nonwoven 

fabrics offer an environmentally-friendly alternative to glassfiber mats due to their lower 

weights, and production methods with lower impact levels on the environment. A 

thorough knowledge of sound propagation through fibrous materials is of prime 
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importance for evaluating the noise absorption capacities of nonwoven fabrics which 

serve as noise control elements in a wide range of applications. Nonwoven fabrics are 

“sheet or web structures bonded together by entangling fiber or filaments” (INDA, 

2008). The nonwoven industry serves a developing market with a global production that 

is estimated to exceed 6 million tones which corresponds to 20 billion US dollars by 2009 

(Lee and Cassill, 2006).  

Noise control applications of nonwoven fabrics include wall claddings, acoustic 

barriers and acoustic ceilings (Shoshani and Yakubov, 1999), passenger vehicle noise 

absorbers, and various others. Nonwovens fabrics may have relatively low production 

costs and low specific gravity. Nonwoven fabrics can also be more advantageous in terms 

of environmentally-friendliness compared to conventionally-used polyurethane foams 

which cannot be recycled and are produced with environmentally damaging 

manufacturing methods (Yilmaz et al., 2008). Nonwoven fabrics from textile fibers may 

be a viable alternative to glassfiber mats where health safety is a concern (Attenborough 

and Ver, 2006).   

Most of the research and modeling effort for understanding the sound absorption 

characteristics of fibrous materials have been devoted to glassfiber mats. More study is 

needed with nonwoven sound absorbers, which offer a safer production and service life 

together with less impact on the environment. The sound absorption characteristics of 

these materials and the change of the noise control performance under manufacturing 

processes also need more investigation. 
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A. Purpose of research 

The purpose of this study is to provide a better understanding of acoustical properties 

of nonwovens, and to model the noise control behavior in terms of material and treatment 

parameters. A review of existing models on sound absorption of fibrous materials, coupled 

with experimental data will help in modeling sound absorption in multi-layer needle-punched 

nonwovens fabrics of different fibers: hemp, polylactide, polypropylene, and glassfiber. The 

effects of several treatments, which the materials may undergo during sound absorber 

manufacturing, namely alkalization, compression and heat treatments are investigated. The 

collected data is evaluated by experts. Expert evaluation further provides information about 

the market demands for sound absorbers, and the perception of the designed nonwovens 

through the eyes of professionals.  This research provides a contribution to the body of 

knowledge on the sound absorption properties of nonwovens, provides a better understanding 

of the effects of some manufacturing processes on nonwovens’ noise control performance 

and contributes to the wider adoption of nonwovens as sound absorbers. 
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II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review is intended to present an overview of nonwovens as rigid 

porous sound absorbers. Nonwoven fabrics and sound absorption mechanisms that take 

place during sound wave propagation through nonwovens, based on Zwikker and Kosten 

model, are given.  

A.  Nonwovens 

Today’s nonwoven industry has been established from the technological progress 

in textile, paper and polymer processing industries, as well as developments in the areas 

of engineering and natural sciences (Wilson, 2007). For the last few decades, the 

nonwovens industry has been the fastest growing sector of the textiles market (Tafreshi et 

al., 2008). Nonwovens represent a wide spectrum of materials which serve in a broad 

range of applications.  

1. Definition of nonwovens 
 

INDA (Association of Nonwoven Fabrics Industry) (2008) defines nonwoven 

fabrics as “sheet or web structures bonded together by entangling fibers or filaments (and 

by perforating films) mechanically, thermally or chemically. They are flat, porous sheets 

that are made directly from separate fibers or from molten plastic or plastic film. They 

are not made by weaving or knitting and do not require converting the fibers to yarn”. 

(http://www.inda.org/category/nwn_index.html, retrieved 10-26-2009.) 
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As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, nonwoven fabrics do not have an organized 

geometrical structure in contrast to woven and knitted fabrics. Nonwoven fabric 

formation is based on fiber-to-fiber relationship rather than yarn to yarn (Massenaux, 

2003). Among the fibers used in nonwovens, the ones that have the highest share of the 

global nonwoven consumption are polypropylene (63%), polyester (23%), and viscose 

rayon (8%) (Wilson, 2007). 

 
 
 

 
 

FIG. 1. 2D images of various nonwoven fabrics with an aerial weight of 200 g.m-3 (a) spunbond/calendered  
(b) wetlay/through-air heat bonded (c) carded/hydroentagled nonwoven fabrics (NCRC, 2004). 

 
 
 

2. Production of nonwovens 

There are two major steps in nonwoven production, namely, web forming and 

web bonding. Web forming involves the conversion of staple fibers or filaments into a 

two-dimensional (web) or three-dimensional (batt) fibrous structure. Web formation has a 

crucial role in the determination of the fiber orientation in the final product. The web 

formation process can be classified into three categories: 

(a)     (b)          (c)  
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- Drylaid system (carding or airlaying) 

- Wetlaid system  

- Polymer-laid system (spunbonding, meltblowing, etc) (Wilson, 2007). 

 The lack of sufficient frictional forces in the formed web has to be compensated 

for by the second step, web bonding. Web bonding has an important effect on the 

mechanical properties, porosity, flexibility, and density of the resultant nonwoven fabric 

(Wilson, 2007). There are also three ways of bonding: 

- Chemical bonding (use of binders) 

- Thermal bonding (calendering, through-air blowing, or ultra-sonic impact) 

- Mechanical bonding (needling, stitching, water-jet entangling) 

(Massenaux, 2003). 

 

                      
                 

(a)                                                       (b) 
FIG. 2. (a) Side view of 3D virtual glassfiber mat (Jaganathan et al, 2008a), (b) perspective view of 3D 
virtual carded/hydroentangled web (Jaganathan et al, 2008b). 
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3. Applications of nonwovens 

Although nonwovens are used in numerous areas, they are not easily recognized 

as they are commonly hidden. Some examples of nonwoven application areas are as 

follows: 

- Automotive (trunk liner, headliner, door liners, etc) 

- Clothing (shoe components, interlining, insulation and protection clothing, 

etc) 

- Construction (thermal insulation, roofing and tile underlay, etc) 

- Filtration (air and gas filters, Hepa, Hevac, Ulpa filters, etc) Geotextiles 

(asphalt overlay, drainage, soil stabilization, etc) 

- Healthcare (operation drapes, gowns, packs, face masks, dressings, etc.) 

- Home (table linens, wipes, dusters, etc) 

- Personal care and hygiene (feminine hygiene products, baby diapers, etc) 

(Massenaux, 2003) 

- Noise control (acoustical wall coverings (Shoshani and Yakubov, 2001), 

automotive noise control (Yilmaz et al., 2008), etc).  

4. Modeling of nonwovens 

The characterization of nonwoven structures are generally carried out in terms of 

fabric weight per area in grams per square meters (gsm), thickness, density, fabric 
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porosity, pore size and pore size distribution, and fiber orientation distribution, and fabric 

uniformity (Mao et al., 2007). 

Numerous attempts have been made at modeling various characteristics of 

nonwovens such as their tensile properties, permeability, liquid absorption, thermal 

conductivity and insulation, filtration properties, and acoustical impedance (Mao et al., 

2007); all of which are strongly dependent on the geometry of the fibrous structure in 

nonwovens. 

The models that are available in the literature for the geometry of the nonwoven 

fabrics can be classified into two groups: discrete models and continuous models. 

Discrete models characterize the fiber geometry and a number of fibers are combined to 

make a nonwoven fabric, whereas, continuous models presume mathematical continuity 

(Tascan, 2005). In most of the modeling efforts (Termonia (1997), Niskanen and Alava 

(1994), Helle’n et al. (1997), Cherkassky et al. (2000) as given in Tascan (2005), 

Pourdeyhimi et al. (1996a-b, 1997), Porudeyhimi and Dent (1997)), and Mao et al. 

(2007)), it is assumed that nonwoven fabrics are three-dimensional structures which are 

formed by many two-dimensional layers and, thus, the focus is given to fiber orientation 

on the plane parallel to the fabric surface. However, the fiber orientation in the z-

direction becomes important in modeling liquid and sound transfer through the thickness 

of the fabric. The works of Tomadakis and Robertson (2005), Jaganathan et al. (2008a-

b), and Tafreshi et al. (2008) are noted among the three-dimensional modeling efforts. 
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Another classification of geometrical models can be made in terms of the focused 

phase: either the solid phase (fiber), or the gaseous phase (“pore”s between fibers). 

Helle’n et al. (1997) argue that pores have to be taken into account when modeling the 

permeability which is of major importance for sound propagation and thus noise control. 

However, among the models intended to explain permeability of nonwovens, there are 

drag force theories where the focus is on the fibers, besides capillary-pore theories where 

the focus is on the “pore”s (Mao et al., 2007). 

B. Noise Control  

 Noise can be defined as any kind of undesired sound. It is the specific 

circumstances and the attitudes of those who are exposed to the sound which makes the 

distinction between noise and other sounds. However, loudness is never of secondary 

relevance for annoyance by noise. Sound pressure levels exceeding 85 dB may cause 

temporary or permanent damages in the hearing organ. Levels exceeding 60 dB can 

negatively affect blood circulation and metabolism. Annoyance (Kuttruff, 2007), fatigue 

(Parikh et al., 2006), sleep disturbance (Finegold et al., 2004), interference with speech 

(Parikh et al., 2006), and decrease in school and work performance (Finegold et al., 

2004b) are some of the other unwanted effects of noise (Yilmaz et al., 2008). There are 

regulations on noise levels in working environments to limit exposure of workers (Cox 

and D’antonio, 2004). To prevent unwanted effects of noise, and to meet regulations, 

noise control measures have to be taken.  
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Effective noise control can be achieved with a comprehensive understanding of 

sound phenomenon. For sound to be produced, three components are needed: a sound 

source, a medium, and a detector. The sound source is a vibrating body that produces a 

mechanical movement or sound wave. The medium, such as air, transfers the mechanical 

wave. The detector, such as an ear, detects the sound wave (Vaughn et al., 2003).  

Technical solutions for noise control can be classified in three groups. The 

primary methods include modifications to the noise source to reduce noise generation. 

Secondary solutions concern impeding sound propagation from the source to the human 

ear. Tertiary noise control is directly applied to the sound receiver such as use of ear 

plugs, earmuffs, etc. The primary methods which include reconstruction of machines and 

other noise emitting technical equipment are generally constrained by non-acoustic 

factors such as cost and technological requirements(Kuttruff, 2007). Treatment of the 

noise receiver may not always be a practical solution, as each receiver must be treated 

individually. Hence, treatment of the noise path is conceptually the simplest and the most 

common approach in noise reduction. Secondary noise control constitutes enclosure of 

noise sources, vibration isolation, noise barrier, noise absorption, reactive and dissipative 

silencing (Kuttruff, 2007). The present paper focuses on the absorption phenomenon of 

sound. 

“The process of dissipating sound energy” is called sound absorption (ASTM C 

634, p. 5). Every sound wave is subject to continuous reduction by certain dissipative 
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processes whether it is propagating through air or porous materials. However, the sound 

dissipation in propagation through porous materials is much stronger than it is through air 

(Kuttruff, 2007).  

1. Porous sound absorbing materials 

In porous absorbers, sound propagates through an interconnected pore network 

resulting in sound energy dissipation. They are only effective at mid- to high frequency 

range, and this is the frequency range which the ear is most sensitive to; hence, where 

noise control is most necessary  (Cox and D’antonio, 2004).  

Porous sound absorbing materials are used for the control of automotive 

acoustics, room acoustics, industrial noise control, and recording studio acoustics. Sound 

absorbers are generally used decrease the undesirable sound reflection from hard, rigid 

and interior surfaces in order to reduce the reverberant noise levels (Kuttruff, 2007). 

Porous absorbers may be classified as cellular, granular, or fibrous materials.  

Cellular materials include foams from polymers such as polyurethane and 

increasingly from metals, like aluminum (Kuttruff, 2007). In order to be an effective 

absorber, the foam should have an open-pore structure, i.e. pores should be 

interconnected to allow for air flow from one to the other face of the foam.  Although 

there are concerns about fire hazard and release of toxic combustion byproducts, plastic 

foams are widely used as sound absorbers. Whereas polyurethane foams are the most 
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common type (Attenborough & Ver, 2006) of plastic foams, metal foams have an 

advantage over them in terms of mechanical strength (Wright, 2005).    

Wood-chip panels, porous concrete and pervious road surfaces are some examples 

of granular absorbers. Granular materials can be consolidated with binders or used in the 

unconsolidated form (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). There is also an interest in producing 

granular absorbers from recycled materials such as used tires, waste foam (Cox and 

D’antonio, 2004), and rubber particles (Hong et al., 2007).  

Fibrous materials may be composed of glass, mineral or organic fibers in the form 

of nonwoven fabrics, boards or preformed elements. Whereas granular materials can 

achieve a broadband absorption of 80% at the most, fibrous absorbers can give higher 

absorption over a wider range of frequencies approaching 100% dissipation (Cox and 

D’antonio, 2004). 

Fibrous and granular absorbers are often produced by bonding the fibers or 

granules with the use of a binder. They are generally covered with a thin perforated sheet 

such as highly perforated panels of metal, wood or gypsum in order to give a more 

pleasant appearance, protect them from damages and prevent the particles harmful to 

humans from polluting the air (Kuttruff, 2007). 
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2.  Nonwoven fabrics as sound absorbers 

Nonwoven fabrics, which are fibrous porous materials, have an important use in 

noise reduction. Nonwovens have some advantages over cellular absorbers, i.e. foams, 

such as low production costs and low specific gravity. Nonwovens can also be more 

environmentally-friendly than conventional sound absorbers of polyurethane foams 

which are unable to be recycled and have environmentally damaging manufacturing 

methods (Yilmaz et al., 2008).  

Fiberglass has been a leading sound-absorbing material for the last four or five 

decades, as ceiling tiles, duct liners, mats, and blankets from fiberglass have been the 

commonly used in the acoustical industry (Tascan, 2005). Polyester nonwovens are 

increasingly replacing glassfiber mats where there are health and safety concerns 

(Attenborough and Ver, 2006). These materials are used as passenger vehicle trims 

(Fahy, 2001), interior lining for apartments, aircraft, ducts, as enclosures for noisy 

equipment, and as insulations for appliances (Jayaraman, 2005).  

3.  Sound phenomenon 

“Sound is a vibratory disturbance in the pressure and density of a fluid or in the 

elastic strain in a solid, with frequencies in the approximate range between 20 and 

20,000 cycles per second and capable of being detected by the organs of hearing.” Sound 

is a collision process on the molecular level, unlike light. The collisions are caused by 
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thermal random motion of molecules (Ingard, 1994. Appendix B p.1.). Frequency and 

intensity are the two major parameters of sound (Vaughn et al., 2003). 

Sound can be conceived as a pressure disturbance or a sequence of disturbances 

caused by a vibrating body. The vibrating body can be the string of a musical instrument, 

the human larynx, the membrane of a loudspeaker, or a part of a machine in operation. 

The oscillating body is depicted as a solid line in Fig. 3. When the body moves to the 

right, it will press some air in the right side. When the body moves in the reverse 

direction, it will draft some air along with it. Density changes lead to changes in pressure. 

The pressed air tends to transfer the pressure increase to the neighboring air volume. 

Similarly, the decompressed air volume also exerts under-pressure to its vicinity. Hence, 

the pressure disturbances induced by the oscillation of the body will be transferred to the 

resting air. So, the compressions and rarefactions of the air will leave the oscillating body 

and propagate in the medium. This phenomenon is called a sound wave (Kuttruff, 2007).   

All of the properties such as pressure, temperature, density, which specify the 

instantaneous state of the medium, are altered by a sound wave propagating in the 

medium.In order for sound propagation to occur, the presence of a suitable medium is 

necessary (gaseous, liquid or solid); no sound can be transmitted through an empty space 

unlike light which consists of electromagnetic waves. However, there are many parallels 

and analogies between electromagnetic and acoustic waves (Kuttruff, 2007). 
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FIG. 3. Radiation of sound waves from an oscillating body (adapted from Kuttruff (2007)). 

 

Human ears can detect sound waves in the frequency range of 16 Hz to 20,000 Hz 

generally. The range below the audible range is called the infrasonic range, and the range 

above the upper limit of hearing is called the ultrasonic range. Whereas there is no lower 

limit for infrasonic range, the upper limit of ultrasonic range is of the order of 1013 Hz  

depending on the medium (Kuttruff, 2007). At 1013 Hz, the wavelengths reduce to values 

which are comparable to the distances between atoms in liquids and solids (Abramov, 

1998).  

4.  Sound absorption mechanisms  
 

The absorption of sound mainly results from the dissipation of acoustic energy 

due to viscosity and heat conductivity of the medium. A number of dissipation 

mechanisms have been proposed by some authors (Delany and Bazley, 1970; Fahy, 2001; 

Bies and Hansen, 2003; Kuttruff, 2007). Attenborough and Ver (2006) cite the friction 

between the solid body (fiber) of the absorber and the fluid moving in it (air) as the main 

Contraction Rarefaction 
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cause of sound attenuation. Similarly, Cox and D’antonio (2004) refer to the friction due 

to viscosity of air as the primary cause and thermal conduction as the secondary cause of 

the sound energy loss. Fahy (2001) explains the sound absorption phenomena on a 

molecular level as a combination of viscosity, thermal diffusion and relaxation processes 

which take place in the boundary layers next to “pore” surfaces. 

5.  General wave equation 

Sound has been described in the preceding as an instantaneous disturbance of 

pressure, density, and temperature that propagates through matter as a wave. The 

fundamental linearized equations of a one-dimensional sound field are the equation of 

motion and the equation of continuity (conservation of mass) shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) 

respectively which give the relationship among pressure, density, and particle speed of 

the medium (Kuttruff, 2007). 
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where p is pressure, ρ is instantenous density, ρ0 is density of free air, t is time, x is 

location, c is sound speed, vx is velocity of the particles in the direction of sound 

propagation, and Ko is the compression modulus. 

By partially differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to location x, and Eq. (2) with 

respect to time t, the following acoustical wave equation is obtained (Kuttruff, 2007):  
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This differential equation is not only valid for pressure, but also for other 

acoustical variables such as velocity. As mentioned before, sound is produced by a 

vibrating body. The simplest form of a vibration is a harmonic motion which is defined 

below followed by plane waves (Kuttruff, 2007).  

a. Harmonic wave equation. A common way to specify vibrations is by the velocity of 

displacement: 
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where s


denotes displacement, v


particle velocity and t time. The simplest case of a 

vibration is a harmonic motion where a sine (or cosine) function of time gives the 

instantaneous displacement (Kuttruff, 2007). 

     tsts cosˆ ,               (6) 

where ŝ is the amplitude of the vibration, ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, and φ is the 

phase angle. The dimension of both the angular frequency ω, and frequency f is s-1. The 

unit of f is 1 Hertz. In complex notation Eq. (6) reads 

   ˆ i ts t se   ,               (7) 

where i is 1 . A harmonic oscillation is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

FIG. 4. Harmonic oscillation. 

 
 

b. Plane wave. A plane wave is achieved if all variables are constant on any plane 

perpendicular to the propagation vector. The formal treatment of the plane wave is 

T

ŝ

Time t 
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relatively simple. However this type of wave is an extremely idealized form of sound 

propagation. With certain precautions, plane sound waves can be produced in tubes with 

rigid walls (Kuttruff, 2007). 

The general solution of one-dimensional wave equation is as follows: 

p(x,t) = f(x-ct) + g(x+ct),              (8) 

where p = f(x-ct) is the equation of the plane progressing in positive direction and the 

second term on the right hand side is of the plane going in negative direction. Using      

u= x-ct gives 

du

dp

du

dv
c x

0

1


 ,               (9) 

where c is the sound propagation speed, ρ0 the density of the medium, vx the particle 

velocity, and p the pressure. By indefinite integration of Eq. (9): 

p
c

vx
0

1


 .              (10) 

Thus, in a progressive plane the particle velocity is proportional to the sound 

pressure. The ratio between the sound pressure and the particle velocity is referred to as 

the characteristic impedance and is denoted by Z0 (Kuttruff, 2007): 
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Characteristic impedance is the most important acoustical property of a medium 

(Kuttruff, 2007). As pressure and velocity are generally not in phase, characteristic 

impedance is a complex quantity (Zwikker and Kosten, 1949). 

      kxtpctxkptxp  cosˆcosˆ, ,          (12) 

where p is pressure,  is angular frequency, and k is an arbitrary constant with the 

dimension of meter -1 and in complex notation k reads: 

c
k






2
,              (13) 

where λ is wavelength,  is angular frequency, and c is speed of sound propagation. Thus 

c = f  λ,              (14) 

where f is the frequency. 

c. Sound velocity. The sound velocity of a perfect gas can be given as: 
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where γ is the ratio of specific heats, which is 1.40 for air, T is the absolute temperature in 

Kelvin, R = 8.31 Nm/mol·K is the universal gas constant and Mr is the molecular mass of 

the gas (Bies and Hansen, 2003). Sound velocity in air is 331 m/s at 0oC (Kuttruff, 2007), 

and 342.6 m/s at 20oC (Ingard, 1994). 

d. Sound intensity. In a sound wave, the energy content per unit volume is referred 

to as the energy density. When the wave propagates through a medium, it carries along 

the energy contained in it. The energy flow is depicted as sound intensity. Sound intensity 

is the amount of energy passing through a plane of unit area perpendicular to the 

propagation direction per second. The relation between the sound intensity and energy 

density is as follows (Kuttruff, 2007) 

I = c w,              (16) 

where I is sound intensity, c is sound propagation speed and w is energy density. Sound 

intensity is the product of particle velocity, v, and pressure, p, averaged with respect to 

time: 

I = p v .              (17) 

Using characteristic impedance, energy intensity is 
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where p~ is the root-mean-square pressure and Z0 is the characteristic impedance.  The 

energy density is (Kuttruff, 2007): 
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 ,              (19) 

where p~ is the root-mean-square pressure, and ρ0 the density of the medium. 

The amplitude which gives the strength of sound is measured in sound pressure 

levels. The lower threshold of hearing is one five billionth of atmospheric pressure which 

is 2×10-5 N/m2 (Vaughn et al., 2003). The threshold of pain to the human ear is in the 

order of 20 N/m2, which is still very low compared to atmospheric pressure (105 N/m2). 

Due to this wide range of 2×10-5 - 20 N/m2, loudness is expressed in logarithmic bels or 

decibels. These are not units but the logarithmic ratio between two measurements 

(Kuttruff, 2007). 
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where L is sound level in decibels, p~  is the root-mean-square pressure, and pb = 210-5 

Pa is an reference pressure which has been internationally standardized. When two 

sounds are to be compared according to their root-mean-square pressures of 1
~p and 2

~p

respectively, this is carried out based on level difference as shown in Eq. (21) (Kuttruff, 

2007): 
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and by using their powers P1 and P2 respectively: 
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A measurement of 6 dB difference means a four times difference in the intensity 

and two times difference in the pressure of the sound, as sound intensity is proportional to 

the square of sound pressure (Vaughn et al., 2003). 

e. Reflection and refraction of sound waves. Echo is the reflection of sound 

waves. Reflection and refraction of sound waves have analogies in optics. When a sound 

wave hits a plane boundary with an angle of υ with the normal of the plane it reflects 

back with the same angle and in the same plane with the incident wave and the normal of 

the boundary wall. A third wave will appear to pass through the medium located on the 

other side of the boundary with an angle υ’ to the normal of the boundary according to 

the following equation: 

v

c

v

c





sinsin
,          (23) 

where c is the sound velocity of the incident sound wave, c` is the sound velocity in the 

second medium. υ and υ’ are the angles between the normal of the boundary of the 

incident and refracted waves respectively as shown in Fig. 5 (Kuttruff, 2007). 
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FIG. 5. Reflection and refraction (Adapted from Kuttruff (2007)). 

 
 
 
 

6.  Boundary layer 

When exposed to a sound field, a boundary layer is formed on any surface due to 

friction between the fluid and the gas as well as among the gas molecules (Fahy, 2001). 

This layer is where vibrational losses occur due to the viscosity and heat conductivity of 

the air. The rougher the surface, the thicker this layer is. Tortuosity causes a substantial 

increase in this boundary thickness. The effect is shown in Fig. 6 (Kuttruff, 2007). 

The presence of a viscous boundary layer alters the effective bulk density, while 

the thermal boundary level alters the effective bulk modulus. The thickness where both 

the viscous and thermal boundary layers exert significant influence is approximately the 

same and is in the order of (µ/ωρ0)
1/2 where µ is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity of 

air (1.84×10-5 kg·m-1·s-1 under standard conditions), ω is angular frequency of sound as 

measured in radians per second, and ρ0 is the density of air in kg·m-3 (1.2 kg·m-3 under 
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standard conditions). “Pore” radius to boundary layer thickness ratio, (ωρ0r
2/µ), affects 

the acoustic behavior (Fahy, 2001). For air under standard conditions, the boundary layer 

thickness is in the order of 0.15 mm for sound at 100 Hz and, 0.05 mm for a sound 

frequency of 1 kHz.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.  Sound and harmonic plane wave 

As sound is “a vibratory disturbance in the pressure and density of a fluid or in 

the elastic strain in a solid” (Ingard, 1994, Appendix B p.1.), it can be given as a 

harmonic function. When a plane sound wave is considered to be traveling in a 

homogeneous isotropic medium extending to infinity, the pressure can be given as a 

damped harmonic function as the attenuation effect is added as shown in Eq. (24): 

p x =pexp i ωt-kx -αx ,          (24) 

Boundary 
layer 

Surface 

FIG. 6. Boundary layer (a) in front of a smooth surface, (b) in front of a rough surface, (c) in front of and in a 
porous material (Adapted from Kuttruff (2007)). 
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where p is pressure, ̂ is amplitude of pressure, ω is angular frequency, k is wave number, 

and α is the attenuation constant. It should also be noted that for the future formulation of 

the expressions, the assumption that time dependence has the harmonic form eiwt is 

implicit for all the equations from now on. 

At x=0, we have )exp(ˆ)0( tipp  . Setting ik   generates a shorter 

analytical form of the damped sine: 

0 .                    (25) 

The constant γ, which is called the propagation constant, is determined by the 

nature of the medium apart from its dependence on ω. The real part of it is called the 

attenuation constant and the imaginary part the phase constant. The velocity of specific 

volume displacement, v, can be also expressed in the same manner (Zwikker and Kosten, 

1949):  

v x =v 0 exp -γx .                              (26) 

It should be noted for further computation, the time derivation of the sound 

quantities is equal to a multiplication of the quantity, i.e. pressure or velocity, with iω, 

considering exp(iωt) term in Eq. (24) which is valid for pressure p and particle velocity v. 

Similarly, the location derivation is achieved by multiplying the quantity with γ, 

considering exp(-γx) term in Eqs. (25) and (26). The propagation constant, γ, together 

/ t 

/ x 
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with the characteristic impedance, Zo, determines the acoustical behavior of the medium 

(Zwikker and Kosten, 1949). 

8.  Impedance of a layer of finite thickness 

In a sound wave which is an oscillatory flow, a pressure drop occurs when it 

propagates from one medium to another, i.e. passing through a surface. When the average 

pressure over a surface is divided by the volume velocity through the surface, the 

acoustic impedance is obtained. It has the unit of mks acoustic ohm (Pa·s/m3) (ASTM C 

634-08). Acoustic impedance is a very helpful quantity for determining the sound 

absorption behavior of porous materials.  

The acoustic impedance contains a component which is proportional to 

acceleration in addition to the component which is proportional to velocity. The acoustic 

resistance, which is the pressure drop component that is real and is proportional to 

velocity, is in phase with velocity. The acoustic reactance which is the component that is 

imaginary and proportional to the acceleration is 90o out of phase with the velocity. The 

reactance and the resistance together are defined as flow impedance as shown in Eq. (27):  

 ,               (27) 

where z is the impedance, r is the resistance, and χ is the reactance. The reactive part χ 

corresponds to the stiffness of air in low frequencies (Ingard, 1994). The flow resistance 
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and the impedance are often normalized to the characteristic impedance of air, and 

denoted with a subscript of “n”. 

A layer of uniform constitution, with a propagation constant γ, and characteristic 

impedance Z0, having a thickness of l as shown in Fig. 7 is considered. The complex 

impedance at x=l is z1 and at x=0 is z2. Part of the sound wave will be reflected at x=l, so 

,             (28) 

;              (29) 

,          (30) 

,          (31) 

in which pi and pr are the complex pressure of the incident and reflected sound waves 

respectively and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the medium, i.e. air. The velocity is 

a vector quantity, whereas pressure is a scalar quantity. The reason for the minus sign 

before the second term in the second half of Eq. (31) is the fact that the reflected velocity 

has the opposite direction of the incident velocity. Characteristic impedance which gives 

the ratio of pressure to velocity is a very useful parameter for determining the 

transmission of acoustic waves within and between different mediums. It is equal to the 

density of the medium, ρ (kg·m-3), multiplied by sound speed in that medium, c (m·s-1). 

.                 (32) 
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 Taking the boundary condition as p(l)/v(l) = z1, it can be easily verified that: 

pr

pi
=

z1-Z0

z1+Z0
                                              (33) 

which is equal to the reflection coefficient Rf: 

=
pr
pi

.                                                  (34) 

A nonporous and completely rigid wall is considered as ‘acoustically hard’. The 

medium particles on its surface cannot transfer the vibrations perpendicular to it. This 

situation causes the component of the particle velocity which is normal to the surface to 

be zero. Hence the surface has an impedance Z=. This wall reflects the incident waves 

perfectly with a reflection factor R of 1 (Kuttruff, 2007).  
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FIG. 7. Layer backed by an impedance z2 (Adapted from Zwikker& Kosten (1949)). 
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Introducing Eq. (34) into the Eqs. (30), (31), (32) and (33), the impedance, z1, at x 

= l becomes 

z1=Z0

z2 cosh kl-Z0 sinh kl

z2 sinh kl-Z0 cosh kl
.                  (35) 

In the case where the medium extends to infinity, z2=Z0 and Eq. (35) results in 

z1=z2=Z0. Another special case is where z2 = ∞. In this case  

z1=Z0 coth kl =-iZ0 cos kl             (36) 

which has great practical importance as it is a very common application that the 

absorbent layer is backed with a hard wall (Zwikker and Kosten, 1949). The other 

limiting case can be achieved by putting z2 = 0. This yields 

z1=Z0 tanh kl.                            (37) 

The impedance of a layer of air with a thickness of one quarter wave length is 

zero. This case can be obtained by placing the absorbent layer one quarter wavelength 

apart from the rigid back wall. Of course, every sound with a different frequency has a 

different wavelength (Zwikker and Kosten, 1949). For air, under standard conditions, the 

characteristic impedance of plane waves is real and approximately 415 mks rayls (Cox 

and D’antonio, 2004). 
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9.  Modified plane wave equations for sound wave propagation in gases contained 

within rigid porous materials 

In order to define sound propagation through porous materials, the simplest wave 

equations which describe sound propagation in a free gas medium have to be modified 

(Fahy, 2001). Plane wave equations for sound propagation in a free gas medium are given 

in Eqs. (38), (39), and (40). The equation of mass conservation is given in Eq. (38), the 

momentum conservation equation is given in Eq. (39), and the plane wave equation is 

derived from the conservation equations and is given in Eq. (40):  
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 ,               (39) 

∂2p

∂x2 -
ρ0

K

∂2p

∂t2
=0.               (40) 

where v is the particle velocity in the gas medium in m/s, K is the compressibility of the 

gas in N·m-2, ρ0 is the density of the gas in kg·m-3, p is the pressure in N·m-2. The plane 

wave equation is derived from the linearized mass conservation and momentum 

equations and linearized adiabatic relationship between fluid pressure and density 

(Mechel, 2002). 
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Nonwovens are assumed to act as rigid porous sound absorbers because the 

flexible materials behave acoustically rigid for most frequencies of interest. Furthermore, 

they are commonly backed by a rigid wall which restricts the motion of the absorber, if 

any (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). Thus, only the motion of the fluid is taken into account 

here, while the motion of the fibers is ignored.  

In order to define the sound propagation in porous materials, a number of 

structure parameters are needed to modify the wave equations to account for the 

deviation from the unconstrained gas medium free field. These structure parameters are 

used to represent the effects of porosity, tortuosity and flow resistivity during sound 

propagation in porous materials by modifying the plane wave equation (Mechel, 2002).  

a. Modified equation of mass conservation. The velocity, v, is defined as the 

volume of air flow through a unit of area perpendicular to that direction. Porosity, h, is 

the volume of pores and channels where fluid can flow divided by the total volume of the 

sample. The total volume also contains solid material besides the channels. In the solid 

volume, obviously, no flow is impossible. Taking the porosity, h, into consideration, 

average velocity over a surface area, v, should be h times lower (h is lower than 1) than 

the actual average velocity of the air particles in the channels. However, the pressure is 

directly related to the velocity of air particles in channels, rather than the average velocity 

over a surface area, so the overall pressure is equal to the pressure in the channels. So, for 

a given velocity gradient xv  / , a 1/h times tp  /  is found (1/h is greater than 1). So 
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pressure in Eq. (38) should be corrected by adding h term on the right side (Zwikker and 

Kosten, 1949):  

∂v

∂x
=-

h

ρ0

∂ρ

∂p

∂p

∂t
               (41) 

The compression modulus, K, is the ratio of the pressure applied to a material to 

the resulting fractional change in its volume. Unlike the case with the air, it is not 

necessarily a real quantity but it is complex in the porous material. As compression 

modulus, K, is equal to , Eq. (38) can be rewritten as follows (Zwikker and Kosten, 

1949): 

∂v

∂x
=

h

K

∂p

∂t
                (42) 

b. Modified Equation of Momentum. Plane motion equation of an unconstrained 

fluid should be corrected for porosity, tortuosity and flow resistivity (Fahy, 2001). The 

equation of motion for enclosed air is (Zwikker and Kosten, 1949): 

∂p

∂x
=
Γ

h
ρ0

∂v

∂t
+r0v,                   (43) 

where Γ is the structure factor, h is porosity, and r0 is flow resistivity. These three 

parameters distinguish Eq. (43) from Eq. (39), the motion in free air. In the case of a 

steady state, the term tv  / cancels out as the velocity is constant over time; so flow 
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resistivity, r0, is defined as the ratio of pressure gradient and velocity of volume 

displacement (Zwikker and Kosten, 1949). 

The structure factor, Γ, accounts for some characteristics of the porous material. 

One is the inclination of pores with respect to the thickness of the porous material. If the 

inclination angle of the pores to the thickness of the material is θ, the structure factor, Γ, 

contains the factor of 1/cos2θ. The presence of lateral pores without any air flow besides 

the pores carrying the air along the thickness also increases Γ (Zwikker and Kosten, 

1949). 

c. Modified plane wave equation. Differentiation of equation of mass conservation 

with respect to time, t, and momentum equation with respect to location, x, produces the 

plane wave equation which is given in Eq. (40). When the structure parameters are added 

it takes the form: 

∂2p

∂x2 -
Γρ0

K

∂2p

∂t2
-

r0

K

∂p

∂t
=0                        (44) 

for propagation through porous materials. h, Γ, r0, and the altered bulk modulus, K, lead 

to a change in the propagation speed of the plane waves in the porous material from 

unconstrained wave value and dissipate the wave during its propagation (Fahy, 2001). 
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10.  Sound absorption coefficient 

Sound absorption coefficient is a simple way of defining the sound absorption 

behavior of a surface. It is the ratio of the energy absorbed by the sound absorber to the 

incident sound energy.  Normal and random sound absorption coefficients are the two 

commonly-used types (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). 

Normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient, αn, is the fraction of the 

perpendicular incident sound power absorbed by a surface at a specified frequency or 

otherwise not reflected according to ASTM C 634 08a Standard Terminology Relating to 

Building and Environmental Acoustics. Random-incidence sound absorption coefficient, 

α, with the unit of metric sabin/m2, is the measure of the random-incidence sound 

absorptive property of a material in a specified frequency band determined by the sound 

decay/reverberation time (ASTM C 634 08a; Attenborough and Ver, 2006). 

Normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient may be measured according to 

ASTM E 1050-08 Standard Test Method for Impedance and Absorption of Acoustical 

Materials Using A Tube, Two Microphones and A Digital Frequency Analysis, as shown 

in Fig. 8. Random-incidence sound absorption coefficient may be measured according to 

ASTM C 423 – 08a Standard Test Method for Sound Absorption and Sound Absorption 

Coefficients by the Reverberation Room Method.  
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Normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient, αn, which is the ratio of the 

absorbed or otherwise not reflected energy to the incident energy of plane waves 

propagating perpendicular to the surface of the absorber, is adopted in the present 

research. αn can range from 0 (no absorption) to 1 (total absorption). The formulation 

below defines αn: 

1               (45) 

By merging Eqns. (33), (35) and (45) the following can be obtained 

Reflected 
sound 

Specimen 

Back plate 

Absorptive 
media 

Signal generator Equalizer Power amplifier 

CH1              CH2 
 
Digital frequency 
analysis system      

Signal conditioner 
Mic.1 Mic.2 

Sound 
source 

Inciden
t sound 

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram of acoustical material testing system (adapted from ASTM E 1050-08 and 
Bruel and Kjaer, 2009). 
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αn=1-
z1-Z0

z1+Z0

2

                         (46) 

where z1=Z0coth(kl), and αn is measured with the material backed by a hard wall which 

has a surface impedance of z2=∞. 
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III.  MODELING OF SOUND ABSORPTION IN NONWOVEN FABRICS 

The optimal design of acoustic nonwovens needs a theoretical model with the 

power of predicting the noise absorption coefficient provided the thickness, porosity, 

fiber content, and other intrinsic characteristics are known (Shoshani and Yakubov, 

1999). However, it is difficult to devise a theoretical model to account for the sound 

waves going through nonwovens. The solutions of the equations should be subjected to 

boundary conditions and the requirement of continuity between neighboring phases. One 

main reason for the difficulties is the high number of parameters which do not allow an 

easy match between experimental data and theory (Shoshani, 1990). Another reason is 

that the theory has to involve acoustics, dynamics of fluids and statistics (Rossetti et al., 

2005). 

Most of the models which have been found to be useful for predicting acoustical 

properties of absorptive materials fall in one of two categories: theoretical micro-

structural and empirical phenomenological models. Furthermore, transfer matrix 

modeling is a very powerful technique which is often applied to porous materials. It can 

be applied to single or multiple layer absorbers (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). These 

modeling categories are explained in the following sections. 

A.  Theoretical models 

A number of theoretical methods considering sound absorption behavior of 

porous materials have been reported. However, a comprehensive theoretical model has 
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not yet been developed (Fahy, 2001). The developed theoretical models generally based 

on a microstructure which may not be equivalent to the complex real structure. Thus the 

verification of these models may not always be satisfactory (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). 

Mechel (2002) classifies theoretical models as quasi-homogeneous material models, 

capillary pore models, rigid parallel fiber models, and elastic frame models. 

Attenborough (1982) suggests the same models, and he adds one more: models with 

specified micro structure. The theoretical model classification adopted here is shown in 

Fig. 9, which also includes works of some researchers who developed models fall into 

one of the categories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 9. Theoretical Models for sound absorption. 
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1.  Quasi-homogeneous material model  

The quasi-homogeneous material theory is the simplest theory. This theory 

suggests a number of structure parameters which qualitatively describe the porous 

absorber and is used commonly (Mechel, 2002). These structure parameters are used to 

account for the effects of porosity, tortuosity and flow resistivity during propagation in 

porous materials by modifying the plane wave equation. The modified plane wave 

equations for sound propagation in porous materials are given in Eqs. (41), (43), and (44). 

The quasi-homogeneous material model is a phenomenogical model. A model 

which includes physical characteristics of air, the solid material and the bulk absorber 

would be preferred to phenomenological models. It would determine the experimental 

data to be collected and analyzed and would be useful for developing of models for 

practical use (Attenborough, 1982). 

2. Capillary pore model 

Porous materials with rigid frames refer to materials which behave rigidly when 

exposed to sound waves. Flexible materials act acoustically rigid to some degree in most 

frequencies of interest. In this case attention is directed to the motion of the medium, i.e. 

the air (Fahy, 2001). The most often applied microstructure model for porous materials is 

a rigid solid matrix through which cylindrical, capillary pores with a constant radius run 

normal to its surface. Rayleigh (1877) is the first to use the capillary pore approach. Since 

then, there have been many later theories which generalized this approach and introduced 
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phenomenological parameters to allow for deviations in the porous material structure 

from the simple capillary pore structure. As the fibrous nonwoven material is made up 

from a number of fibers, similar to other unconsolidated porous materials, the resulting 

pore structure is considerably different from that of the capillary pore model 

(Attenborough, 1971) which is illustrated in Fig. 10, where v depicts the air flow. Table I 

shows the most important contributions to the capillary pore model and the contributing 

researchers. 

Rayleigh (1877) introduced a model where the propagation constant was given by 

pore radius and surface perforation. He assumed that the pores were sufficiently narrow, 

hence solid conduction was dominant, and the oscillations took place isothermally. 

Thermal loss was neglected as explained in Attenborough (1971).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v 

FIG. 10. Illustration of capillary pore model 
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Morse and Bolt (1944) introduced effective mass and flow resistance as 

macroscopic parameters, which were dependent on material structure. The effective mass 

parameter accounted for the increased inertia of the air in the porous material due to the 

fact that its motion was restricted. A global coefficient of friction included the viscous 

effect. This coefficient of friction was akin to the flow resistance (or inverse 

permeability) in Darcy’s law for steady flow. The steady-state flow resistance values for 

materials with rigid frames were showed to be sufficient also for the dynamic situation by 

a number of results. However, the dynamic flow resistance of flexible, fibrous materials 

has shown some dependency on frequency (Attenborough, 1971; Fahy, 2001). 

TABLE I. Some important contributions to the Capillary-pore model and the contributing 
researchers. 

 

In their work, Zwikker and Kosten (1949) connected the macroscopic parameters 

to the microstructure of the material in more detail. They extended the complex density 

of a single “pore” to a multi pore structure in terms of a structure factor, Γ, volume 

porosity, h, and flow resistance, R. According to them, the micro-velocity field inside the 

Contributor  Contribution  

Rayleigh (1877) Introduced capillary pore model 

Morse and Bolt (1944) Introduced effective mass and flow resistance 

Zwikker and Kosten (1949)  Introduced structure factor and frequency dependence 

Biot (1956) Introduced frame flexibility 
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pore is predominated by a Poiseuille distribution, and the compressions and rarefactions 

takes place isothermally at low frequencies. At high frequencies, velocity field was 

suggested to approximate to a Helmholtz-annular distribution, with the boundary layer, 

where the viscous effect takes place, being restricted to a thin layer at the pores’ walls. 

Moreover, the compressions and rarefactions are approximately adiabatic in the higher 

frequency range. These conditions of high frequency range will also be true at lower 

frequencies for extremely large pores. Effects of frequency on the acoustical behavior 

according to Zwikker and Kosten (1949) are summarized in Table I. The theory of 

Zwikker and Kosten (1949) assumed that the pore walls were rigidly fixed. 

The previous models involve some inaccuracies introduced by not properly 

modeling the propagation of the additional wave by ignoring the elasticity of the frame 

(Cox and D’antonio, 2004). Movement of the pore “walls” or frames was first taken into 

account comprehensively by Biot (1956). In a theory intended essentially to describe 

sound propagation in granular media, Biot (1956) modeled the frequency-dependent 

viscosity in his analysis of the micro-velocity field in pores with walls which were able to 

move in one direction although they are rigid. Shape factors were deduced as a result of 

the investigations on the effect of pore shape in the situations of a circular capillary and a 

parallel-walled slit. Similar to the work of Zwikker and Kosten (1949), the effect of pore 

orientation was included in a tortuosity factor. The shape factor and tortuosity were 

combined into a structural factor. Biot’s (1956) model can predict the resonance effects in 
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the characteristic impedance of the surfaces whereas rigid porous models cannot (Cox 

and D’antonio, 2004). 

 

TABLE II. Summary of frequency effect in the Zwikker and Kosten theory. 

Effect Low Frequency High Frequency 

Velocity field Poiseuille 
distribution  

Helmholtz-annular  

Compression and rarefactions Isothermal Adiabatical 

Boundary layer thickness                     
(Zwikker and Kosten, 1949) 

Thick  Thin  

η=(ωρ0a
2/μ)1/2 η << 1 η >> 1 

Fluid motion is controlled by Viscosity Inertia of gas 

Bulk modulus P0 γP0 

 

The pore shape does not have a significant effect on macroscopic wave 

parameters to Biot (1956). However, the manageability of the theory for a pore which is 

flexibly walled with varying cross-section is severely limited (Attenborough, 1971).  It is 

clear that the extreme situations of a parallel-walled slit and circular capillary cannot 

represent a real medium suffeciently. Biot’s theory (1956) requires four elastic constants 

to be determined. Therefore, four independent mechanical measurements have to be 

taken on the material. Two dilatational waves and one propagational shear wave were 

predicted by the model. However, the effect of frame flexibility in a fibrous material 
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cannot be simply deduced due to the difficulty of the determination of the elastic 

constants (Attenborough, 1971). Even though Biot’s model offers better predictions of 

resonance effects, compared to rigid-frame models, some fitting of prediction parameters 

are still necessary. Thus, model verification is still difficult, as is the case for most of the 

other theoretical models as well (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). 

Following Biot (1956), Chin et al. (1985) established a matrix formulation for 

pulse propagation through a fluid-saturated porous media at normal incidence by using 

Biot’s theory. A simpler model was derived by Allard et al. (1989) with transfer matrices 

which described the sinusoidal wave propagation at normal incidence in a layered porous 

material as reported by Sun et al. (1993). Sun et al. (1993) studied the wave propagation 

in an anisotropic, periodically layered fluid saturated porous medium backed by an 

impervious surface at oblique incidence.  

Theories relevant to acoustic absorbent materials have relied on the derivation of 

four simultaneous equations of continuity and motion for both the solid frame and the 

enclosed fluid. Their analysis is extremely complicated for straightforward interpretation. 

The analysis could be simplified for fibrous materials which can be described as very 

porous and flexible or soft. Hence, these four equations reduce to two representing a 

coupled equation of continuity and a coupled equation of motion for frame and fluid 

(Attenborough, 1971). The effect of the frame is introduced via its density and its 

stiffness in Beranek’s (1947) work. Kosten and Janssen (1957) concluded that the effect 
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of frame motion increased the absorption in the middle frequency range and decreased it 

at very low frequencies. The effect of flexibility of the material is shown to disappear at 

high frequencies. A phenomenological term was introduced by Beranek (1947) to explain 

friction between the fibers of a flexible absorbent. However, the size or the magnitude of 

this term was not given (Attenborough, 1971). 

Zwikker and Kosten (1949) studied the wave field only in propagational mode. 

Biot (1956) studied the waves in three modes: one propagational and two dilatational 

waves. Similarly, in his extensive work on sound absorbers, Ingard (1994) studied the 

wave field in the channels to be a combination of three wave modes: propagational, 

thermal and viscous diffusional modes. Adopting the capillary pore model, Ingard gave 

emphasis to the viscous and thermal boundary layers.  

Dent (1983) also adopted the model of Zwikker and Kosten, and developed a 

model according to which a nonwoven is a composite material which is composed of air 

and fiber phases that react differently with the sound wave. In the solution of basic 

equations there are two forward and two backward waves traveling through the fiber and 

air phases of a nonwoven. 

Shoshani and Yakubov (1999) used a similar framework as Dent’s work, together 

with a different approach from Dent’s for solving the boundary value problem. Their 

model yields the noise absorption coefficient of nonwovens as a function of thickness and 
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porosity. Their theoretical model agrees well with the experimental findings in 

frequencies between 1 - 4 kHz. 

The phenomenological parameters introduced by capillary-pore models are not 

able to represent the microstructure of the fibrous materials adequately. The complex 

structure of fibrous materials does not allow for easy investigation. Here, a capillary pore 

stands for a “pore” with a irregularly varying cross-section and orientation, and is 

frequently intersected by fibers and filaments, and its walls are subjected to three-

dimensional strain and translational motion (Fahy, 2001; Attenborough, 1971).  

3. Models of solid cylinders in fluid medium 

As the capillary pore model does not provide an accurate representation of fibrous 

absorbers, including nonwoven fabrics, models consisting of solid cylinders in a fluid 

medium have been developed. These models include either arrays of parallel cylinders or 

stacks of cylinders.  Another classification of the “solid cylinders in fluid medium” 

models may be made as discrete and continuous models.  In discrete models, the porous 

material is divided into “finite elements” which contain both the fluid and the solid 

phases; whereas in continuous models, the material is considered as a suspension of 

cylinders in a fluid medium.  

Beranek (1947) was the first to assume a model of rectangular cells as finite 

elements. The rectangular cells are divided into rigid solid and fluid parts in conformity 
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the porosity. No specified assumptions are made about pore characteristics but a number 

of restricting approximations are required as reported by Attenborough, (1971). 

Similarly, Nesterov (1958) used finite element approach to describe sound 

propagation in a fibrous material, Attenborough (1971) reports. Each cell consisted of a 

short solid cylinder surrounded by a co-axial fluid cylinder. He assumed that the 

cylindrical shape of the liquid surrounding was an approximation to the rectangular “cell” 

shape. Similar to Zwikker and Kosten (1949), he used the parameters of this cylinder to 

define a complex density for the suspension which includes viscous effects. High and low 

frequency approximations were derived. However, the cell shape requires some 

approximations to be made, and the theory is modeled only for rigid solids. 

Kawasima (1960), Attenborough and Walker (1971), Sides et al. (1971), Mechel 

(2002) are among researches who adopted continuous models of solid cylinders in fluid 

medium.  Mechel (2002) investigated parallel cylinder models as the sound waves 

propagating parallel versus perpendicular to fiber axis. He examined the transversal 

sound wave approach in three different modes: closed-cell, open-cell, and multiple-

scattering modes.  In closed-cell mode, the cell “wall”s, shown in Fig. 11, are transparent 

to the incident wave but impermeable for the scattered waves. In the open-cell model, the 

cell wall is transparent to both incident and scattered waves. This model cannot handle 

the time lag of scattering during sound propagation through the bundle and all the 

cylinders are assumed to interact identically with the cell “wall”s. Thus, the real part of 
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the characteristic impedance gives a resonance in the closed-cell model. In the open-cell 

approach, the scattering approach between neighboring cylinders is underweighted at low 

frequencies. However, this model can be used in the multiple-scattering mode which will 

be explained shortly. 

Continuous models of an array or a stack of fibers in air present an alternative to 

the “finite element” models of a solid cylinder embedded in the middle of a fluid 

cylinder. Kawasima (1960) developed a model of an array of identical, cylindrical and 

parallel fibers. According to the model, parallel fibers of length, L, are considered as 

strings bound at both their ends to positions which are either fixed or free to move. Thus, 

the effect of fiber bonding and contact has been incorporated (Attenborough, 1971).  
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FIG. 11. Illustration of a parallel cylinder model (adapted from Mechel (2002)). 
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  Attenborough and Walker (1971) suggested a multiple-scattering model. The 

model includes an array of parallel, elastic (or rigid) cylindrical fibers in air. The 

mechanism of sound dissipation was explained as that the incident waves are 

irrecoverably converted to viscous and thermal waves during scattering at the fiber 

periphery.  Not only the scattering of the incident wave was considered, but also the 

scattering of the waves on the surface of fibers of interest which had scattered from 

neighboring fibers was taken into consideration. The multiple-scattering model can 

benefit from the open-cell model for the evaluation of the scattered wave field (Mechel, 

2002). 

B. Empirical models 

Due to structural and geometrical complexities, it is extremely hard to define the 

acoustical behavior of most sound absorbers based on theoretical models (Fahy, 2001). 

Thus, a number of empirical models have been developed for sound absorption behavior 

of fibrous materials with a macroscopic approach. One problem with these models is that 

they do not define the microscopic parameters of the absorber, which include but not 

limited to fiber size, fiber orientation, so it is difficult to benefit from the empirical 

models during the design phase of an absorber (Cox and D’antonio, 2004).  

One empirical model which is widely used was presented by Delany and Bazley 

(1970).  They predicted the wave number, k, and the characteristic impedance, Zc, for a 

large range of frequencies in many fibrous materials with porosity close to unity. Using 
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their measurements, they determined that the quantities of the wave number, k, and the 

characteristic impedance, Zc, mainly depend on the angular frequency, ω, and the flow 

resistivity, r0, of the material, as explained below.  

A circular cylinder of radius r carrying a fluid which is flowing at a steady 

Poiseuille flow given by 

∂p

∂x
=-

128μv

πa4          (47) 

where p is pressure in Pa, µ is dynamic viscosity of air in kg·m-1·s-1, v is the volume flow 

rate in m3·s-1, and a is the diameter of the channel in m.  

Assuming there are n parallel tubes per unit cross-sectional area, the relation 

becomes,  

∂p
∂x

‐ 32µv`
ha2                 (48) 

where v` is the average volume flow rate over cross-sectional area, and h=
n

4
πa2, 

where a is the diameter, gives porosity. It has been explained that the ratio of the pore 

radius to the boundary layer, η, (ωρ0a
2/4µ)1/2 determines the acoustic behavior of the 

sound absorber.   can be replaced for 8µv`/r0h in this ratio, η, to give  
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                (49) 

where porosity, h, can be ignored, as h1/2≈1 for most sound absorbers. This gives the non-

dimensional parameter (ωρ0/r0) or (Fahy, 2001):  

                    (50) 

where ρ0 and c0 are the density of air and the sound propagation velocity in air, 

respectively; and X, the absorber variable, which is denoted by E by some other 

researchers (Mechel (2002), Fahy (2001)) is a dimensionless parameter. 

Delany and Bazley (1970) obtained the values of the wave number, k, and the 

characteristic impedance, Zc, by the following expressions: 

- - - ,                                  (51) 

- - - ,                                  (52) 

with f being the frequency and r0 the flow resistivity. X has become a universal descriptor 

of fibrous materials as it is the single parameter that collapses all the sound absorption 

data for the 70 different fibrous materials that Delany and Bazley (1970) measured 

(Mechel, 2002). The boundary suggested for the validity of the model is 
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0.01<X<1.0.               (53) 

At low frequencies, Delany and Bazley’s formulas produce unfeasible results 

such as negative values for the real part of surface impedance of a hard-backed porous 

layer (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). Several researchers modify these formulas to give 

more accurate predictions, such as Miki (1990), and Mechel (2002). Mechel’s (2002) 

modified formulas are as follows: 

Zc=ρ0c0(1+0.081X-0.699)-i0.191X-0.556,            (54) 

k= (1+0.136X-0.641)-i0.322X-0.502            (55) 

for X<0.025. 

Zc=ρ0c0(1+0.0563X-0.725)-i0.127X-0.655,           (56) 

k= (1+0.103X-0.716)-i0.322X-0.663            (57) 

for X>0.025. 

Another empirical model related to the sound absorption behavior of nonwovens 

has been developed by Genis et al. (1990). They developed an empirical model for the 

sound absorption of heat-bonded polypropylene, and needlepunched polypropylene and 

polyamide nonwovens in the frequency range of 63 to 8000 Hz, fiber diameters of 10 to 

40 µm, and material thicknesses of 3 to 20 mm. They used a two-step approach. In the 
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first step, they obtain the maximum absorption coefficient for a specific nonwoven fabric; 

and in the second step, they predict the lower absorption coefficients, α, by applying the 

frequency of interest, and some constants determined by material and production 

parameters. The maximum sound absorption coefficient, αmax, for heat-bonded textile is 

predicted by 

αmax
1

n

1.1

1+
10
l

+0.006 +0.001ρ+10/ρ
,                (58) 

where l is the thickness of the textile in mm, a’ is the fiber diameter in microns (µm), and 

 is the bulk density in kg·m-3. For needle punched textiles αmax is obtained by  

αmax=
1

n
=

1.05

1+
5
l
+0.02 +0.0004P2+18/P

,                (59) 

where P is punching density in cm-2. Then, Genis et al. (1990) determined the absorption 

coefficient at the frequency, material, and production method of interest by substituting 

the maximum absorption coefficient into the following equation: 

α=
1

b log f/g 2+n
,                       (60) 

where  is the sound absorption, f is the frequency; b and g are constants for the given 

materials and method of production and n is 1/αmax. 
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Banks-Lee et al. (2005) developed another empirical model solely for predicting the 

sound absorption performance of needle-punched polyester fabrics: 

Log αn =0.238H4-3.814H3+22.723H2-58.602H+52.337          (61) 

Where, H=log f×l×r0.4×ρ3 /a'0.1  , f is frequency in Hertz , l is thickness in m, r is 

specific airflow resistance in N·s·m-2, ρ is density in kg·m-3, a’ is fiber in dtex (10-7kg·m-

1).   The boundaries suggested for validity are a basis weight of 0.45 to 0.90 kg·m-2, fiber 

fineness of 1.5 to 15 dtex, a fabric thick ness of 8×10-3  to 18×10-3 m, frequency range 

200 to 2000 Hertz. 

Voronina (1996) developed an empirical model to predict the acoustic impedance 

and the sound absorption coefficient of light, flexible fibrous material layers, provided 

that the fiber diameter and fabric density are between 1×10-6 to 2.5×10-6 m and 20 to 80 

kg·m-3, respectively. Two mechanisms of sound energy loss were investigated: frictional 

losses and losses due to the movement of fibers, whereas thermal losses were neglected.  

C.  Transfer matrix modeling 

The transfer matrix modeling is a very powerful technique which is often applied 

to porous materials. It can be applied to single or multiple layer absorbers. This approach 

is especially useful for determining surface impedance values (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). 

An acoustical system can be considered as a linear transmission system as shown 

in Fig. 12 and to more detail in Fig. 13, a box with two ports, an input and an output. Any 
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input signal s(t) produces an output signal s`(t).  If s(t) = ŝ·exp(iωt) is a harmonic 

vibration, the output s`(t) also is a harmonic vibration with the same angular frequency ω. 

However, the amplitude and phase of the output will differ from those of the input by a 

certain amount according to the frequency dependent complex transfer function G(ω) as 

shown in Eqs. (62) and (63) (Kuttruff, 2007). 

 

 

 

G(ω) =│G(ω)│exp[iφ(ω)],               (62) 

s`(t) = ŝ·G(ω)eiωt = ŝ│G(ω)│ei[ωt+φ(ω)].                                (63) 

 

 

g(t) s(t) s'(t) 

FIG. 12. Transmission system. 
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FIG. 13. Sound transmission system. 
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D.  The factors that affect sound absorption in nonwoven fabrics 

The first major step in noise control is to determine the source of the noise before 

designing the sound absorber. For an automotive-related example; the engine, road 

contact, and the wind are the three major factors that affect the acoustics of the passenger 

department of a vehicle. Hence, the floor coverings, the headliner, and the hood 

insulation are the critical contributions to the acoustic performance of vehicles (Wilson, 

2006). The other most important characteristic to be sought in the design of absorption 

materials are the noise absorption capacities in the audible frequency range of interest. 

For example, medium range (1200 - 4000 Hz) is of interest for the interior of passenger 

vehicles (Nick et al., 2002). Also, cost effectiveness and other conditions should be 

considered such as durability in hostile environments of interest such as high 

temperature, contamination, and high speed turbulent flow, etc. (Attenborough and Ver, 

2006).  Recyclability, lightweight, thermal comfort and contribution to passive safety 

systems are also desirable characteristics of noise absorbers in vehicles (Wilson, 2006).  

Different researchers give importance to different material parameters as 

influencers of sound absorption. Among the material parameters which are applicable to 

general porous absorbers including fibrous, granular and cellular materials, Bies and 

Hansen (2003) cite only the flow resistance/resistivity, Cox and D'antonio (2004) cite 

flow resistivity and porosity, whereas Fahy (2001) and Attenborough and Ver (2006) cite 
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flow resistance/resistivity, porosity, and structure factor (tortuosity) as the primary 

parameters that affect the sound absorption properties. 

Several authors give various parameters as affecting the sound absorption of 

specifically nonwoven fabrics. Cox and D’antonio (2004) report that sound absorption 

efficiency of nonwoven fabrics can be achieved by manipulating 

- Product density 

- Fiber composition  

- Fiber orientation 

- Fiber dimensions 

For needle punched nonwovens, particularly, the additional factors which may 

affect sound absorption properties include 

- number of needle passes (Banks-Lee et al., 1992) and 

- punching density (Genis, 1990). 

Banks-Lee et al. (1992) found the fabric weight per unit area, material thickness, 

fiber fineness, and fabric porosity to be of significant importance to the airflow resistance 

and sound absorption of needled fabrics.  
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TABLE III. Parameters that control sound absorption of nonwovens. 

Category Sub-category Parameter 

Material parameters Macroscopic Physical 

Parameters 

Flow resistivity and 

resistance 

Impedance 

Thickness  

Density 

Porosity 

Tortuosity 

Fiber orientation distribution 

Composition 

Air gap 

Fiber parameters Fiber type 

Fiber size 

Fiber shape 

Process parameters Production parameters Web forming 

Web bonding technique 

Treatment parameters Chemical treatment 

Physical treatment 

Other parameters Medium Density 

Shear viscosity 

Heat conduction coefficient 

Sound Frequency 

Angle of incidence 
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In the present paper, the factors affecting sound absorption behavior of 

nonwovens are classified as macroscopic physical parameters, fiber parameters, process 

parameters of the porous material production and treatments, accompanied by medium 

parameters and sound parameters as shown in Table II. It is important to note, 

beforehand, that the parameters to be described are not independent from each other 

(Ingard, 1994).  

1. Macroscopic physical parameters of the bulk material 

The topological complexity of most acoustical materials necessitates the 

characterization of these materials based on gross properties (Fahy, 2001). The physical 

parameters which affect the acoustic properties of nonwovens include flow resistance, 

thickness, porosity, weight of web, tortuosity, surface impedance, composition, the 

geometrical shape of the material, and the presence of air gap or cover screen 

(Jayaraman, 2005). 

a. Flow resistance and flow resistivity. Among the physical parameters, flow 

resistance is the most critical factor determining the sound absorptive properties of 

porous materials. Flow resistivity is the only material variable used by Delany and Bazley 

(1970) to obtain sound attenuation provided the porosity is close to unity. Even though 

different authors may use different denomination, terms as used in ASTM C522-03 

Standard Test Method for Airflow Resistance of Acoustical Materials are adopted here 

and defined below accordingly. 
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Flow resistance, R, in mks acoustic ohms (Pa·s·m-3), is the pressure drop across a 

specimen divided by the volume velocity of airflow through the specimen. Specific flow 

resistance, r, in mks rayls (Pa·s·m-1), is the product of the flow resistance of a specimen 

and its area. It is equivalent to the pressure difference across the specimen divided by the 

linear velocity of flow measured outside the specimen. Flow resistivity, r0, in mks rayl/m 

(Pa·s·m-2), of a homogeneous material, is the quotient of its specific flow resistance 

divided by its thickness. The flow resistance, R, the specific flow resistance, r, and the 

flow resistivity, r0, of porous materials can be given by following equations:  

R=
p

u
                (64) 

r=
p·S

u
                (65) 

r0=
p·S

l·u
               (66) 

where R is the flow resistance, r is the specific flow resistance, r0 is the flow resistivity 

(denoted by σ in  Fahy (2001), Cox and D’antonio (2004), Attenborough and Ver, (2006); 

Ξ in Kuttruff (2007) and Mechel (2002)), S is the area, in m2, l is the thickness, in m, of 

the porous material, and u is the volumetric velocity of the fluid in m3/s. Even though all 

these terms are concerned with steady flow and are not valid for sound with frequencies 

above a few hundred Hz for some sound absorbers (Fahy, 2001), they have been adopted 

by the majority of the researchers for the sake of simplicity. 
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Ingard (1994) introduces the normalized specific flow resistance as follows: 

rn≡
r

ρc
               (67) 

where rn is the normalized specific flow resistance, ρ is density of the fluid, and c is the 

speed of sound, and ρc is the impedance of the fluid. The S.I. unit of specific flow 

resistance, r, is kg·m-2·s-1, of the density, ρ, is kg·m-3, and of the speed of the sound, c, is 

m·s-1; thus, the unit of the normalized specific steady flow resistance, rn, of the porous 

material, which is non-dimensional (Ingard, 1994).  

The specific flow resistance is linearly related to the material thickness provided 

that the material is uniform. Thus, if the specific flow resistance is divided by the 

thickness, it will give the flow resistivity, in mks rayl/m, which is characteristic of the 

material independent of the thickness (Bies and Hansen, 2003).  

There is a close relationship between the flow resistivity and the density of the 

nonwoven web. Flow resistivity increases in high packing densities, as air permeability, 

which is the reciprocal of air flow resistance, reduces when fiber packing density 

increases with an increase in the pressure drop (Coates and Kierzkowski, 2002). Ballagh 

(1996) found the following relationship for woolen nonwovens: 

r0=16ρw
1.61                           (68)        

where r0 is the flow resistivity in mks rayls/m and ρw is the density of web in kg·m-3. 
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The flow resistivity is proportional to the coefficient of shear viscosity µ of the fluid (i.e. 

air) involved and is reported to be inversely proportional to the square of the pore size of 

the material when the microstructure is considered. As the material is fibrous, the flow 

resistivity increases with the decreasing fiber size (Ingard, 1994). However, the 

relationship between the fiber size and the flow resistivity depends on the fiber type (Cox 

and D’antonio, 2004).  Other than density and fiber diameter, flow resistivity is 

determined also by porosity, tortuosity, pore size distribution (Mohammadi, 1998), and 

fiber orientation (Mechel, 2002). 

In most cases the steady flow value of the flow resistivity is known and used for 

the specification of the absorber. For obtaining effective sound absorption, flow 

resistivity should be in the order of 0.4ρc per cm, where ρ is density of the fluid, c is the 

speed of sound, and ρc is the characteristic wave impedance. Standard air characteristic 

wave impedance is in the order of 400 mks rayls (Ingard, 1994).  

Sound absorption increases with increasing flow resistivity up to a point then 

starts to decrease for higher resistivity values. If the resistivity is too low, there is little 

amount of fibers to interfere with the sound wave to cause energy loss (Tascan, 2005), 

whereas when the flow resistance is too high, the material acts as a reflector rather than 

an absorber (Coates and Kierzkowski, 2002). High frequency sound absorption requires 

relatively lower flow resistance (Coates and Kierzkowski, 2002). Consequently, the 
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absorption coefficient curve shifts to a lower frequency range as the flow resistance 

increases as seen in Fig. 14.  

There is an optimum flow resistance for each frequency range. However, in 

practice the specific flow resistance, r, of an absorber is typically in the range of 2 ρc, as 

reported by Ingard (1994). Fahy (2001) recommends a specific flow resistance of 3 ρc, 

whereas Attenborough and Ver (2006) report the range of 1-2 ρc to be an optimal choice. 

In Fig. 14, a specific flow resistance of 3 ρc gives the higher absorption rate in the 

broadest range of frequencies. Ballagh (1996) finds a specific flow resistance of 1000 

mks rayls, which is approximately 2.5 ρc, to give optimum absorption of wool absorber. 

Fahy (2001) reports that most of the sound absorbers have flow resistivity values between 

2×103 to 2×105 Pa·s·m-2 or mks rayl/m. 
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FIG. 14. Calculated statistical absorption coefficient for a porous material of thickness l backed by a rigid 
wall (Bies and Hansen, 2003). 

 

b. Thickness. The resistance to flow is achieved through the depth of the material. 

The thicker the material, the higher is the sound absorption. Generally, when the 

thickness of the material matches one tenth wavelengths of the incidence sound, effective 

sound absorption is achieved. At a resonance frequency of one-quarter wavelength of the 

incidence sound, peak sound absorption occurs. The necessity for the significant 

thickness to wavelength ratio renders porous materials inefficient sound absorbers at low 

frequency. This ratio is extremely small at low frequencies as the wavelength may reach 

values that are in the order of 10 meters (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). 

 

f l / c

rol/ρc= 

αst 
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NAC (normal incidence sound absorption coefficient) increases as the thickness 

increases. However, for every frequency there is an upper limit of the thickness, a quarter 

of a wavelength, beyond which NAC decreases slightly (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). 

This fact is contrary to the belief that NAC should improve continuously as the thickness 

increases (Shoshani and Yakubov, 1999). As shown in Fig. 15, with increasing thickness, 

the frequency where the maximum absorption takes place decreases, which is often 

desirable (Dent, 1983). Parikh et al. (2006) tested velour nonwovens made of recycled 

fibers and Polypropylene/Polyester bicomponent fibers to see the effects of thickness, 

mass per area, and the production method on the sound absorption. The results showed 

that increase in thickness and mass per area leads to increase in NAC as expected. 

 

FIG. 15. Effect of thickness on NAC of a needlepunched nonwoven fabric of polypropylene (Yilmaz et al., 
2009). 
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c. Porosity. In order for a material to absorb sound, it must be porous, so that the 

sound waves can move into the material (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). Porosity is the 

ratio of open space volume to the total volume of the porous material. Only connected 

pores, which are accessible to air flow, should be included in porosity (Cox and 

D’antonio, 2004). 

The gravimetric measurement of the porosity requires the knowledge of the 

volume of the porous material and the density of the fibers. The porous material is 

weighed and fabric density is calculated. The porosity is calculated by using the 

following equation 

h=1-
ρw

ρf
            (69) 

where h is porosity, w is density of fabric, f is the density of the fiber. Reciprocal of 

porosity, massivity is the ratio of fiber volume to the total volume of the porous material 

(Mechel, 2002): 

  =
ρw

ρf
=1-h              (70) 

Another method of measuring porosity involves saturating the porous materials 

with a kind of fluid such as water or mercury and determining the porosity from the 

relative weights of saturated and unsaturated samples. The difficulty with this method is 
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the deformation of the pore structure due to the introduction of the fluid (Attenborough 

and Ver, 2006). 

A dry method of porosity determination is based on measurement of the change in 

pressure, within a container which contains the porous material, with addition of small 

volume of air. It is advantageous that it only measures the connected pores, through 

which sound propagates (Attenborough and Ver, 2006).   

The range of porosity is higher than 0.95 for mineral and glass wools and porous 

plastic foams. Nonwoven porosities have been reported to range between 0.83 and 0.95 

by Cox and D’antonio (2004). Porosity has a negligible effect on compressibility in the 

high range. Porosity determines the ratio between the average particle velocity in the 

channels and on the cross-sectional average particle velocity of the absorber material as 

shown in Eq. (43) (Fahy, 2001). A number of models use the assumption that the porosity 

is close to unity including Delany and Bazley (1970). 

d. Tortuosity. The ratio between the passage way through the pores and the 

thickness of the porous material is called tortuosity (Jayaraman, 2005). Tortuosity gives 

the extent of the deviation of the pores from the normal of material thickness (Wassilieff, 

1996). The sound absorption performance of porous materials is generally affected by 

tortuosity which does not allow the sound waves to follow straight paths (Wright, 2003). 

The air that is forced to follow a tortuous path suffers accelerations which cause 

momentum transfer from air to the material (Ingard, 1994). The value of tortuosity 
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determines the high frequency behavior of sound absorbing porous materials (Jayaraman, 

2001).  

Tortuosity can be measured by an electrical conductivity method (Attenborough 

and Ver, 2006). In this method, the porous material is saturated with a conducting fluid 

such as a brine solution, and the electrical resistivity of the saturated porous material and 

the solution alone is measured and compared. 

F=
Res

Ref
         (71) 

where F is the formation factor and Res and Ref are the electrical resistances of the 

saturated sample and the fluid alone, which have the same dimensions, in ohm unit, 

respectively. As the electrical resistance is proportional to the length, L, and inversely 

proportional to the area, S, of the conducting material the ratio between the resistances; 

formation factor, F, should be tortuosity, Ts, divided by porosity, h, as shown in the 

following equations: 

R  
L

S
        (72) 

F=
h

        (73) 
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As mentioned in previous sections, tortuosity contributes to the the ‘structure 

factor’ Γ along with the effect of inner structure of porous materials (Zwikker and 

Kosten, 1949). The structure factor, Γ, (χ in Mechel (2002)) accounts for an increase in 

the inertial mass density of the air. In other words, the irregularity of the structure causes 

an addition of induced mass to the density of air. For fibrous materials, structure factor, 

Γ, is generally between 1.2 and 2.3 (Fahy, 2001), but it is assumed to be unity in 

modeling studies by numerous researchers including Allard and Champoux, (1992), 

Ballagh (1996), and Cox and D’antonio (2004). High structure factor leads to low 

propagation speed which increases the effective thickness of the absorber (Fahy, 2001).  

e. Fiber orientation. Fibers in nonwoven fabrics have some level of orientation in 

machine- or cross-direction and parallel to fabric surface. Thus, nonwoven fabrics are 

inherently anisotropic and the propagation constant, k, and surface impedance, z1, 

changes according to the direction the sound waves propagate. Sound waves must be 

permitted to enter the material in order for the material to be able to absorb the sound 

rather than reflect it (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). Nonwoven fabrics with fibers 

arranged vertically to the surface such as needlepunched products allow sound to enter 

the material (Tascan, 2005). 

f. Composition. The use of multi-layer absorbers has become increasingly 

important in noise control in recent years (Lee and Chen, 2003). It is possible to tailor the 

materials for maximum absorption for the broadest frequency range by layering them 
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(Wilson, 2006). NAC (normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient) for various 

frequency ranges can be enhanced by changing the density and composition of the 

nonwoven. This area needs more investigation on the inner structure of multilayer 

absorbers (Lee and Chen, 2003), and more empirical data to gain a better understanding 

of the potential uses of nonwovens as sound absorbers (Kondylas, 1998).  Multi-layer 

absorbers achieve higher sound absorption than the mono-layer absorbers with the same 

thickness (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). Ingard (1994) reported a significant drop in the 

critical frequency above which maximum absorption is achieved when the fibrous 

absorber consisted of layers with different flow resistivities. The critical frequency is 

significantly higher for a single layer material with the same total thickness and flow 

resistance. 

Shoshani (1995) reported an increase in the noise absorption capacities in 

materials made of a combination of nonwoven and woven fabrics in the medium 

frequency range.  The highest sound absorption was achieved when the woven fabric 

faces the noise source. This effect was more pronounced in low frequency range, i.e. f < 

500 Hz as reported by Shoshani (1991).  

Ingard (1994) reported that the sound absorption is higher when the flow 

resistivity, r0, increases from the surface toward the rigid backing except for low 

frequencies below 150 Hz. In contrary, Jayaraman et al. (2005) found that the sound 

absorption increases when the higher density part in the needled nonwoven composition 
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faces the sound source. Ackermann et al. (1988) reported that the smoothness and 

evenness of the  surface of the absorbers facing the flow keeps frictional losses low and 

this allows higher sound absorption.  

Atalla et al. (2001), using a different approach, produced non-homogeneous 

absorbers from rock wool and glass fiber which include patches with different flow 

resistivity values in the same single layers. They found that surrounding patches interact 

together and better performances are obtained compared to homogeneous materials. They 

reported that with properly design of macro-perforated in fibrous materials, significant 

increase in the absorption performances at low frequencies can be achieved without any 

loss at higher frequencies. 

g. Air gap. It is a common practice to leave an air gap between the absorber 

material and the hard backing wall in applications such as suspended acoustical ceilings, 

although the practical use is limited (Coates and Kierzkowski, 2002). The highest NAC 

will be achieved when the distance between the absorber and the wall is odd multiples of 

a quarter wavelengths for the sound frequency of concern. This fact is due to the fact that 

the incident waves and the reflected waves will have a phase difference of 1800 

(Attenborough and Ver, 2006). Conversely, when the air gap is a multiple of half 

wavelengths, the airspace becomes totally ineffective as the incident and the reflected 

waves will be in phase (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). Air gap behind the material 

increases NAC (normal incidence sound absorption coefficient) substantially in the low 
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frequency range with the cost of high frequencies (Coates and Kierzkowski, 2002). This 

effect is seen in Fig.15.  Jayaraman (2005) found that the air gap caused an increase in 

the absorption in the frequency range from 500 to 4500 Hz. He did not find a significant 

difference in NAC values for nonwovens with 5 mm air gap compared to those with 10 

mm air gap, whereas the maxima peak is at a lower frequency for the greater depth of the 

gap. A similar behavior is seen also in Fig.16. There are useful design charts in 

Attenborough and Ver (2006) to predict the NAC of absorbers separated from the wall 

with an air gap with the knowledge of air gap distance, flow resistivity of the absorber 

and sound frequency.  

 

FIG.16. Effect of air gap on normal-incidence sound absorption of needle-punched polypropylene mat with 
11 mm thickness (Yilmaz et al., 2009). 
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h. Cover screen. Various forms of cover screens are used both to protect the 

porous absorbers from damage (Chen et al., 2000) such as loss of fibers (Cox and 

D’antonio, 2004) and to fine-tune their absorptive performance to meet practical demands 

(Fahy, 2001). Cover screens can be in the form of mineral wool felt sprayed on plastic, 

steel wool, mineral wool or glass fiber cloth; wire mesh cloth; or thin perforated metal. 

They are characterized by their specific flow resistance, r, and their mass per unit area 

(Attenborough and Ver, 2006). The addition of a cover screen increases the sound 

absorption at low frequencies substantially if it is not in contact with the porous material 

and able to vibrate freely. However, this may be at the cost of absorption at high 

frequencies if the non-dimensional normalized flow resistance, rn, of the screen is higher 

than 1 ρc (Ingard, 1994). If the cover screen has very low porosity (Chen et al., 2000) or 

is in contact with the porous absorber, the result will be decreased high frequency 

absorption and unaltered low frequency absorption (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). The 

thinness and the lightness of the film increase the absorption (Ackermann et al., 1988). 

Rebillard et al. (1992) reported that a heavy film behaves like it is in contact with the 

porous absorber whether or not it is so. Jayaraman et al. (2005) found the presence of 

PVC film on the side facing the sound source had a positive impact on NAC values in the 

frequency range below 4500 Hz. In this case, the curve has a completely different shape, 

similar to a bell shape, having the maximum point at 2200 Hz which may be due to 

resonance effect of the film. PVC film at the back side caused a slight increase in NAC 

values.  
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i. Geometrical shape of porous material. The sound propagation through 

absorbers is closely related to the geometrical shape of the porous material. In the noise 

insulation barrier which is designed by Shoshani (1993) as a honeycomb structure, the 

arriving sound waves reflect several times in the material by the inclined lateral faces 

with each reflection causing some loss in the energy. Shoshani and Rosenhouse (1995) 

found the folded ceiling absorber has significantly higher NAC only in the lower 

frequency region. At 500 Hz frequency, the highest difference was observed between 

absorption coefficients of the flat and folded absorbers. They found the fold head angle of 

112o gave the highest NAC in the lower frequency range and 70o in the medium 

frequency range. 

2.  Fiber parameters 

Nonwoven absorbers are made up of fibers. The characteristics of the constituent 

fibers also have an important effect on sound absorption. The fiber parameters which 

affect the acoustic properties of nonwovens include fiber type, fiber size, and fiber shape.  

a. Fiber type. The effect of fiber type on sound absorption is hard to detect as it is 

often accompanied by differences in fiber size and fiber shape. Fiber type determines the 

relationship between the fiber size and flow resistivity (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). The 

following relationships have been found: 

r0,g=
3.2μ 1-h

1.42

a2 , r0,p=
7.58ρ1.404

1012a
2 , r0,w=

490ρ1.61

106a
           (74) 
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where r0,g, r0,p, and r0,w are flow resistivity values of glassfiber, polyester (Cox and 

D’antonio, 2004) and wool (Ballagh, 1996) webs in mks rayl/m, respectively; µ is 

viscosity of air which is 1.84×10-5 kg·m-1s-1, h is porosity, a is fiber radius in m, and ρ is 

density of the fiber mat in kg·m-3.   

According to Shoshani (1993), nonwovens made of acrylic and cotton fibers 

perform better compared to those made of polyester fibers in the medium and high 

frequency range, i.e. above 1000 Hz. Surface properties of fibers and their cross-sections 

also play an important role. Jayaraman et al. (2005) examined the effect of kenaf fiber, 

which is a natural bast fiber, on the absorption of sound in nonwovens. Untreated kenaf 

had a negative effect on the noise reduction performance compared to polyester and 

reclaimed polyester fibers, however, this effect is less pronounced in high frequencies. 

This negative effect may also be due to high linear density of kenaf. Nick et al. (2002) 

compared the sound absorption coefficient of nonwovens made up of cotton-

polypropylene, flax-polypropylene and hemp-polypropylene blends for automotive 

applications. They found a higher absorption for cotton-PP blend compared to other 

blends, probably due to the higher fineness of cotton fibers as compared to flax and 

hemp. Polymer fiber nonwovens can achieve higher flow resistivity values compared to 

glassfiber mats with the same bulk density as the specific gravity values of polymer fibers 

are around half that of glassfiber (Attenborough and Ver, 2006). 
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b. Fiber size. Finer linear density gives higher sound absorption due to the higher 

number of fibers per volume, more contact area, and more tortuous channels (Jayaraman, 

2005). Furthermore, the presence of finer fibers decreases the chances of pore 

connectivity (Mohammadi, 1991) and increases the flow resistivity as shown in Eq. (49). 

Additionally, finer fibers can be vibrated easily compared to coarser ones; and cause 

acoustic energy dissipation (Jayaraman, 2005). Jayaraman et al. (2005), Lee and Joo 

(2003), and Koizumi et al. (2002) report higher sound absorption with finer fibers. 

Koizumi et al. (2002) found a dramatic increase in absorption properties with micro 

denier fibers (less than 1 dpf, i.e. denier per filament). Technical fibers generally have 

Poisson distribution of fiber diameter (Mechel, 2002) which may be taken into account 

when modeling. 

Interestingly, Banks-Lee et al. (1992) noticed that needled fabrics of polyester 

fine fibers had lower absorption in frequencies below 500 Hz compared to that of coarse 

fibers.  Coarser fibers create larger pores and greater permeability whereas finer fibers 

tend to produce smaller size pores.  

c. Fiber shape. Different fiber shapes result in different surface areas. Different 

surface areas lead to different viscous and thermal effects (Cox and D’antonio, 2004). An 

irregular cross section of fibers also increases the sound absorption (Jayaraman et al., 

2005). Greater fiber surface area results in greater sound absorption friction between 

fibers and air (Kyoichi et al., 1999). Kyoichi et al. (1991) and Narang et al. (1995) report 
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a direct correlation between sound absorption and fiber surface area. In the frequency 

range 1125 Hz – 5000 Hz, fibers with serrated cross sections absorb more sound 

compared to ones with a round cross sectional area. Hur et al. (2005) explain that sound 

absorption increases with specific surface area of fiber with an increase of relative 

density and friction of the pore wall. Vaughn et al. (2003) found a greater sound 

transmission loss in 4DGTM polyester nonwoven compared to the nonwoven made from 

round polyester fibers. 4DGTM fibers have cross sections with several deep grooves that 

run along the length of the fiber as shown in Fig.17 (Goswami, & Ellison, 2002). 

 

FIG. 17. Scanning Electron Microscope images of needlepunched nonwovens made up of fibers with 
different shapes (a) round (b) trilobal, (c) 4DGTM (Tascan, 2008). 

 

3.  Process parameters 

Process parameters during absorbent material formation have an important impact 

on sound absorption due to their effects on the characteristics of the absorbent material. 

Process parameters have been classified into nonwoven production and treatment 

parameter categories here. 

     (a)          (b)          (c) 
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a. Production. Production methods of nonwoven fabric have been briefly 

reviewed in the preceding sections. Among web forming types, Jayaraman et al. (2005) 

report higher sound absorption in airlaid nonwovens compared to carded ones 

irrespective of the fiber content. This might be due to higher flow resistivity of airlaid 

nonwovens because of relatively random placement, and thus, higher tortuousity, higher 

number of pores with smaller sizes, higher number of fiber to fiber contact points, and 

gradient in porosity due to gravity.  

Among web bonding methods, Jayaraman et al. (2005) did not find a significant 

difference between needled and needled plus thermally bonded nonwovens. Genis et al. 

(1990) found that the absorption coefficient reaches its maximum at material density  = 

100 kg/m3 for thermo-bonded polypropylene, and punching density P = 28 cm-2 for 

needlepunched polypropylene and polyamide materials in the sound frequency range of 

63 to 8000 Hz, fiber diameters 10 to 40 µm, and thickness 3 to 20 mm. They found the 

absorption coefficient of their needle punched samples to have more dependency on the 

frequency range; thus they have a narrower absorption efficiency frequency range. The 

absorption in needlepunched materials was also more dependent on the diameter of fibers 

compared to thermally bonded webs.                                             

b. Treatment. Different post-production treatments may be applied to nonwoven 

fabric according to the effect required. Examples of common chemical treatments include 

flame-retardancy, and anti-microbial treatments. Mechanical treatments include 
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compression and heat treatments. Among chemical treatments, Jayaraman et al. (2005) 

studied the effect of fire retardancy treatment on sound absorption. They found that the 

treatment had a positive impact on the sound absorption of kenaf fibers. 

There is not a significant amount of findings concerning the influence of 

compression or heat treatments on sound absorption behavior. Compression of a fibrous 

mat deteriorates its sound absorption properties according to Castagnede et al. (2000). 

For a given homogeneous porous layer, compression is followed by a decrease in terms 

of porosity and thickness, and at the same time by an increase of tortuosity and 

resistivity. Jayaraman et al. (2005) also found a decrease in sound absorption with 

compression. 

4.  Parameters of fluid medium 

The parameters of fluid, i.e. air, which affect sound absorbency, include the 

density, ρ, sound speed, c, shear viscosity, µ, and heat conduction coefficient, K, of the 

fluid (Ingard, 1994).  

As the viscosity of the gases increases with temperature due to higher molecular 

momentum transport (Fahy, 2001), flow resistivity, r0, which is one of the most important 

factors affecting sound absorption, increases with increasing temperature (Ingard, 1994). 

The humidity in air also has a positive effect on sound attenuation; however this is 

significant only for sound propagation over large distances (Fahy, 2001).  
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5.  Sound parameters 

The most important parameter of sound which has a substantial impact on the 

sound absorption behavior of porous materials is frequency. Angle of incidence is 

another sound parameter that affects sound absorption.  

a. Frequency. Nonwoven absorbers have low sound absorption in the lower 

frequency-range (Fellah et al., 2004) as previously shown in Fig. 13. This situation is due 

to two facts. The first is that the maximum energy is dissipated in the region where 

maximum particle velocity takes place, and the maximum particle velocity is far from the 

material at low frequencies. This may be prevented by increasing the thickness of the 

absorbent material or leaving an air gap between the absorbent and the backing. The 

second is that shorter wavelengths (higher frequencies) are able to penetrate into the 

porous material and be dissipated more easily compared to that of longer wavelengths 

(Tascan, 2005). 

Attenuation per wavelength is given by Fahy (2001) as 20 (2πα/β) log10 (e) dB 

where α≈
1

2

r0h

ρ0c
(

KΓ

ρ0c2 )  and β≈
ω

c

Γρ0c2

K
, where r0 is the flow resistivity, h is the 

porosity, ρ0 is the density of the fluid, c is the sound speed, K is compressibility, Γ is 

structure factor and ω is the angular frequency. As frequency increases, the wavelength 

decreases and the thickness of the sound absorber can cover a bigger fraction of a 

wavelength. (The wavelength corresponding to 100 Hz is 3.4 m, 1 kHz is 34 cm, 10 kHz 

is 3.4 cm.) 
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The frequency dependence of the sound absorption coefficient is mainly 

determined by the thickness, L, of the layer, and the flow resistivity, r0 (Ingard, 1994). 

During the propagation of sound, excited air molecules in the pores undergo periodic 

compression and relaxation. This situation results in a change of temperature. At low 

frequencies, due to extended periods, large surface to volume ratios and high heat 

conductivity of fibers (Jayaraman, 2005), the thermal state is under isothermal conditions, 

whereas for high frequencies it is under adiabatic conditions (Shoshani and Yakubov, 

1999).  

Low frequency propagation is controlled by viscosity whereas high frequency is 

controlled by inertia (Fahy, 2001). Low-frequency sound absorption is limited by the 

stiffness reactance of the air in the material (Ingard, 1994). However, it can be improved 

simply by allowing an air gap behind the porous material (Shoshani and Yakubov, 1999). 

Low-frequency reduction is important especially in the transportation industry or in 

public halls (Shoshani, 1991).  

b. Angle of incidence. Nonwoven fabrics are inherently anisotropic as fibers do 

not lie in random directions but some level of orientation in machine or cross-direction 

and parallel to the surface is present most of the time. For this reason, the propagation 

constant, k, and the impedance, z1, is a function of angle of incidence. The effect of angle 

of incidence on the absorber differs if the absorber is locally reacting (no wave 

propagation parallel to the surface is possible) or non-locally reacting (sound propagation 
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parallel to the surface is possible). For normal-incident sound there is no difference 

between the locally- and non-locally reacting absorbers. For small angles (less than 300), 

sound absorption is only slightly different than its normal-incidence value for locally 

reacting absorbers. As the angle of incidence increases, maximum absorption coefficient 

decreases and the specific flow resistance for the maximum absorption also decreases 

(Attenborough and Ver, 2006). Non-locally reacting porous materials have higher sound 

absorption values of oblique-incident sound than that of locally-reacting absorbers. 

Accordingly, Ballagh (1996) found that the random incidence absorption coefficient, 

which is the average absorption coefficient for all incidence angles, of wool absorbers to 

be higher than their normal incidence sound absorption coefficient. 
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IV.  METHODOLOGY 

The objectives of this research are  

1- To develop a biodegradable nonwoven composite from hemp and PLA fibers 

2- To measure acoustic absorption properties of the biodegradable nonwoven 

structure 

3- To develop a model which relates nonwoven parameters and acoustic 

behaviors   

4- To recommend optimum parameters for a nonwoven in order to form a 

feasible sound absorber product 

The samples in this research vary in the fiber type used, fiber composition, 

layering sequence, and post-treatments such as compression, heat and alkalization 

treatments. The sample preparation process is explained in terms of fiber selection, fabric 

formation, and post treatment applications. Sample preparation will be followed by 

characterization methods, data analysis procedures, and expert evaluation. 

A.  Fiber selection 

The selected fiber types, their functions and the reasons for the selection are given 

in Table I. Fiber specifications are given in Table II. Hemp used in this research was 

obtained from Stemergy (Canada, Ontario). Hemp was field retted and processed through 

BioFibeRefineryTM technology of Stemergy. PLA fibers were generously donated by 
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Fiber Innovation Technology, Inc (TN, USA). Cardable glassfiber was generously 

donated by AGY (SC, USA), and PP fibers were donated by NCRC (NC, USA). 

 

TABLE I. Types and functions of the selected fibers. 

Fiber 
Group 

Function Layer 
Code 

Fiber type Reason for Selection 

I Provides mechanical 
reinforcement to the 
nonwoven composite. 

R1 Hemp  Biodegradable. Replaces 
glass fiber in conventional 
automotive nonwoven 
composites. 

R3 Glass fiber Commonly used in 
automotive nonwoven 
composites. 

II Carrier in nonwovens. 
Provides moldability 
and processability.  

C1 Poly lactide 
(PLA) 

Biodegradable. Replaces 
PP in conventional 
automotive nonwoven 
composites. 

C2 Polypropylene 
(PP) 

Commonly used in 
automotive nonwoven 
composites. Recyclable. 

I+II Mixture of the 
mechanical 
reinforcement and 
carrier groups from 
conventional  fibers 

M2 Glassfiber/PP 
(33/67) 

Defining the effect of 
blending prior to web 
bonding. 
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B.  Fabric production 

Nonwoven fabric production involved two steps: web formation, and web 

bonding, followed by post treatments.  In order for fibers to be successfully converted to 

webs they should first be opened. Fig. 1 gives a general production flow chart, in which 

A, B and C may or may not be the same fiber type. 

 

TABLE II. Specifications of the selected fibers. 

Fiber type Length 
(cm) 

Average 
linear 

density 
(denier) 

Diameter 
(µm) 

Density 
(g cm-3) 

Melting 
point  
(oC) 

Hemp 5.1 42 42 1.5 … 
PLA (18% hollow) 6.4 7.3 30.9 1.3 173-178 
Glass fiber 5.1 1.8 9.00 2.5 … 
Glass fiber (intimateblend ) 5.1 2.6 10.9 2.5 … 
PP 5.1 6.0  31.5 0.9 160 

 

 

1.  Fiber opening 

The fibers supplied in dense press-packed bales were opened in order to form a 

homogeneous web of individualized fibers. Fiber opening was carried out in a 

Truetzschler Opener. 
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All fiber webs were produced in single-fiber web form except for one sample set 

which includes 33% glassfiber and 66% PP. Blending for this sample was carried out by 

loading the fibers of the two different types into the Truetzschler Opener.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 1. General production flow chart. 
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  2. Web formation 

Web formation is the process that arranges the fibers or filaments into a sheet or 

web form. There are several different web formation technologies available today. This 

research uses air laying method to form the web. 

In air laying, fibers are fed into an air stream and then transferred to a moving belt 

or perforated drum, where they form a randomly oriented web. Air laying was carried out 

on Truetzschler Tuft Feeder Scanfeed with a target aerial weight of 330 gsm. All the 

webs were produced from single fibers except the one which was produced from 33% 

glassfiber and 67% PP fibers as shown in Table III. Following air laying, webs were pre-

needled using a NSC Asselin Pre-needler.  

          TABLE III. Fiber webs produced by Truetzschler Tuft Feeder Scanfeed. 

Web 

numbers 

Layer codes  Fiber composition 

of webs 

Blend ratios 

(%) 

1 R1 Hemp 100 

2 C1 PLA 100 

3 C2 PP 100 

4 R3 Glass fiber 100 

5 M2 Glass fiber/PP 33/67 
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3.  Web bonding 

Webs produced in air laying processes have little strength in their un-bonded 

form.  Therefore, webs should be bonded by some means. This research uses needle-

punching as the method of web bonding. Prior to web bonding, stacks of three layers 

were formed from webs of the same or different fibers in various sequences as shown in 

Table IV. Sequencing in this manner allowed the effect of fiber type and fiber web laying 

to be assessed.  

TABLE IV. Layering of fiber webs prior to needle-punching. 

Web 
Number 

Web 
Code 

Web codes Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 

1 HHH R1/R1/R1 Hemp Hemp Hemp 
2 HLL R1/C1/C1 Hemp PLA PLA 
3 LHL C1/R1/C1 PLA Hemp PLA 
4 LLH C1/C1/R1 PLA PLA Hemp 
5 LLL C1/C1/C1 PLA PLA PLA 
6 HPP R1/C2/C2 Hemp PP PP 
7 PHP C2/R1/C2 PP Hemp PP 
8 PPH C2/C2/R1 PP PP Hemp 
9 PPP C2/C2/C2 PP PP PP 
10 GGG R3/R3/R3 Glassfiber Glassfiber Glassfiber 
11 GPP R3/C2/C2 Glassfiber PP PP 
12 PGP C2/R3/C2 PP Glassfiber PP 
13 PPG C2/C2/R3 PP PP Glassfiber 
14 PGI M2/M2/M2 Glassfiber/PP Glassfiber/PP Glassfiber/PP 
 

In multi-fiber arrangements, carrier fibers had a higher percentage in blends to 

provide moldability and consequently good mechanical properties of the resulting fabric.  
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In needle-punching, specially designed needles are used to perforate the web 

causing entanglement of fibers. In this study, needle-punching was carried out using a 

NSC Asselin needle-punch loom set at a 100 cm/min speed, 100-cm width, with needles 

in both sides, 228 strokes/cm, 175 c/cm2 penetration density, 3 mm penetration depth. 

Groz-Beckert 15x17x40x3 needles were used. A target of 1000 gsm (gr·m-2) aerial mass 

was set. Fig. 2. gives schematic diagrams of  nonwoven fabrics produced using needle-

punching. 

 

       

 

 

 

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of web arrangement in terms of fiber content and layering sequence. 
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C.  Post- treatments 
 

Selected ones from the produced nonwoven fabrics were treated with alkalization, 

compression, or heat treatment under varying conditions. Alkalization was carried out 

with varying alkaline concentration, temperature and duration; compression with varying 

pressure, and duration, and heat treatment with varying temperature and duration values. 

Samples were then tested to evaluate treatment effects on the sound absorption 

performance of the nonwoven fabrics.  

 

1.  Alkalization  

Alkalization treatment is one of the most common treatments for natural fibers. 

Sodium hydroxide solution was used to remove non-cellulose materials which bind 

cellulose microfibrils in the hemp fiber. The reaction between sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

with natural fiber (Cellulose-OH) is thought to occur as shown below (Mohanty et al., 

2001): 

Cellulose-OH + NaOH Cellulose- O-Na- + H2O + surface impurities 

Alkalization treatment gives a rough surface to the fiber. This treatment has been 

selected for testing the hypothesis that the separation of hemp fibrils during alkalization 

would decrease average “pore” size and increase tortuosity; thus alkalization is expected 

to have a positive effect on the sound absorption behavior of fabrics. One point to 
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consider is that alkalization treatment may have high impact on the environment. As it is 

out of the scope of this study, its environmental impact has not been measured. 

PP/Hemp/PP (PHP) needle-punched fabrics, shown in Fig. 2, were subjected to 

alkalization treatment in different alkaline concentrations, temperatures and durations as 

shown in Table V. The alkalization treatment was carried out in 1:20 liquor ratio. 

Alkalization was followed by rinsing five times and neutralizing with 0.25g/l acetic acid 

solution. The neutralized samples were extracted and dried in an oven at 75oC for at least 

48 hours. 

2. Compression molding 

Compression molding is a very common means of converting planar nonwoven 

fabrics to 3-D structures. Compression molding is commonly used in automotive 

nonwovens due to its simplicity, relatively fast cycle times, excellent repeatability, ease 

of high volume production and ability to produce parts with tight tolerances (Advani and 

Sozer, 2003). This makes it necessary to consider the effect of compression on acoustical 

properties. Fig. 3 shows compression molded automotive components which contain 

natural fibers. In this study, the effects of compression and heat treatment are studied 

individually. 
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TABLE V. Scheme of alkali treatment conditions. 

Concentrations 
of NaOH 
((w/v)%) 

Temperature 
(oC) 

Duration 
(min) 

Sample Code 

2.5 Room temperature 7.5 PHPR2575 
  15 PHPR2515 
  30 PHPR2530 
  45 PHPR2545 
2.5 Boiling temperature 7.5 PHPB2575 
  15 PHPB2515 
  30 PHPB2530 
  45 PHPB2545 
5.0 Room temperature 7.5 PHPR5075 
  15 PHPR5015 
  30 PHPR5030 
  45 PHPR5045 
5.0 Boiling temperature 7.5 PHPB5075 
  15 PHPB5015 
  30 PHPB5030 
  45 PHPB5045 
7.5 Room temperature 7.5 PHPR7575 
  15 PHPR7515 
  30 PHPR7530 
  45 PHPR7545 
7.5 Boiling temperature 7.5 PHPB7575 
  15 PHPB7515 
  30 PHPB7530 
  45 PHPB7545 
10 Room temperature 7.5 PHPR1075 
  15 PHPR1015 
  30 PHPR1030 
  45 PHPR1045 
10 Boiling temperature 7.5 PHPB1075 
  15 PHPB1015 
  30 PHPB1030 
  45 PHPB1045 
15 Room temperature 7.5 PHPR1575 
  15 PHPR1515 
  30 PHPR1530 
  45 PHPR1545 
15 Boiling temperature 7.5 PHPB1575 
  15 PHPB1515 
  30 PHPB1530 
  45 PHPB1545 
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FIG. 3. Compression molded parts of Mercedes Benz E class which consist natural fibers (Daimler 
Chrysler, 2008). 

 

a. Compression treatment. Different levels of pressure were applied for different 

durations as shown in Table VI. A Pasadena Hydraulics Inc. P.H.I model hydraulic press 

with heated stages was used for this treatment. PLA/Hemp/PLA (LHL), layered 

PP/glassfiber/PP (PGP) and intimate blend PP-glassfiber (PGI) fabrics, illustrated in Fig. 

2, were compression treated. 
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                                 TABLE VI. Compression conditions. 
Sample Pressure 

(Bar) 
Duration 

(min) 
Sample Code 

LHL 2.5 7.5 LHLC2575 
  15 LHLC2515 
  30 LHLC2530 
  45 LHLC2545 
 5.0 7.5 LHLC5075 
  15 LHLC5015 
  30 LHLC5030 
  45 LHLC5045 
 7.5 7.5 LHLC7575 
  15 LHLC7515 
  30 LHLC7530 
  45 LHLC7545 
 10 7.5 LHLC1075 
  15 LHLC1015 
  30 LHLC1030 
  45 LHLC1045 
PGP 2.5 7.5 PGPC2575 
  15 PGPC2515 
  30 PGPC2530 
  45 PGPC2545 
 5.0 7.5 PGPC5075 
  15 PGPC5015 
  30 PGPC5030 
  45 PGPC5045 
 7.5 7.5 PGPC7575 
  15 PGPC7515 
  30 PGPC7530 
  45 PGPC7545 
 10 7.5 PGPC1075 
  15 PGPC1015 
  30 PGPC1030 
  45 PGC1045 
12M 2.5 7.5 PGIC2575 
  15 PGIC2515 
  30 PGIC2530 
  45 PGIC2545 
 5.0 7.5 PGIC5075 
  15 PGIC5015 
  30 PGIC5030 
  45 PGIC5045 
 7.5 7.5 PGIC7575 
  15 PGIC7515 
  30 PGIC7530 
  45 PGIC7545 
 10 7.5 PGIC1075 
  15 PGIC1015 
  30 PGIC1030 
  45 PGIC1045 
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b. Heat treatment. Heat treatments at different temperatures for different durations 

were applied as shown in Table VII. The effect of thermal treatment was studied from 

bulky nonwoven to rigid composite state. The P.H.I model hydraulic press with heated 

stage (Pasadena Hydraulics Inc.) was used for this treatment. PLA/Hemp/PLA (LHL), 

PP/glassfiber/PP (PGP) and intimate blend PP-glassfiber (PGI) fabrics, illustrated in Fig. 

2, were heat treated. 
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TABLE VII. Heat treatment conditions. 
Sample  Temperature 

(oC) 
Duration 

(min) 
Sample Code 

LHL 125 7.5 LHLH12575 
  15 LHLH12515 
  30 LHLH12530 
  45 LHLH12545 
 145 7.5 LHLH14575 
  15 LHLH14515 
  30 LHLH14530 
  45 LHLH14545 
 165 7.5 LHLH16575 
  15 LHLH16515 
  30 LHLH16530 
  45 LHLH16545 
 185 7.5 LHLH18575 
  15 LHLH18515 
  30 LHLH18530 
  45 LHLH18545 
PGP 125 7.5 PGPH12575 
  15 PGPH12515 
  30 PGPH12530 
  45 PGPH12545 
 145 7.5 PGPH14575 
  15 PGPH14515 
  30 PGPH14530 
  45 PGPH14545 
 165 7.5 PGPH16575 
  15 PGPH16515 
  30 PGPH16530 
  45 PGPH16545 
 185 7.5 PGPH18575 
  15 PGPH18515 
  30 PGPH18530 
  45 PGPH18545 
PGI 125 7.5 PGIH12575 
  15 PGIH12515 
  30 PGIH12530 
  45 PGIH12545 
 145 7.5 PGIH14575 
  15 PGIH14515 
  30 PGIH14530 
  45 PGIH14545 
 165 7.5 PGIH16575 
  15 PGIH16515 
  30 PGIH16530 
  45 PGIH16545 
 185 7.5 PGIH18575 
  15 PGIH18515 
  30 PGIH18530 
  45 PGIH18545 
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D.  Characterization methods   

Fibers were characterized based on linear density and elastic modulus 

measurement. Fabrics were characterized in terms of mass per unit area, thickness, air 

flow resistance, porosity, and sound absorption. Samples were subjected to conditioning 

in 20oC and 65% relative humidity for at least 24 hours prior to characterization 

processes. Characterization methods on compressed materials were carried out after the 

pressure had been released and the material had been left to relax at least for 24 hours. 

Characterization methods are shown in Table VIII. 

 

TABLE VIII. Characterization methods. 

Characterization Standard method Instrument Facility 

Fiber linear density ASTM D 1577-07 Scanning electron 
microscope 

Analytical 
Instrumentation 
Facility, NCSU 

Fiber tensile 
strenght 

ASTM D 3822-07 Tensile tester College of Textiles, 
NCSU 

Fabric mass per unit 
area 

ASTM D 3776-07 Balance College of Textiles, 
NCSU 

Fabric thickness ASTM D 5729-97 Thickness gauge College of Textiles, 
NCSU 

Fabric air 
permeability 

ASTM D 737-04 Differential air 
permeability tester 

College of Textiles, 
NCSU 

Fabric porosity ASTM C 830-00 Calculated. … 

Fabric sound 
absorption 

ASTM E 1050-08 Two-microphone 
impedance tube 

Carcoustics Tech 
Center, MI 
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1.  Fiber linear density 

Average linear densities of all fibers were determined using ASTM D 1577-07 

Standard Test Methods for Linear Density of Textile Fibers. Average linear densities of 

the fibers were obtained by fiber diameter measurements on the scanning electron 

microscope images. A Hitachi S-3200N Scanning Electron Microscope at the Analytical 

Instrumentation Facility of NCSU was used. 4Pi EDS/Digital Imaging system was used 

to acquire SEM digital images and line scans. At least 30 specimens of hemp fibers, and 

10 specimens of manmade fibers were measured.  

2.   Fiber Modulus 

Fiber moduli were measured according to ASTM D 3822 Standard Test Method 

for Tensile Properties of Single Textile Fibers. At least 10 specimens of each fiber type 

was measured at a crosshead speed of 15 mm/min. Gauge length for PP and PLA was 

25.4 mm, and glassfiber gauge length was 6.35 mm. The short gauge length for glassfiber 

was due to the fact that it was not possible to obtain sufficient length of fibers from the 

fabric to allow for bigger gauge lengths. A 25 N load cell was used for PP and PLA 

fibers, and a 50 gf load cell was used for glassfibers due to the brittleness of glassfibers. 

The measurement device was MTS Qtest/5 of Material Testing System, MN, USA, and 

the software used was MTS Test Works 4. 
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3.  Fabric mass per unit area 

Mass per unit area values of fabric samples were measured in accordance with 

ASTM D 3776-07 Standard Test Method for Mass Per Unit Area (Weight) of Fabric. 

Five samples with a minimum diameter of 8.89 cm (3.5”) were cut randomly and 

weighed in grams using a Mettler Toledo Precision Weighing (AG 245) balance. When 

the obtained basis weight results were thought to be inconsistent with sound absorption 

results, the sound absorption specimens were weighed. Sound absorption specimens 

which are circular with a diameter of 29 mm have smaller dimensions than required by 

the standard ASTM D 3776-07.  

4.  Thickness 

At least five thickness measurements were taken from each sample using an 

AMES thickness gauge with pressure level 4.14 kPa according to ASTM D 5729-97 

Standard Test Method for Thickness of Nonwoven Fabrics. 

5.  Airflow resistance 

As stated before, the viscous resistance of air in the porous material has an 

important influence on the sound absorption mechanism.  Flow resistance has been used 

as an important parameter in theoretical equations by many researchers (Attenborough 

and Ver, 2006; Fahy, 2001; Bies and Hansen, 2003, Banks-Lee et al., 1992). It is 

therefore important to measure the flow resistance of an acoustical sample.  
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Air flow resistance of nonwoven webs was determined according to ASTM D 

737-04 Standard Test Method for Air Permeability of Textile Fabrics. The Frazier air 

permeability tester (Frazier Precision Instrument Company Inc.), which is shown in Fig. 

4, was used to test five specimens of each sample.  The Frazier Differential Pressure Air 

Permeability Instrument gives the rate of flow of air in cubic feet per square foot of 

sample area per minute, the Frazier Number, at a differential pressure of 0.5 inches of 

water (Frazier, 2009). These units have been converted to air flow resistivity, r0, in 

Pa·s·m-2 as shown in Eq. (1), where l is the thickness of the fabric in meters (equation 

derived from Frazier (2009) and ASTM D 737-04): 

ro=
0.5×249

Frazier Number×0.00508×l
               (1) 
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FIG. 4. Frazier high differential pressure air permeability tester (Frazier, 2009b). 
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6.  Porosity 

Porosity, h, has a major effect in acoustical properties as it takes place as a direct 

coefficient in fundamental wave equations. Porosity values of five specimens of all 

nonwoven samples were calculated using Eq. (2):  

h=1- ρw
ρf

                   (2) 

where h is porosity, w is density of fabric, f is the density of the fiber. 

7. Sound absorption coefficient 

In this research, the impedance tube method was used to determine the normal 

incident sound absorption coefficient, NAC. A minimum of three specimens of each 

sample were tested according to ASTM E 1050-07 Standard Test Method for Impedance 

and Absorption of Acoustical Materials Using a Tube, Two Microphones and a Digital 

Frequency Analysis System. A Bruel & Kjaer PulseTM acoustic material testing system, 

which includes a type 4206 two-microphone impedance tube, shown in Fig. 5, a PulseTM 

Type 3560 multichannel portable data acquisition unit, and Pulse TM type 7758 software, 

were used.  
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FIG. 5. Bruel & Kjaer two-microphone impedance tube type 4206 (Bruel & Kjaer, 2009). 

 

Fig. 6 gives a schematic diagram of acoustical material testing system. The 

impedance tube is a hollow cylinder with a sound source at one end and a test sample 

holder at the other. Microphone ports are mounted at two locations along the wall of the 

tube as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For data acquisition and processing, a two-channel digital 

frequency analysis system is used. The signal processing equipment includes two 

matched microphones, two identical analog signal conditioners and a two-channel Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer. An individual channel of the analyzer is connected to 

the signal from each microphone system. A desktop computer is used for determining the 

acoustic absorption coefficient from the measured transfer function data (ASTM E 1050-

08).  

The working principle for acoustical material testing is depicted in Fig. 6. With 

the help of a broad band signal from a noise source, plane waves are generated in the 

tube. A stationary sound wave pattern is formed in the tube. This sound wave pattern 

includes the incident sound and the fraction of the sound which has been reflected back 

from the backing plate and not absorbed by the test specimen. The stationary sound wave 
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pattern in the tube is decomposed into forward-travelling (incident) and backward-

traveling (reflected) components by measuring sound pressures simultaneously at two 

spaced locations in the tube’s side wall. The normal-incidence absorption coefficients for 

the tested acoustical materials are calculated by processing an array of complex data from 

the measured transfer function. A digital frequency analysis system determines the 

quantities as functions of sound frequency. This test method provides a much faster 

measurement technique than that of ASTM C 384 Standard Test Method for Impedance 

and Absorption of Acoustical Materials by the Impedance Tube Method.  

The diameter of the tube and the spacing between the microphone positions 

together determine the usable frequency range (ASTM E 1050-08). A 29-mm-diameter 

tube was used and the frequency range used was 500-6.4 kHz.  
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E.  Statistical Data Analysis 

Several statistical models were built and compared. Statistical data analysis phase 

included sample size selection, outlier detection steps prior to statistical model building.  

1. Obtaining the sample size  

The sample size was obtained by running a power search using the standard 

deviation of the preliminary results. The computer software “Java Applets for Power and 

Sample Size” was used (Lenth, 2009). 

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of acoustical material testing system (adapted from ASTM E 1050-08 and Bruel 
& Kjaer, 2009).  
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2. Outlier detection 

Outliers have been detected according to Tukey’s Fences method as explained by 

Schwertman et al. (2004). The most common cause for outliers in sound absorption 

measurements was the misplacement of the sample; that the sample was not placed 

immediately close to the back plate but an air gap was unintentionally left between the 

sample and the plate. This misplacement distorted the sound absorption curve to a 

characteristic bell shape where the maximum values were achieved in lower frequencies.  

The air flow resistivity values of the samples which were heated at temperatures 

higher than 145oC were also eliminated due to the unexpected low figures attained. This 

situation might be due increased air leakages for the samples which lost their flexible 

form and air gap sealing ability next to the holder chain of Frazier Device. 

3.        Statistical model building 

SAS 8.2 was used for statistical data analysis. Two sets of analyses were carried 

out: one for investigating the effect of treatment parameters (temperature, pressure, 

duration, etc.), and the other for the investigation of material parameter effects on the 

dependent variables, namely normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient (NAC) and 

air flow resistivity.  Several statistical model approaches have been applied as shown in 

Table IX. 
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TABLE IX. Statistical Analysis. 

Factor Dependent variable Design  Model  

Effect of treatment 

Factors 

Air flow resistivity Random design 
(GLM2) 

General linear 

 NAC Repeated measures Mixed  

  Random design 
(GLM1) 

General linear  

  Random design 
(GLM2) 

General linear 

Effect of material 
parameters 

Air flow resistivity Random design  General linear 

 NAC Repeated measures Mixed  

  Random design 
(GLM1) 

General linear  

  Random design 
(GLM2) 

General linear 

 

a. Sound absorption analyses. The distribution of the variation of normal-

incidence sound absorption coefficient (NAC) was not complying with the assumptions 

of ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) which are normal distribution and homogeneity of 

variances. In order to overcome this situation an arcsine transformation is performed. 

As NAC values of each specimen are measured repeatedly at different sound 

frequencies, a repeated-measures model has been adopted. Repeated measures 

methodology is mostly used in the area of human psychology (Littell, 2006). Each 

specimen has been taken as a subject, which is measured repeatedly for different 

frequencies. The covariance structure has been assumed to be heterogeneous compound 
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symmetry (CSH). Mixed model has been used because it is a procedure widely used for 

longitudinal data analyses, i.e. repeated measures analyses (Liu et al., 2007). 

As mixed models do not allow for a regular coefficient of determination R-

squared value for measuring the goodness of fit of the model, Cox and Snell’s pseudo R-

squared has been used (1989).  The pseudo R-squared has been calculated according to 

the following equation: 

R2=1-exp -
2
n l β -l 0                            (3) 

where  and 0  give the logarithmic likelihoods of the fitted and null model, 

respectively, and n is the total number of observations as given in Nagelkerke (1991) and 

anonymous (2009a). The fitted model includes all of the covariates, i.e. independent 

variables in the model, whereas the null model contains only the intercept. The likelihood 

chi-square statistic is minus twice the logarithmic likelihood ratio for models fitted by 

maximum likelihood as shown in the following equation. So, maximum likelihood 

method (method=ml) has been selected. 

2 0                (4) 

So, 

R2 1‐exp χ2

n
                (5) 

Chi-square value, which is Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test table in the SAS 

output, is put into the preceding equation to calculate the coefficient of determination.   
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The “ddfm” statement specifies the way in which the degrees of freedom are 

calculated. Here Kenward and Roger’s model (ddfm=kr) was adopted due its suitability 

for advanced designs (Littell, 2006).  

In the MODEL statement, the fixed variables are given. The “/SOLUTION” 

option asks SAS to print the estimates for the fixed variables which will give the 

mathematical model produced. 

The mathematical ANOVA model offered by this repeated measures-mixed 

model required the variables, such as frequency, be cathegorical rather than numerical. 

So, it gives a different estimate to each level of each factor and their interactions which 

take place in the model. This model did not lend itself to easy interpretation. So, basic 

general linear models (GLM) are established to build regression analyses. The first GLM 

model generated (GLM1) included all the significant variables in the mixed model, a 

second GLM model (GLM2) was built with only the variables which give a p value 

<0.05 in GLM1. To examine accuracy the models, predicted values of each model 

together with a specimen selected at random from each main treatment factor level are 

plotted. In general, mixed model gave the values closest to the real data, followed by 

GLM1 and GLM2. Due to its practicability, GLM2 has been adopted in the next chapter. 

The codes, outputs, and mixed model R2 calculations are given in Appendices A, B, and 

C, respectively. 
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b. Airflow resistivity analysis. GLM models are used in order to obtain 

straightforward coefficient of determination values (R-squared). Simple random design 

has been adopted instead of a randomized complete block design, which treated the 

variables as categorical rather than numerical. For the layer sequencing analysis, an 

additional t-test was run to overcome the effect of variability on the air flow resistivity 

differences between each asymmetrical sample measured in two opposite directions.  

 

F.  Expert evaluation 

In order to fulfill the fourth objective of this research, which is, to recommend 

optimum parameters for a nonwoven in order to form a feasible sound absorber product, 

an expert evaluation survey was conducted. Five expert practitioners from industry, 

academia, and research institutes were surveyed to validate the credibility of the 

conducted research. Results from the survey provided critical assessment of the 

engineered sound absorbers with a target of automotive use. It also led to greater 

understanding of the market demands in the related area as perceived by the experts. 

A modified Delphi method was employed for this stage of the study. The Delphi 

method is one of the judgmental new product forecasting technologies.  The method 

includes gathering multiple experts for a focus group and capturing subjective expert 

opinions (Kahn, 2006).  

For this research, the principal investigators identified experts in automotive, 

acoustics, environmental sustainability, and materials science and asked for their 
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participation in the research evaluation by sending an e-mail invitation as shown in 

Appendix D-1. Due to limited time and sources, the method was modified that each 

expert attended only one session, even though in the original Delphi method survey 

sessions are carried out in multiple rounds. Each expert who aggreed to participate was 

asked to sign an IRB (Institutional Review Board) consent form (see Appendix D-2). 

During the survey session a 20-minute Power Point presentation including findings about 

the designed materials was shown to experts (see Appendix D-3). A 10-minute question 

and answer session followed the presentation. After the open discussion, the participants 

were handed a Likert-type questionnaire and were asked to answer the questions. The 

questionnaire included six questions about the designed materials with five Likert scale 

items, with 1 = poor, 5 = excellent. A total of three demographic questions provided a 

general professional background of the participants (see questionnaire, Appendix D-4). 

The ratings were statistically analyzed by investigating the differences between mean 

rating scores of different samples by using ANOVA (analysis of variance) procedure of 

the SAS 8.2. 
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V.  RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

The main objective of this study is to investigate the noise control performance of 

several nonwovens and to study the effect of several treatments. As air flow resistivity is 

accepted as the main characteristic that influences sound absorption, this section will start 

to discuss the effects of material and treatment parameters on air flow resistivity. 

A.  Air flow resistivity 

Investigation on air flow resistivity will start with single-fiber materials, then the 

multi-fiber samples will be included in the study. The effect of layer sequencing will also 

be studied but it will not be added to mathematical modeling efforts, because the effect of 

material surface on air flow resistivity has not been studied in this research. The study 

will go on with compressed samples which include a higher number of data points and 

broader range of thickness and air flow resistivity, but without structural change. Thus, 

the analysis of compression will allow for the former findings to be tested. After the 

analysis of compression, alkalized samples will be included in the research and be 

compared with compression data. The effect of heat treatment, which comes with 

structural changes, will be the last analysis studied on air flow resistivity. For each of the 

three treatments, first the effects of material parameters, then the effects of treatment 

parameters will be studied. 
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1.  Effect of porosity – analysis on single-fiber fabrics 

The initial plan was to produce three-layered, single fiber nonwoven fabrics from 

each of the four fibers used in this research. However, single fiber webs from only two of 

the fiber types, PLA and PP, could be successfully produced. The lack of cohesion 

between the fibers made it impossible to produce single fiber webs from hemp and 

glassfiber. SEM images of fibers are shown in Fig. 1 and fiber parameters are given in 

Table I.  

             

(a)                          (b)                        (c)   (d) 

FIG. 1. SEM images of fibers (a) hemp, (b) glassfiber , (c) PLA and (d) PP at 30.0 KV magnification 150X. 

 

PLA fibers used in this research have a hollow structure, whereas PP has a solid 

structure. Only the connected pores are included in porosity in acoustics. Taking the high 

aspect ratio of the void, and the probability of fiber bending, and fiber orienting in 

directions other than parallel to air flow, the voids in PLA are assumed to be unconnected 

pores and not included in porosity. Thus, PLA fibers are assumed to act like solid fibers 
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in terms of air resistivity. Fiber density is corrected by a factor of void ratio subtracted 

from unity 1-0.18 . The structure parameters and air flow resistivity values of the two 

fabrics are given in Table II. 

 

TABLE I. Fiber parameters. 

 

Fiber 
 
 
 

Structure 
 
 
 

Void 
 
 

(%) 

Fiber radius  
×10-6 

 
(m) 

Fiber density 
×10-3  

 
(kg·m-3) 

Apparent  
fiber density 

×10-3 

(kg·m-3) 
    mean σ   
PLA Hollow 18 30.9 3.1 1.24 1.02 
PP Solid N.A. 31.7 1.3 0.91 0.91 
Glassfiberi Solid N.A. 9.00 0.74 2.50 2.50 
Glassfiberii Solid N.A. 10.9 0.82 2.50 2.50 
Hemp Multifibrillar N.A. 42 38 1.45 1.45 

Note: i glassfiber in layered PP/glassfiber/PP blend, ii in intimate polypropylene-glassfiber blend. 

 

As shown in Table II, the PPP fabric has a significantly higher basis weight and 

lower porosity compared to LLL fabrics. As expected, the mean air flow resistivity of 

PPP fabric is about 30% higher than the LLL fabric as well.  

A number of empirical models in the literature have been considered as a starting 

point to investigate the effect of material parameters on air flow resistivity. These include 

models for glassfiber mats with different fiber orientations by Bies and Hansen (2003), 
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and Sullivan (in Mechel, 2002), for polyester mats by Garai and Pompoli (2002), as 

reported in Cox and D’Antonio (2004), and for wool mats by Ballagh (1996). All of the 

models, except for those of Ballagh (1996) and Garai and Pompoli (2002) gave values as 

low as one magnitude lower than measured as seen in Table III. The reason for this may 

be the similarity between the textile nonwoven and fiber structures of the two models and 

the current study compared to chemically bonded glassfiber mats which include shot and 

binders. Shot is sphere-shaped fiberglass particles which have greater diameter than that 

of the fibers. Binder is the “adhesive material [sometimes] used to hold fibers together in 

a nonwoven structure” (Kumar, 2005 p.17). The other reason may be the fact that the 

radii generally used for glassfiber are much lower than the conventional textile fibers 

used for similar applications. This fiber radii difference was given as a reason for the lack 

of fit also by Ballagh (1996) and Garai, and Pompoli (2002), as well.  

 

TABLE II. Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of single fiber webs. 

Fabric 
 
 

Basis 
weight 

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 mean σ  mean σ Mean σ Mean σ mean σ 
LLL 1.13 0.12 12.22 0.24 0.91 0.01 0.09 0.01 23.4 1.4 
PPP 1.37 0.07 12.45 0.33 0.88 0.01 0.12 0.01 30.0 3.2 

Note: LLL stands for the fabric PLA/PLA/PLA, and PPP for PP/PP/PP. 
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TABLE III. Airflow resistivity values of PLA and PP fabrics: actual average and semi-empirical model predictions. 

Air flow resistivity 
(Pa·s·m-2) 

Model Explanation 

LLL PPP   
23410 30000 N/A Average measured value 

2580 4410 27.3 1 . /4  Glass fiber (Bies, &Hansen, 2003) 

2200 3840 3.94 1 . 1 27 1
 

Glass fibers parallel to flow, single fiber radii (Sullivan,  as reported in 
Mechel,2002) 

5930 10500 6.8 1 .

 
Glass fibers perpendicular to flow, single fiber radii, 20 30  
(Sullivan,  as reported in Mechel,2002) 

2310 4330 4 0.55 1 / √2 1
 

Glass fibers, random fiber orientation, single fiber radii (Sullivan,  as 
reported in Mechel,2002) 

1570 2570 3.2 1 . /  Glass fibers, random fiber distribution, random fiber radius distribution 
(Sullivan,  as reported in Mechel,2002) 

1430 2490 4.4 1 . /  Mineral fiber, random fiber distribution, random fiber radius distribution, 
(Sullivan,  as reported in Mechel,2002) 

8240 12120 28.3 . / 4 · 10  Polyester fibers (Garai&Pompoli, 2002) 

15300 22500 
28.3

.

/4 · 10  
Corrected by the ratio of polyester fiber density to the density of fiber of 
interest (modified Garai & Pompoli equation) 

18170 26600 490 . /10  Wool fibers (Ballagh, 1996) 

15620 39230 
490

.

10
 

Corrected by the ratio of wool fiber density to the density of fiber of 
interest (modified Ballagh equation) 
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Garai, and Pompoli’s (2002), and Ballagh’s (1996) models were corrected with 

the ratio of the density of the fiber of the model to the density of each fiber in this 

research in order to obtain the real porosity. Modified Ballagh’s model gives the closest 

values to the mean measured air flow reisistivity as shown in Table III. So, Ballagh’s 

(1996) model has been adopted as a starting point. 

Similar to Garai, and Pompoli’s (2002) model, Ballagh’s (1996) model only 

included the density of the fabric and the diameter of the fiber. Because only one type of 

fiber is used in Ballagh’s research, the density of the fabrics gave enough information 

about the porosity. However, as there are two different fibers with different densities in 

the current analysis, the massivity variable, which is the ratio of fabric density to fiber 

density, or porosity subtracted from unity, is used instead of just the density of fabrics.  

As there is only approximately 3% difference between radii of PLA and PP fibers, 

radius is not included in the model as a variable at this point. An attempt is made to 

generate a statistical model similar Eq. (1):  

r0=C
ρW

1.6

ρf
1.6                                                       (1) 
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where r0 is air flow resistivity in mks rayl/m, ρw is the density of web and ρf is the density 

of the fiber in kg·m-3. The value of C, which relates massivity to air flow resistivity, is 

sought. 

The generated statistical model shown in eq. (2) has a coefficient of determination (R2) 

value of 0.46. The reason the R2 value is low might be the high variation in the samples 

and the low number of data points. The fitting of the model vs. the actual values is shown 

in Fig. 2 (a) and this comparison for the individual material types is shown separately in 

Fig. 2 (b). 

r0=16,420+366,761
ρW

1.6

ρf
1.6                 (2) 
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FIG. 1. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of single-
fiber nonwoven fabrics. (a) All data points are shown together (b) Air flow resistivity values of single-fiber 
nonwoven fabrics. PLA/PLA/PLA (LLL) and PP/PP/PP (PPP) fabrics shown separately. 
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2.         Effect of fiber size – analysis on single- and multi-fiber fabrics 

To detect the effect of fiber size on air flow resistivity, three-layered single fiber 

polypropylene (PPP) and PLA (LLL) fabrics are compared with three layered PP-

Glassfiber (66/33) intimate blend (PGI) and three layered PP/Glassfiber/PP fabrics 

(PGP). As seen from Table I, glassfiber has smaller fiber radius than the other two types 

of fibers. To obtain the effective fiber size of the multi-fiber fabrics, a weighted average 

of fiber radius is calculated based on the percentage of the number of fibers. The 

percentages of number of the fibers are found using Eq. (3): 

Ni

NT
=

mi/mT
ρi×ai

2

mi/mT
ρi×ai

2+
mj/mT

ρj×aj
2

                 (3) 

  

where Ni/NT is the ratio of the number of the fiber of interest to the total number of fibers, 

ρi is the density and mi/mT is the weight percentage of the fiber of interest in the web, and 

the subscript “j” stands for the other fiber. The calculation of effective fiber radii of 

fabrics are calculated as follows: 

=
Ni

NT
ai

2+
Nj

NT
aj

2,              (4)  
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where  is the weighted root mean square fiber diameter of the fabric. Different ways of 

fiber diameter averaging have been tried as shown in Appendix E. Eq. (4) has been found 

to be the optimum in terms of accuracy and practicality. The weighted average fiber 

density, ρ, of the multi-fiber materials are calculated based on the volume fraction each 

fiber occupies to the total polymer material volume, as shown in Eq. (5). The weighted 

average values of fiber radius and fiber density of fabrics are given in Table IV and the 

other relevant material parameters are given in Table V. Unlike PGI, PGP has layers of 

different materials. Nevertheless, both are treated as homogeneous material with the use 

of weighted average fiber diameter and density. 

ρ=
mTρiρj

ρimj+ρjmi
                 (5) 

The statistical model below is generated with a coefficient of determination, R2, 

value of 0.90. The fitting of the model vs. the actual values is shown in Fig. 3 (a). The 

data points of the single-fiber fabrics, PGP and PGI are shown separately in Fig. 3 (b). 

No prominent difference is observed between the trends of the single fiber and multi-

fiber fabrics at this point. However, PGP has higher air flow resistivity values compared 

to those of PGI for the same material parameter values, as shown in Fig. 3 (b).  

r0=12,372+5.230×10-4 ρW
1.6

ρf
1.6×a2               (6) 
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TABLE I (a). Weighted average fiber diameters and fiber densities of 
PP/Glassfiber/PP layered and PP-Glassfiber intimate blend fabrics. 

Fabric 
 
 
 
 
 

Weight  
 
 
 
 

(%) 

Number 
fraction of 

Fibers 
 
 

(%) 

Volume 
fraction of 

fibers  
 
 

(%) 

Fiber radius 
 
 
 

×10-6 

(m) 

Weighted 
average 
density 

 
×10-3 

(kg·m-3) 

Weighted 
average 

fiber 
radius 
×10-6 

(m) 
 PP Glass PP Glass PP Glass PP Glass    
PGP 66 34 32 68 85 15 31.5 9.00 1.15 16.3 
PGI 66 34 32 68 85 15 31.5 10.9 1.15 17.6 

 

 
 
 

TABLE IV (b). Weighted average fiber diameters and fiber densities of PLA/Hemp/PLA 
and PP/Hemp/PP layered fabrics. 

Fabric 
 
 
 
 
 

Weight  
 
 
 
 

(%) 

Number fraction 
of 

Fibers 
 
 

(%) 

Volume 
fraction of 

fibers  
 
 

(%) 

Fiber radius 
 
 
 

×10-6 

(m) 

Weighted 
average 
density 

 
×10-3 

(kg·m-3) 

Weighted 
average 

fiber 
radius 
×10-6 

(m) 
 PLA Hemp  PLA Hemp  PLA Hemp PLA Hemp    
LHL 66 34 85 15 25 75 31.5 9.00 1.13 32.8 
PHP 66 34 84 16 23 77 31.5 10.9 1.04 33.3 
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FIG. 2. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of single-
fiber nonwoven fabrics and multi-fiber PP/Glassfiber/PP layered and PP-Glassfiber intimated blend fabrics. 
(a) All data points are shown together. (b)Data points of single-fiber fabrics, PGP and PGI fabrics are 
shown separately. 
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separately in Fig. 4 (b). The fiber weighted root-mean-square diameter and weighted 

average of fiber density information for LHL and PHP is given in Table IV (b). Other 

relevant material parameters are given in Table V. 

Fabrics containing hemp fiber show a different trend than the others. However, as 

the variation is high and non-uniform and the sample size is small, no interpretations 

should be made at the moment. The curve in hemp containing fabrics may be due to the 

high variation in measured fabric parameters. Analysis of compressed materials which 

include a higher number of data points should allow for a closer and more dependable 

analysis. Before proceeding to compression analysis, the effect of layer sequencing will 

be investigated to detect the effect of layering.  
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FIG. 3. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of single-
fiber, and multi-fiber PP/Glassfiber/PP layered, PP-Glassfiber intimated blend, PLA/Hemp/PLA and 
PP/Hemp/PP  fabrics. (a) All data points are shown together. (b) Fabrics that contain hemp and those do not 
are shown separately. 
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3.         Effect of Layering 

The effect of layer sequencing on air flow resistivity was measured with three 

different placements of the reinforcement fiber layer, i.e. hemp or glassfiber layer, in the 

composite “sandwich” structure. These three different positions of the reinforcement 

layer are front side (closest to the air flow source), back side (furthest away from it)t or in 

the middle, as shown in Fig. 2 of Methodology Section. The fabrics where the 

reinforcement is nearest to (front side) or farthest away (back side) from the air flow 

source in fact are the same fabrics, just flipped to the other side. The material parameters 

of the fabrics with different layer sequencing are given in Table V. 

 

TABLE II. Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of webs with 
different sequencing. 

Fabric 
 
 

Basis 
weight 

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 mean σ  mean σ mean σ Mean σ mean σ 
PGP 1.57 0.13 12.43 0.27 0.90 0.008 0.10 0.008 47.8 4.2 
GPP 1.46 0.11 12.09 1.04 0.91 0.012 0.09 0.012 49.3 10.1 
PPG 1.46 0.11 12.09 1.04 0.91 0.012 0.09 0.012 42.8 8.1 

PHP 1.35 0.11 12.53 0.66 0.89 0.01 0.11 0.01 37.3 2.60 
HPP 1.26 0.07 11.45 0.27 0.92 0.005 0.08 0.005 40.5 9.3 
PPH 1.26 0.07 11.45 0.27 0.92 0.005 0.08 0.005 38.3 8.3 

LHL 1.32 0.08 12.70 0.29 0.91 0.007 0.09 0.007 25.0 3.7 
HLL 1.28 0.07 12.68 0.78 0.91 0.008 0.09 0.008 34.6 11.9 
LLH 1.28 0.07 12.68 0.78 0.91 0.008 0.09 0.008 32.8 10.4 
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No significant effects of layer sequencing have been obtained with random 

readings from the fabrics with three different sequencing due to high variation of the 

fabrics. A second approach has been used where a paired t-test is run, for the samples 

where the reinforcement fiber layer is either in the front or in the back side (GPP vs. 

PPG, HLL vs. LLH, and HPP vs. PPH. The first letter stands for the layer which faces the 

air flow and the last letter for the layer at the back side). This approach has been found to 

be more effective when the high variability is taken into consideration.  

For all the measurements, when the layer of reinforcement fibers was in the front 

side (GPP, HLL, and HPP) gave higher air flow resistivity than its being on the back side 

as shown in Fig. 5. This may be due to the higher reflectivity in air-nonwoven boundary 

due to the higher reflectivity of the reinforcement layer compared to carrier layers, i.e. 

PLA and PP. The difference is more pronounced for GPP and PPG as presented in Table 

VI. This might be due to the fact that the diameter of the glassfiber is less than one third 

of PP fibers so it should have higher resistivity effect. This means the average air flow in 

glassfiber layer is slower than it is in PP layer, which is already slower than the flow in 

unconstrained air. Therefore, the difference between the air flow resistivity values in the 

glassfiber layer and free air is greater than it is between the PP layer and free air. This 

leads to the fact that the interface between free air and the glassfiber layer produces more 

reflectivity than the interface between free air and PP layer.  
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Although HPP and HLL have statistically-significantly higher air flow resistivity 

values compared to PPH and LLH respectively, the difference is very little. This proves 

the hemp layer had slightly higher resistivity compared to both PP and PLA layers, when 

the reflectivity between free air and the fabric layers are considered. Although the 

average diameter of hemp is slightly higher than those of PLA and PP, the high variation 

in fiber diameter and the irregular shape of hemp fibers might have led to higher tortuous 

path to air flow through the fabric layer.  
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FIG. 4. Effect of layer sequencing on air flow resistivity. (a) Comparison of air flow resistivity values of 
GPP and PPG nonwoven fabrics. (b) Comparison of air flow resistivity values of HLL and LLH nonwoven 
fabrics. (c) Comparison of air flow resistivity values of HPP and PPH nonwoven fabrics. 
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TABLE III. Difference in air flow resistivity due to changing direction of the fabric. 

Fabric 
 
 
 

Sequencing  
 
 
 

Difference in airflow 
resistivity  

between sequencing 
(103 Pa·s/m2) 

Difference ratio in 
airflow resistivity  

between sequencing  
[(r0f-r0b)/r0f]* 

   mean σ mean σ  
GPP GPP PPG 6560 2390 0.13 0.03  
HPP HPP PPH 2130 2250 0.05 0.03 
HLL HLL LLH 1825 1730 0.05 0.05 

Note: Difference ratio in air flow resistivity between sequencing [(rof-rob)/rof] is the ratio of the difference 
between the airflow resistivity value of the fabrics when the reinforcement layer is in the front (rof) and 
when it is at the back (rob) to the value when the reinforcement layer is in the front (rof).  

 

 

4.  Effect of Compression 

LHL, PGP, and PGI fabrics were compressed under four different pressures for 

four different durations. Tables VII (a), (b), and (c) give air flow resistivity and material 

information about LHL, PGP, and PGI fabrics respectively. As can be seen from TABLE 

VII; as the amount of pressure increases, the thickness of the fabrics decreases which 

makes the fabrics denser and more resistant to air flows. With the assumption that there is 

no structural change, the compression treatment will allow for the investigation of the 

effect of porosity on air flow resistivity for a broader range of thickness, porosity, and air 

flow resistivity with a larger sample size. 

Modeling efforts have taken place. To initiate the modeling process, all the fabrics 

were assumed to be uniform throughout their thickness.  Fig. 6(a) shows the fit of the 

statistical model estimate with the real data where a reasonable coefficient of 
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determination, 0.72, is achieved. When the data points of different materials are plotted 

individually, as shown in Fig. 6(b), it becomes obvious that all the fabrics, except PGP 

follow similar trends, whereas PGP follows a steeper trend.  

In Fig. 6(c), the points of all fabrics except PGP are plotted. A high R2, 0.87, is 

achieved, which providence for the validity of the model. The assumption that fabrics act 

as uniform media throughout their thickness is proved to be valid for fabrics other than 

PGP. Even LHL, which is a sandwich structure composed of layers from different 

materials, acts more or less like a uniform material. The model also shows that the 

weighted averages for fiber diameter, based on fiber number fraction, and weighted 

average for fiber density, based on fiber volume fraction, are working successfully for 

LHL and PGI.   

An interesting aspect of Fig. 6(b) is the relatively low variation in LHL compared 

to the other fabrics. This may be due to the fact that the decrease in the thickness of LHL 

is greater than those of the other fabrics. The greater change might have reduced the 

effect of variation in the fabric.  
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TABLE IV (a). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of compression 
treated PLA/Hemp/PLA fabrics (LHL) 

Fabric 
 
 

Basis weight 
  

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 Mean σ  mean σ mean σ Mean σ mean σ  
Control 1.32 0.08 12.7 0.29 0.91 0.01 0.09 0.01 25.0 3.7 
2.5 Bar 1.37 0.06 10.0 0.49 0.88 0.00 0.12 0.00 30.4 1.62 
5 Bar 1.30 0.02 8.77 0.76 0.87 0.01 0.13 0.01 35.5 2.73 
7.5 Bar 1.49 0.04 9.15 0.86 0.85 0.02 0.15 0.02 34.7 3.18 
10 Bar 1.46 0.05 7.91 0.80 0.84 0.01 0.16 0.01 41.2 3.56 

 

 

TABLE VII (b). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of compression 
treated PP/Glassfiber/PP fabrics (PGP). 

Fabric 
 
 

Basis weight 
  

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 mean σ  mean Σ mean σ mean σ mean σ  
Control 1.44 0.13 12.4 0.27 0.90 0.01 0.10 0.01 47.8 4.2 
2.5 Bar 1.21 0.12 10.0 0.50 0.90 0.01 0.10 0.01 60.9 13.7 
5 Bar 1.36 0.09 9.84 0.35 0.89 0.01 0.11 0.01 78.1 11.9 
7.5 Bar 1.31 0.07 9.76 0.46 0.89 0.00 0.11 0.00 76.9 7.78 
10 Bar 1.20 0.17 8.96 0.35 0.89 0.01 0.11 0.01 68.6 16.0 

 

 

TABLE VII (c). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of compression 
treated PP –Glassfiber intimate blend fabrics (PGI). 

Fabric 
 
 

Basis weight 
  

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 mean σ  mean σ mean σ mean σ mean σ  
Control 1.49 0.14 13.1 0.64 0.91 0.01 0.09 0.01 46.1 3.93 
2.5 Bar 1.38 0.07 10.7 0.50 0.89 0.00 0.11 0.00 53.1 6.78 
5 Bar 1.52 0.08 10.9 0.49 0.88 0.01 0.12 0.01 57.3 5.25 
7.5 Bar 1.43 0.12 10.4 0.44 0.89 0.01 0.11 0.01 63.0 8.09 
10 Bar 1.50 0.12 10.4 0.53 0.88 0.01 0.12 0.01 61.7 5.08 
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FIG. 5. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of single-
fiber webs and compressed fabrics. All fabrics are assumed to be uniform through the thickness (a) All data 
points are shown together. (b) Fabric types are shown separately. (c) All data points except those of PGP. 
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The reason for the different trend of PGP might be due to the invalidity of the 

assumption that PGP acts as if it is uniform throughout its thickness. This possibility was 

investigated as the fabrics are studied layer by layer as shown in Fig.7.  

 

 

 

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of PGP. 

 The material structure parameter information is given in Table VIII. The 

thicknesses of individual layers were assumed to be the same and one third of the total 

fabric thickness. The air flow resistance has been assumed to be cumulative and is 

calculated by the equation below.  

 

TABLE V. Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of individual layers 
of untreated PGP. 

Layer 
 
 

Basis weight 
  

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

[(ρw /ρf)
1.6/a2] 

×10-6  
 

 Mean σ  mean σ mean σ mean σ Mean σ  
PP 0.52 0.04 4.14 0.09 0.86 0.01 0.14 0.01 42.8 5.00 
Glass 0.52 0.04 4.14 0.09 0.95 0.00 0.05 0.00 104 12.1 
PGP 1.57 0.13 12.43 0.27 … … … … 63.2 7.33 

 

0.333 kg·m-2  

0.333kg·m-2  

0.333 kg·m-2  
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r0PGP lPGP = r0PP r0GLASS r0PP

lPGP/3
lPGP/3
lPGP/3

 

R= r0PP+r0GLASS+r0PP lPGP/3 

                                        = 2
3  r

0PP
+ 1

3  r0GLASS lPGP           (7) 

Fig. 8 shows the fit of the statistical model with the real data. All the fabrics other 

than PGP are assumed to act as uniform media throughout their thicknesses. PGP is 

investigated as a multi-layer composite material. The decrease in the thickness of all of 

the three layers is assumed to be the same. 

As seen in Fig. 8(b), the slope of PGP is still different from the other fabrics. 

There has not been any improvement. Other reasons which might be causing this 

inconsistency might be uneven thickness decrease and mass distribution among layers. 

The decrease in PPP fabric thickness was measured and found to be 1.3 times greater 

than PGP fabric on average for the same pressure and duration combination.  
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FIG. 7. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of single-
fiber webs and compressed fabrics. PGP is investigated as a multi-layer composite. All other fabrics are 
assumed to be uniform through the thickness. (a) All data points are shown together. (b) Fabric types are 
shown separately. (c) PGP and the other data points are shown separately. 
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When the uneven thickness decrease and mass distribution are applied to the 

model, the fit shown in Fig. 9 was achieved. Although, there is some enhancement, such 

as the intercept of the curve of PGP becomes similar to the other fabrics, there is still a 

difference in the slopes. This might be due to extra reflectivity between PP and glassfiber 

layers. As it was experienced in the layer sequencing analysis, the change in the layer 

sequencing of PGP led to a substantially greater difference compared to PHP and LHL 

fabrics. This situation proved the greater difference between the air flow resistivity of PP 

and glassfiber layers compared to the difference between those of PLA and Hemp layers 

in LHL fabric. More research is needed to model the air flow resistivity behavior of these 

composites which consist of layers with substantially different material parameters. 
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FIG. 8. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of single-
fiber webs and compressed fabrics. PGP is investigated as a multi-layer composite. Uneven thickness 
decrease and mass distribution among layers are applied. All other fabrics are assumed to be uniform 
through the thickness. (a) Fabric types are shown separately. (b) All data points are shown together. 
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The reason for analyzing the effect of compression treatment parameters is to be 

able to predict the change in the air flow resistivity, when the material parameters of the 

starting fabric and the compression treatment parameters are known.  

The main effect of compression is on thickness change, and the fabrics show 

different thickness decreases for the same treatment conditions. In ordere to explain these 

differences, a compressibility variable is used. In the current research compressibility is 

calculated by the following equation:  

 =
∆l

li
p

                (8)  

where cm is compressibility, Δl is the change in thickness in mm, li is initial thickness in 

mm, and p is pressure in Bar. 

Compressibility behaviors of the fabrics were calculated as shown in Fig. 10. In 

spite of the high variation, the differences between compressibility values among 

different samples were found to be statistically significant. The greatest thickness change 

is experienced in LHL, followed by PGP and PGI, together with a high variation. The 

differences between PGP and PGI, which contain the same fiber types, are in the 

placement of fibers and in the glassfiber diameters used as seen in Table I. In PGI the 

fibers are intimately mixed in each layer, whereas in PGP each layer is composed of one 

fiber type. In PGP, the glassfiber diameter is 20% smaller than that which is used in PGI. 
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The coarser glassfiber in PGI might have more resistance to compression compared to 

that in PGP. Intimate blending also might have an effect on compressibility.    

The goal in the treatment effect analysis is to use as few material parameters as 

possible. The first model includes the variables of pressure and compressibility as shown 

in Fig. 11. The y-axis in Fig. 11 shows the ratio of the normalized air flow resistivity 

values of the treated fabric to that of the untreated one. The normalization was calculated 

according to the following equation: 

r0n=
r0

w1.6 ×1000,               (9)  

where r0n is the normalized air flow resistivity in mks rayl×m2.2×kg-1.6, r0 is air flow 

resistivity rayl×m-1, and w is the basis weight of the fabric in gsm (g×m-2). 
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FIG. 9. Stress-strain plots of the compressed fabrics. (a) PP/Glassfiber/PP layered fabrics. (b) PP-Glassfiber 
intimate blend. (c) PLA/Hemp/PLA 
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In Fig. 11, it is obvious that pressure has a positive effect on air flow resistivity. 

The higher the pressure and the decrease in the thickness, the lower is the porosity, i.e. 

the fraction of pores where air can flow through. Duration was not found to be a 

significant factor. This might be due to the narrow range of duration (7.5 min - 45 min). 

A broader range of durations should be studied for future research. The R2 obtained is 

0.76, which may be considered reasonable for materials with inherent variability. 

However, when Fig.11 (b), which shows the data points of each material type separately, 

is observed, it will be seen that LHL gives values lower than the curve. This means more 

variables are needed to explain the compressed fabrics’ air flow resistivity behavior. 

To improve the fit, minus 1.6th power of compressibility was used to be consistent 

with the fact that air flow resistivity is normalized by gsm to the 1.6th power. The 

findings are plotted in Fig. 12. Although, there is a slight improvement, data points of 

LHL are still well below the curve, which necessitates more variables to be included in 

the model. 
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(a)        (b) 

FIG.  10. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of 
compressed fabrics. X- axis is a function of pressure and pressure-compressibility interaction. [x=1.38-
0.21p+30.6pc]. p is pressure in Bar, c is compressibility in Bar-1.  (a) All data points are shown together.  
(b) Fabric types are shown separately. 

 
 

 

 
 

FIG.  11. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of 
compressed fabrics. X- axis is a function of pressure and pressure-compressibility interaction. 
[x=1.37+0.21p+6.70×10-5pc-1.6]. p is pressure in Bar, c is compressibility in Bar-1.  (a) All data points are 
shown together.  (b) Fabric types are shown separately. 
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To improve the model, two more material parameters are included: weighted 

average fiber size and fiber density. It is known that air flow resistivity strongly depends 

on the fineness of the fiber. The fiber density is added to the model to explain this effect. 

Fiber density to the 1.6th power is also added to the model to include the effect of fabric 

porosity, as air flow resistivity is normalized by gsm to the 1.6th power. 

As seen from Fig.13, although there is only one point increase in R2 value to 0.78, 

the fit of LHL has improved substantially. Therefore, with the following equation it is 

possible to predict the air flow resistivity of a compressed material, given the properties 

of the untreated material and the pressure applied. 

r0nt/r0ni = 3.2×10-1+
3.76×107

ρf
1.6a

'2 +2.0×10-1p+
5.0×10-5

1.6 p-
3.97×103

ρf
1.6a'

2 1.6
        (10)                     

where r0nt is the air flow resistivity normalized by [gsm×10-3]1.6 of the compression 

treated fabric, r0ni is the air flow resistivity normalized by [gsm×10-3]1.6 of the untreated 

fabric, and p is pressure in Bar, cm is compressibility in Bar-1, a’ is fiber diameter in μm, 

ρf is fiber density in kg×m-3. 
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 (a)                       (b) 

 

FIG.  12. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of 
compressed fabrics. X- axis is a function of pressure, compressibility, fiber size and fiber density. [

 3.2 10
.

. ′ 2.0 10
.

.

.
. ′ .

]. p is pressure in Bar, c is compressibility 

in Bar-1, a’ is fiber diameter in μm, and ρf is weighted average fiber density.  (a) All data points are shown 
together.  (b) Fabric types are shown separately. 

 

5. Effect of Alkalization 

PHP fabrics are alkalized at five different concentrations, two different 

temperatures, and for four different durations. Air flow resistivity and structure parameter 

information of PP/Hemp/PP webs alkalized at room temperature and at boiling 

temperature are shown in Table IX (a) and IX (b) respectively. 

Comparisons of the semi-empirical model estimates with the real data points of 

PHP fabrics are given in Fig.14. The wide scatter suggests that alkalization did not have a 
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TABLE  VI (a). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of PP/Hemp/PP 
webs alkalized at room temperature (RT). 

Fabric 
 
 

Basis weight 
 

 (kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 Mean σ  mean Σ mean σ mean σ mean σ 
Control 1.46 0.12 12.53 0.66 0.89 0.015 0.11 0.015 37.3 2.60 
2.5% 1.51 0.03 11.60 0.21 0.88 0.003 0.12 0.003 32.9 1.71 
5% 1.48 0.01 12.07 0.32 0.88 0.003 0.12 0.003 33.1 2.82 
7.5% 1.43 0.07 11.72 0.29 0.88 0.005 0.12 0.005 32.1 1.50 
10% 1.40 0.01 12.50 0.41 0.89 0.003 0.11 0.003 27.8 1.95 
15% 1.35 0.06 12.72 0.37 0.90 0.004 0.10 0.004 27.2 1.26 

 

 

TABLE IX (b). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of PP/Hemp/PP 
webs alkalized at boiling temperature (BT). 

Fabric 
 
 

Basis weight 
 

 (kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 mean σ  mean Σ mean σ mean σ mean Σ 
Control 1.46 0.12 12.53 0.66 0.89 0.015 0.11 0.015 37.3 2.60 
2.5% 1.01 0.14 10.61 0.83 0.89 0.008 0.11 0.008 27.8 1.24 
5% 1.24 0.05 11.24 0.23 0.89 0.005 0.11 0.005 28.4 2.17 
7.5% 1.36 0.07 12.04 0.55 0.89 0.003 0.11 0.003 31.5 2.12 
10% 1.29 0.09 12.27 0.35 0.90 0.006 0.10 0.006 32.3 2.42 
15% 1.18 0.08 11.42 0.57 0.90 0.005 0.10 0.005 29.9 2.47 
 

 

Fig. 14 (b) compares the fabrics that were treated at room temperature (R.T.) to 

those at boiling temperature (B.T.). The data points of the B.T. treated fabrics shifted to 

the left side of the graph, but the great amount of scatter does not allow for a conclusive 

interpretation about the changes in structural parameters or the resistivity behavior of the 

fabrics. 
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(a)                       (b) 

 

FIG.  13. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of 
alkalized  Polypropylene/Hemp/Polypropylene fabrics.  (a) All data points are shown together.  (b) Fabrics 
treated at room temperature (R.T) and at boiling temperature (B.T) are shown separately. 

 
 
 

The difficulty in obtaining the effect of the alkalization process on fiber diameter 

lies in the high variation in fiber size as shown in Table X, and the high irregularity in 

fiber shape as shown in Figs. 1 and Fig. 15. The fact that the fiber shape tends to be 

elliptic or band-like instead of circle may result in obtaining erroneously higher fiber 

diameters as the fibers tend to lie with their greater diameter parallel to the ground. 
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(a)   (c)     (e) 
 

 
(b)   (d)     (f) 

 

FIG.  14. SEM images of hemp fiber. 5.0 kV. (a) Cross-section of unalkalized hemp. Mag. 350x. 
(b)  Cross-section of hemp alkalized at boiling temperature with a concentration of 15% for 45 
minutes Mag. 1500x. (c) Unalkalized hemp fibers. Mag. 70x. (d) Hemp fibers alkalized at room 
temperature with a concentration of 7.5% for 7.5 minutes. Mag. 70x. (e) Surface of unalkalized 
hemp fiber. Mag. 500x. (e) Hemp fibers alkalized at room temperature with a concentration of 
10% for 15 minutes. Mag. 70x. 

 

Table X. presents hemp fiber diameter distributions of untreated and some 

alkalized fabrics. Although there is a decrease in the average hemp diameter, the standard 

deviation is very high; it is sometimes even greater than the mean diameter. Due to this 

high variation the apparent change in average hemp diameter of alkalized samples is not 

reflected in the mathematical model. Further research should be done to better understand 

the effect of alkalization of hemp on its air flow resistivity behavior. 
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TABLE VII. Hemp fiber diameter information of untreated or alkalized PHP fabrics. 

Fabric 
 
 

Treatment 
temperature 

 

Treatment 
duration 

(min) 

Treatment 
concentration 

(w/v%) 

Hemp fiber 
diameter 

 (μm) 

    Mean σ  
PHP-control N.A. N.A. N.A. 42 38 
PHP Room Temperature 15 10 32 27 
PHP Room Temperature 45 15 33 35 
PHP Boiling Temperature 7.5 7.5 26 25 

 

In Fig. 16, the conformity of the PHP data points to the generated empirical model 

is shown. With the addition of PHP to compressed or untreated PGI, LHL, LLL, and PPP 

data R2 increased 3 points from 0.87 to 0.90, which evidences the model also complies 

with alkalized fabrics. Fig. 16 (b) shows that PHP data points agree well with the 

statistical model stated below: 

r0=15,651+
5.39×10-4

a2ρf
1.6 ρw

1.6.            (11) 
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FIG.  15. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of PGI, 
LHL, PHP, LLL and PPP fabrics.  (a) All data points are shown together.  (b) Fabric types are shown 
separately. 
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Among the treatment factors such as alkali concentration, temperature, and 

duration, only temperature has been found to be statistically significant. The effect of 

other treatments could not be detected. Fig. 17 shows the fit of the following model 

r0nt/r0ni = 1.27×10-1+2.01×10-3T ,           (12) 

where r0nt is the air flow resistivity normalized by [gsm×10-3]1.6 of the alkaline treated 

fabric, r0ni is the air flow resistivity normalized by [gsm×10-3]1.6 of the untreated fabric, 

and T is temperature in Kelvin. R2 value is as low as 0.54. With this analysis, the effort to 

model the effect of alkalization treatment parameters on air flow resistivity has not been 

successful. This may be due to the high variation in the fabric basis weight and fiber 

diameter and the narrow range of air flow resistivity (27 to 37 mks rayl/m).   

 

 

FIG. 16. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for the effect of 
alkalization treatment factors on air flow resistivity values of PHP fabrics. X- axis is a function of 

temperature, T, in Kelvin. [x = 1.27×10-1+2.01×10-3T].  
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6.  Effect of Heat Treatment 

Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of heat treated PGP, PGI, 

and LHL fabrics are given in Table XI. Among the collected data, the air flow resistivity 

values of only 125 oC and 145 oC are used. The air flow resistance figures obtained for 

165 oC and 185 oC were even lower than those of 125 oC and 145 oC. The fabrics which 

were treated at 165 oC and 185 oC retained more rigid structure and lost their flexibility, 

and a higher air flow resistivity was expected. The low values might be due to increased 

leakage between the rigid “fabrics” and the sample holder which was designed for textile 

materials. Therefore, the data for 165 oC and 185 oC were eliminated from the model.  

The comparison of the model estimates and the real data points of the untreated 

PGP, PGI, and LHL fabrics and the ones treated at 125 oC or 145 oC are shown in Fig.18. 

As seen in Fig. 18(b) while the trends of PGP and PGI are close to each other, LHL is 

following a different trend. This might be due to the fact that PGP and PGI are composed 

of the same fiber mix, polypropylene, and glassfiber; whereas LHL is composed of PLA 

and hemp fibers which behave differently in different temperatures, especially the 

thermoplastic polymers: polypropylene and PLA.  
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TABLE  VIII (a). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of heat treated 
PP/Glassfiber/PP fabrics. 

Fabric 
 

Basis weight 
  

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 Mean σ  mean σ  mean σ Mean σ mean σ  
Control 1.57 0.13 12.4 0.27 0.90 0.01 0.10 0.01 47.8 4.2 
125oC  1.86 0.26 10.6 0.72 0.83 0.01 0.17 0.01 93.5 13.4 
145oC 1.53 0.16 9.61 0.40 0.84 0.01 0.16 0.01 86.5 11.9 
165oC 2.10 0.32 6.81 1.01 0.69 0.05 0.31 0.05 … …  
185oC 1.63 0.25 6.39 0.59 0.75 0.03 0.25 0.03 … … 
 

 

TABLE XI (b). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of heat treated 
PP-Glassfiber intimate blend fabrics. 

Fabric 
PGI 
 

Basis weight 
  

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 mean σ  mean σ  mean σ Mean σ mean σ  
Control 1.49 0.14 13.1 0.64 0.91 0.01 0.09 0.01 46.1 3.93 
125oC  1.29 0.14 10.0 0.30 0.88 0.01 0.12 0.01 46.3 7.66 
145oC 1.69 0.18 9.86 0.33 0.83 0.01 0.17 0.01 79.5 9.69 
165oC 2.01 0.21 7.08 1.03 0.71 0.07 0.29 0.07 … …  
185oC 2.36 0.36 7.17 0.65 0.67 0.03 0.33 0.03 … … 

 

 

TABLE XI (c). Air flow resistivity and structure parameter information of heat treated 
PLA/Hemp/PLA fabrics.  

Fabric 
 
 

Basis weight 
  

(kg·m-2) 

Thickness 
 

(mm) 

Porosity 
 

(1 / ) 

Massivity 
 
/  

Airflow 
resistivity 

(103 Pa·s/m2) 

 Mean σ  mean σ  mean σ mean σ mean σ  
Control 1.32 0.08 12.7 0.29 0.91 0.01 0.09 0.01 25.0 3.7 
125oC  1.48 0.16 8.56 0.82 0.86 0.01 0.14 0.01 56.1 6.23 
145oC 1.67 0.18 7.55 0.56 0.83 0.02 0.17 0.02 92.4 24.8 
165oC 2.02 0.22 4.89 0.33 0.63 0.01 0.37 0.01 … … 
185oC 1.58 0.18 3.90 0.26 0.62 0.02 0.38 0.02 … … 
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The steeper slope of heat treated LHL is removed from the model, and the 

remaining data points of heated fabrics are compared to the model established before 

which includes the untreated, compressed, or alkalized, single- and multi- fiber fabrics. 

The graph is shown in Fig. 19. As seen from the figure, the heated fabrics follow a 

different trend than the unheated fabrics. This might be due to the structural changes in 

the polymeric materials with heat. Under heat, shrinkage has been observed in fabrics: 

both the thickness and the planar dimensions decreased. The steeper slope gives evidence 

that the dimensional change does not explain all of the difference, as it is already 

included in the model. There might be changes in the fiber shape, or size due to 

relaxation. This effect has not been investigated in this research. For better interpretation, 

more temperature points should be investigated. 

The air flow resistivity behaviors of all fabrics treated at different temperatures 

are compared in Fig. 20, and individual fabrics are investigated in Fig. 21.  It is seen that 

as the temperature increases, the variation in PGP and LHL also increases, where as this 

is not observed in PGI. The reason may be that the layers in PGP and LHL are composed 

of different fibers which act differently under heat, whereas all the layers in PGI include 

the same fiber mix. For PGP and PGI, the slope at 145oC is steeper than it is for 125oC 

and unheated samples. For LHL, the high variation makes it impossible to obtain a trend. 

For better conclusions, a larger sample size is needed.  Due to the high variation, and 

limited amount of findings, the effect of heat treatment parameters on air flow resistivity 

is not investigated here. 
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(a)                          (b) 
 

FIG.  17. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for air flow resistivity values of heat 
treated PGP, PGI, and LHL.  (a) All data points are shown together.  (b) Fabric types are shown separately. 
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FIG.  18. Comparison air flow resistivity behaviors of the heated vs. unheated fabrics. The heated fabrics 
do not include LHL. 

 
 
 

FIG.  19. Comparison air flow resistivity behaviors of the fabrics heated at different temperatures in oC. 
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FIG. 20. Comparison air flow resistivity behaviors of the fabrics heated at different temperatures in oC. (a) 
PGP. (b) PGI. (c) LHL. 
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B.  Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient 

Investigation of sound absorption starts with single-fiber materials, then the multi-

fiber samples will be included in the study. The effect of layer sequencing is also studied, 

but it will not be added to mathematical modeling efforts because the effect of material 

surface on air flow resistivity has not been studied in this research. Then, effects of 

alkalization, compression, and heat treatment are investigated. For each of these three 

treatments, first the effects of material parameters, then the effects of treatment 

parameters on the sound absorption will be studied. Finally, a general model which 

includes all the materials and treatments studied, will be generated to explain the sound 

absorption performance with the material parameters.    

1.  Single fiber 

The fiber and web information for three layered PLA (LLL) and PP (PPP) fabrics 

are given in Tables I and II. In the frequency range measured, PPP fabrics have generally 

higher NAC values compared to LLL. Interestingly, PPP has higher variation for 

frequencies lower than 2.5 kHz and lower variation in frequency range above that level as 

shown in Table XII. Fibrous porous materials tend to have lower variation in the regions 

where minimum or maximum absorption takes place. The difference between the 

variation of the two fabrics imply that the absorption curve of PPP fabric is shifted to the 

left, i.e. lower frequency, compared to LLL. This situation is in agreement with the fact 

that lower frequency sound absorption is achieved better with high air flow resistivity as 

reported by Bies and Hansen (2003) which is observed in Fig. 22.  
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TABLE IX. NAC information of three-layered LLL (PLA) and PPP (PP) fabrics. 

Frequency 

Normal-incidence Sound Absorption Coefficient 

Mean 
(μ) 

Standard Deviation 
(σ) 

Coefficient of variation 
(%) 

PLA PP PLA PP PLA PP 
500 0.08 0.09 0.004 0.007 5.52 8.53 
630 0.10 0.11 0.005 0.010 5.22 8.52 
800 0.13 0.15 0.006 0.012 5.00 8.24 

1000 0.17 0.20 0.009 0.018 5.28 8.72 
1250 0.22 0.27 0.013 0.024 6.18 8.89 
1600 0.29 0.37 0.019 0.031 6.61 8.45 
2000 0.37 0.47 0.033 0.043 8.92 9.09 
2500 0.49 0.63 0.041 0.031 8.21 4.99 
3150 0.63 0.78 0.048 0.029 7.57 3.68 
4000 0.77 0.90 0.052 0.021 6.68 2.34 
5000 0.88 0.98 0.047 0.008 5.30 0.81 
6300 0.96 0.99 0.033 0.004 3.45 0.40 

 

To investigate the effect of material parameters on NAC; air flow resistivity and 

thickness, which have been accepted as the most important factors on NAC by many 

researchers, along with frequency have been selected for the statistical model. The model 

below has been generated for the analysis of PPP and LLL fabrics. 

αn= sin -2.61×10-1+2.37×10-4f+8.27×10-6r0 ,          (13) 

where αn is the normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient (NAC), f is frequency in 

Hertz, ro is air flow resistivity in mks rayl/m. 
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FIG.  21. Comparison of averages of NAC values of LLL and PPP. 

 
 

A really high coefficient of determination has been achieved: 0.97, partly due to 

the overwhelming effect of frequency. The thickness parameter is not observed in the 

model. The reason might be the narrow range of the thickness: ~12-13 mm. The model 

estimates are compared with real data in Fig. 23. 
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FIG.  22. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC values of PLA and PP 
fabrics. X-axis is a function of frequency and air flow resistivity. [ sin 2.61 10 2.37
10 8.27 10 ]. 
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lower than that of the previous model. The reason is that layer sequencing and surface 

effects were not included in the model as a quantitative variable. 

αn= sin (-5.30×10-2+2.47×10-4f+1.60×10-6r0) .         (14) 

The comparison of the model estimates to the real data for all fabrics is plotted in 

Fig. 24. Fig. 24 (b) shows the three sequenced fabrics separately. From the plot it is seen 

that the fabrics which have their reinforcement layer at the back (C), tend to have lower 

NAC values.  

In Fig. 25 the sequencing of each of the three fabrics, PGP, PGI, and LHL, can be 

observed individually. In the fabric group PGP, GPP (A) has distinctively higher NAC 

values than PGP (B), and PPG (C). The difference is still prominent in the fabric group 

LHL: HLL (A), has higher NAC values than LHL (B), and LLH (C), but not as much as 

observed in the fabric group PGP. There is very little such difference in PHP, if any. This 

situation is in agreement with the analysis of the effect of layering sequence on air flow 

resistance. GPP had substantially higher air flow resistivity than PPG, whereas HLL and 

HPP gave slightly higher figures compared to LLH and PPH respectively. This situation 

suggests that for the current materials, when the layer facing the sound source has higher 

reflectivity, it results in higher sound absorption. This finding agrees with that reported 

by Kannan et al. (2005).  
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FIG. 23. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC values of different sequenced 
layered fabrics. X-axis is a function of frequency and air flow resistivity. [ sin 5.30 10
2.47 10 1.60 10 ]. (a) Fabrics of all sequencing together. (b) Different sequenced fabrics 
individually. A: reinforcement fiber layer faces the sound source. B: reinforcement fiber layer is in the 
middle. C: reinforcement fiber layer is at the back.   
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FIG.  24. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC values of different sequenced 
layered fabrics seperately. X-axis is a function of frequency and air flow resistivity. [ sin 5.30
10 2.47 10 1.60 10 ]. (a)  PGP. (b) LHL. (c) PHP.  
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3.  Effect of Alkalization 

Polypropylene/Hemp/Polypropylene (PHP) fabrics were subjected to alkalization. 

The air flow resistivity and the structural material parameters of the alkalized fabrics can 

be found in Table X. In Fig. 26 the average NAC values of alkalized fabrics are shown. 

Alkalization did not increase sound absorption coefficient as expected. To the contrary, 

the NAC values decreased with the decrease in the basis weight that comes with the 

treatment. When sound absorption is normalized with basis weight, as shown in Fig. 27, 

there is little, if any, difference between the normalized sound absorption of the untreated 

and the treated fabrics. 

The model below is generated with the variables of frequency, air flow resistivity, 

thickness, and air flow resistivity/thickness cross term which give the specific air flow 

resistance. An R2 value of 0.98 is achieved. The comparison of the model estimates and 

the real data points are given in Fig. 28. As seen from Fig. 28 (b), both the fabrics which 

were treated at room temperature and those which were treated at boiling temperature 

agree with the model well.  

αn= sin (-2.25+2.54×10-4f+6.07×10-5r0+1.73×102l-4.74×10-3r0l)        (15) 

where l is thickness of the fabric in m. 
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FIG.  25. Effect of alkalization on sound absorption performance of PP/Hemp/PP fabrics.  (a) Treated at 
room temperature. (b) Treated at boiling temperature . 
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 FIG. 26. Effect of alkalization on normalized sound absorption coefficient values of PP/Hemp/PP fabrics.  
NAC is normalized by gsm×10-3. (a) Treated at room temperature. (b) Treated at boiling temperature.  
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FIG.  27. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of alkalized PHP fabrics. X-
axis is a function of frequency, thickness, air flow resistivity, and specific air flow resistance. [
sin 2.25 2.54 10 6.07 10 1.73 10 4.74 10 ]. (a) All data points. (b) 
Fabrics that are treated at room temperature and that in boiling temperature are shown separately. 
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R2 of 0.95 is achieved. Fig. 29 gives the comparison of the model estimates and the real data 

points. As seen from Fig. 29 (b), both the fabrics which are treated at room temperature 

and those which are treated at boiling temperature agree well with the model. 

αn= sin (-3.27×10-1+1.62×10-4f+3.52×10-3C+7.76×10-4T)× gsm×10-3
1.6

      (16). 

 

 

FIG.  28. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of alkalized PHP fabrics. X-
axis is a function of frequency, concentration, temperature, and gsm. {x sin 3.27 10 1.62
10 3.52 10 7.76 10 10 . }. (a) All data points. (b) Fabrics that are 
treated at room temperature and that in boiling temperature are shown separately. 
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4.  Compression 

PGP, PGI, and LHL fabrics were subjected to compression. The air flow 

resistivity and the structural material parameters of the compressed fabrics can be found 

in Table VIII. In Fig. 30, the average NAC values of compressed fabrics are shown. 

Compression decreased the sound absorption coefficient values as expected. After 

compression, the thickness, which is a very important parameter for sound absorption, 

decreased. When sound absorption is normalized with the basis weight, as shown in Fig. 

31, there is no difference between the normalized sound absorption of the untreated and 

the compressed PGP fabrics. There is very little diffrerence, if any, for PGI, whereas 

there is a consistent trend for LHL, which may be due to the greater thickness change in 

LHL fabrics.  

The model below is generated with the variables of frequency, air flow resistivity, 

and thickness. An R2 value of 0.97 is achieved. The comparison of the model estimates 

and the real data points are given in Fig. 32. As seen from Fig. 32 (b), all three fabrics 

agree well with the model. Due to the method of fitting using which is used by the 

statistical program, the model may estimate unfeasible minus values for the lowest 

frequency. 8 out of 100 estimates for 500 Hz were below zero. 

αn= sin (-5.56×10-1+2.61×10-4f+1.06×10-6r0+1.06×10-6l)         (17) 
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FIG.  29. Average normal-incidence aound absorption on fabrics treated under different pressures.  (a) 
PGP. (b) PGI. (c) LHL. 
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FIG. 30. Effect of compression on normalized sound absorption coefficient values of PGP, PGI, and LHL 
fabrics.  NAC is normalized by gsm×10-3. (a) PGP. (b) PGI. (c) LHL. 
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FIG. 31. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of compressed fabrics. X-axis 
is a function of frequency, thickness, and air flow resistivity.  [ sin 5.56 10 2.61
10 1.06 10 1.06 10 ]. (a) All fabrics together.  (b) Fabrics seperately. 
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ρf, are included in the model, along with the compressibility. This model is given in Eq. 

(18) as shown below. To be consistent with the normalization of air flow resistivity, sin-

1(αn) is normalized by [gsm×10-3]1.6. An R2 of 0.97 is achieved. Fig. 33 gives the comparison of 

the model estimates and the real data points. As seen from Fig. 33(b), all three of the 

fabrics agree well with the model. 

αn= sin (-5.60×10-2+1.58×10-4f-2.00×10-3p-
1.0×10-6

1.6 p+
1.43×106

a2ρf
1.6 ) × gsm×10-3

1.6
(18). 

 

 

FIG.  32. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of compressed fabrics. X-
axis is a function of frequency, pressure, compressibility, fiber diameter, fiber density, and gsm. { 

sin 5.60 10 1.58 10 2.00 10
.

.

.
. 10 . }. (a) All fabrics 

together. (b) Fabrics separately. 
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5.  Heat treatment 

PGP, PGI, and LHL fabrics were subjected to heat treatment. The air flow 

resistivity and the structural material parameters of the heat treated fabrics can be found 

in Table XII. In Fig. 34, the average NAC values of heat treated fabrics are shown. In 

general, heat treatment led to a decrease in the sound absorption coefficient values as 

expected. After heat treatment, not only the thickness, which is a very important 

parameter for sound absorption, decreases; but also the fabric shrinks in the planar 

dimensions. This makes the fabric even denser. At higher temperatures, the fabrics lose 

their bulky fibrous form and turns into a rigid material which reflects rather than 

absorbing the sound.  When the sound absorption is normalized with the basis weight, as 

shown in Fig. 35, there is a difference between the normalized sound absorption of the 

untreated and the heat treated fabrics. For PGP and PGI fabrics, the data points at 165oC 

and 185oC, and for LHL, the ones at 185oC follow a different trend from those of 

untreated or for lower temperatures. The reason for this might be that these temperatures 

are higher than melting point of PP and PLA, respectively. At and above the melting 

point, these polymers melt so the fabric becomes more rigid and less porous once cooled. 
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 FIG.  33. Average  normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient of fabrics treated at different 
temperatures.  (a) PGP. (b) PGI. (c) LHL. 
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FIG. 34 . Average normalized normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient of fabrics treated at different 
temperatures. NAC is normalized by gsm×10-3. (a) PGP. (b) PGI. (c) LHL. 
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The model below is generated with the variables of frequency, air flow resistivity, 

and thickness. Fabrics treated at 165 oC or 185 oC are excluded from the model, as the air 

flow resistivity measures for those temperatures were eliminated. An R2 value of 0.97 is 

achieved. The comparison of the model estimates and the real data points are given in 

Fig. 36. As seen from Fig. 36 (b), all three fabrics agree well with the model. Similar to 

compression analysis, the model may estimate unfeasible minus values for the lowest 

frequency. 6 out of 100 estimates for 500 Hz were below zero. 

αn= sin (-5.09×10-1+2.53×10-4f-1.39×10-6r0+37.0×10l).         (19) 

Among heat treatment parameters, temperature and duration have been found to 

be the significant factors. To reflect the difference in the structure of the starting 

materials, fiber diameter, a’, and fiber density, ρf, are included in the model, as shown in 

the Eq. (20). To be consistent with the normalization of air flow resistivity, sin-1(αn) is 

normalized by [gsm×10-3]1.6. All treatment temperatures are included in the model. An R2 of 0.85 

is achieved. Fig. 37 gives the comparison of the model estimates and the real data points. As 

seen from Fig. 37 (b), all of the three fabrics agree well with the model, with LHL giving 

slightly lower values. Fig. 37 (c) shows that fabrics treated at 165 oC tend to give lower 

values. The data points of fabrics treated at 165 oC are excluded as shown in Fig. 38. This 

leads to a 2 point increase in R2 to reach 0.87. 
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αn= sin -9.30×10-2+8.50×10-5f+1.73×10-1∆T-4.3×10-2t∆T-6.57×10-4f∆T+
2.59×106

a2ρf
1.6 gsm×10-3

1.6

                 (20) 

where t is duration in minutes, ΔT is the difference between the treatment temperature 

and the melting point of the thermoplastic polymer in the fabric in Kelvin. 

 

 

FIG. 35 Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of heat treated fabrics. X-axis 
is a function of frequency, thickness, and air flow resistivity.  [ sin 5.09 10 2.53 10
1.39 10 37.0 10 ]. (a) All fabrics together. (b) Fabric types seperately. 
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 FIG.  36. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of heated fabrics. X-axis is a 

function of frequency, temperature, duration, fiber diameter, fiber density, and gsm. { sin 9.30

10 8.50 10 1.73 10 ∆ 4.3 10 ∆ 6.57 10 ∆
.

.

10 . }. (a) All fabrics together. (b) Fabric types seperately. (c) Temperatures separately. 
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FIG.  37. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of heated fabrics. Fabrics 
treated at 165oC are excluded. X-axis is a function of frequency, temperature, duration, fiber diameter, fiber 

density, and gsm. { sin 9.30 10 8.50 10 1.73 10 ∆ 4.3 10 ∆

6.57 10 ∆
.

. 10 . }.  
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6.  General 

All the fabrics, single, or multi-fiber, untreated, or compressed, alkalized, heated, 

layer-sequenced, are gathered in the model expressed by Eq. (21). The model estimates 

the sound absorption coefficient from material parameters. An R2 value of 0.97 is 

achieved. 

αn sin ‐5.27 10‐1 2.54 10‐4f 1.72 10‐6r0 3.54 10l .           (21) 

A comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of all 

fabrics is shown in Fig. 39. As can be seen from the figure, all the fabric types, and the 

treatment types agree well with the model. Similar to compression and heat analyses, the 

model may estimate unfeasible minus values for the lowest frequency. 4 out of 100 

estimates for 500 Hz were below zero. 
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 FIG. 38. Comparison of statistical model estimates vs. actual values for NAC of all fabrics. X-axis is a 
function of frequency, thickness, and air flow resistivity. [ sin 5.09 10 2.53 10
1.39 10 37.0 10 ]. (a) All fabrics together. (b) Some of fabric types separately. (c) Treatment 
types separately. 
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7.  Statistical analysis 
 

As stated earlier in the Methodology section, three different statistical models 

were run for sound absorption analyses: mixed model, GLM1, and GLM2. Table XIII (a) 

and (b) summarize these models in material parameters and treatment parameters 

analyses, respectively. SAS codes and outputs of the individual analyses are given in 

Appendix A and B respectively. 

In Table XIII (a), f is frequency in Herz, r0 is air flow resistivity in mks rayl/m, l 

is thickness in m, In Table XIII (b), p is pressure in Bar, t is duration in minutes, c is 

nondimensional compressibility, a is fiber diameter in μm, ρf is fiber density in kg·m-3, 

thickness in m, ΔT is the difference between the treatment temperature and the melting 

point of the thermoplastic fiber, C is the concentration (w/v %) of alkali. 
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TABLE X (a). Summary of statistical models on the effects of material parameters on 
sound absorption analyses. 

D
ep
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nt
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en
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Statistical models             

Mixed GLM1 GLM2 

Independent  
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N
or

m
al
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nc
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ce
 s

ou
nd

 a
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pt
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ef

fi
ci

en
t (
α n

 )
 

F
ib

er
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pe
 a

nd
 

si
ze

 

f √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 

r0 √ 0.0073 √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 

 R2=0.94 R2=0.97 R2=0.97 

L
ay

er
in

g 

f √ 0.0001 √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 

r0 √ 0.0037 √ 0.0206 √ 0.0206

 R2=0.73 R2=0.93 R2=0.93 

A
lk

al
iz

at
io

n 

f √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 

l √ 0.03 √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 

r0 x N/A x N/A √ <0.0001 

l* r0 x N/A x N/A √ <0.0001 

 R2=0.88 R2=0.97 R2=0.98 

C
om

pr
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si
on

  

f √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 

l √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 √ <0.0001 

r0 √ <0.0001 √ 0.4765 √ <0.0001 
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r0 x N/A x N/A √ <0.0001 

l x N/A X N/A √ <0.0001 

R2=0.80 R2=0.96 R2=0.97 
Note: type III p. 
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TABLE XIII (b). Summary of statistical models on the effects of treatment 
parameters on sound absorption analyses. 
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C. Expert evaluation 

At the expert evaluation stage, findings about four material sets, PLA/Hemp/PLA 

(LHL), Polypropylene/Hemp/Polypropylene (PHP), 

Polypropylene/Glassfiber/Polypropylene (PGP) sandwich nonwovens, and 

Polypropylene-Glassfiber intimate blend (PGI) nonwoven were presented to a total of 

five experts. The presentation included information about noise control performance, and 

effects of treatments on the sound absorption of the mentioned materials, together with 

general knowledge of the constituent fibers (see Appendix D3). The experts were asked 

to rate the materials in terms of several criteria with the target application being non-

structural automotive nonwovens based on the presentation and their personal judgment. 

The criteria were noise control performance, cost effectiveness, eco-friendliness, material 

availability, and product adaptability (see Appendix D4). 

The participating experts have an average of 25-35 years of expertise in their 

professional fields, with diverse product and management experiences. Experience 

represented by the experts included automotives, acoustics, environmental sustainability, 

and material science. Most of the participants held positions in more than one level in 

their expertise fields. Four of the five participants had or had had responsibilities in 

management level. Three (of the five) were or had been employed by scientific research 

departments, and four (of the five) experts held or had held positions in research and 

development departments.  
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The professional backgrounds of the participants were reflected in their answers. 

The participants differ from the mainstream opinion for the responses to the questions 

which fall in their own expertise areas. The diversity of the expertise areas caused a high 

variation in the responses. Survey results are given in aggregate terms below, where 

individual comments of the participants are also cited. 

1.         Noise control performance 

The noise control performances of all samples were rated closely. Participants 

gave an average of 3.5 + 0.9 points to LHL, and 3.8 + 0.8 to each of the other three 

samples from a total of 5 points (1=poor, 5=excellent).  None of the samples were found 

to be more superior or inferior than the others. 

2.          Environmentally-friendliness         
  

There was a consensus that LHL and PHP are more environmentally-friendly than 

PGP and PGI among the participants, other than those who have expertise in 

environmental sustainability field. While the other participants gave their decisions 

assumingly based on the presence of natural fibers, and biodegradability; the 

environmental sustainability experts had a broader scope beyond the source and the 

degradability of the material in the environment. 

The two experts in environmental sustainability area stated that the 

biodegradability was overrated. The biodegradability itself was not found sufficient for 
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environmentally-friendliness. One of these experts suggested that the entire life cycle of 

the product should be investigated. The amount of water consumption, the energy 

demand, and the length of the useful service life are among the points that need attention. 

The other expert stated that recyclability might be even better than biodegradability. 

Recycling the material at the end of the service life might be more advantageous than 

allowing it to biodegrade.  

The automotive expert found the use of natural fibers in LHL and PHP to be very 

beneficial in terms of the passenger cabin air. He stated that the currently used sound 

absorbers which include binders and petro-based materials were causing evaporative 

olfactory emissions and releasing toxic volatile elements to the cabin air. 

  3.   Product adaptability    

The placement of the layers in the composite structure of LHL and PHP was 

found successful. This placement positioned the hydrophobic materials in the outer 

layers, whereas keeping the hydrophilic hemp protected in the middle. This condition 

might provide a protection for hemp from unwanted interaction with water to an extent. 

The automotive expert was especially hesitant to rate the materials saying that 

“material selection is a very complex and huge matrix” in automotives. He mentioned a 

substantial resistance to new materials in the sector from the manufacturers. The new 

materials had to be tested over multiple life cycles with the risk handed over to the 

suppliers. 
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4.  Material availability    

PGP and PGI have been found to be advantageous in terms of material 

availability. The reason is the fact that the growing of hemp is not allowed by law in the 

US, and PLA is a novel polymer; whereas polypropylene and glassfiber are common 

conventional fibers.  

5.  Cost-effectiveness and manufacturing efficiency 

The limited number of the participants did not allow a statistically significant 

expert interpretation to be obtained in the cost effectiveness and manufacturing efficiency 

criteria. In fact, there has been no criterion other than material availability where a 

statistically significant difference is achieved in the average rating between the samples.  

6.  General 

Experts generally commented that it would be easier for them if more information 

about the performance of materials is given beyond sound absorption, such as comfort, 

hand, and aesthetics characteristics of the materials. These three important characteristics 

(comfort, hand, aesthetics) were not included in this study and are beyond the scope of 

this acoustical performance study. Future research should include sound absorption plus 

other characteristics such as these three to provide a more holistic approach to the 

understanding and extend the knowledge base of acoustical performance.  

In general, the expert evaluation provided valuable information about the market 

demands, both from the manufacturer and the consumer perspectives, as perceived by 
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experts. The limited amount of time and resources prevented the investigators from the 

use of the original Delphi Method.  Future research should incorporate the original 

Delphi method, in order to obtain a consensus or a better agreement among the experts 

about the material performance criteria.  
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VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this research contributed to the knowledge base of acoustical 

properties of needle-punched nonwovens. Multi-layer nonwovens of different fibers and 

compositions were produced and subjected to several treatments. The effects of material 

parameters and treatment parameters on air flow resistivity and sound absorption of the 

nonwovens were investigated. Different statistical models were built to analyze the sound 

absorption performance. Expert evaluation focused on findings of selected samples is 

obtained to validate the credibility of the research.   

Multi-layer nonwoven fabrics from four different fibers, namely, hemp, 

polylactide (PLA), polypropylene (PP), and glassfibers, were produced by air laying and 

needle-punching. Fibers varied in size and cross-section. Each nonwoven fabric consisted 

of three layers of the same or different fiber content. Whereas the nonwovens had the 

same target gsm and thickness, they had different layer sequencing. 

Among the produced nonwoven samples, selected ones were subjected to several 

treatments. PP/Hemp/PP fabrics were alkalized at different temperatures and alkaline 

concentrations for different durations. PLA/Hemp/PLA (LHL), PP/Glassfiber/PP (PGP), 

and PP-Glassfiber intimate blend (PGI) fabrics were compressed under different 

pressures for different durations. LHL, PGP, and PGI fabrics were heated at different 

temperatures for different durations under no pressure. The effects of material and 
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treatment parameters on sound absorption and air flow resistivity, which is closely related 

to the sound absorption, were investigated and modeled. 

A. Effects of material parameters on air flow resistivity 

Air flow resistivity (r0 in Pa·s·m-2) is the specific air flow resistance divided by 

thickness. The investigated material parameters were porosity, fiber fineness, and layer 

sequencing. The effect of porosity was analyzed from the comparison of single-fiber 

PLA-PLA-PLA (LLL) and PP-PP-PP (PPP) fabrics which have very close fiber diameter 

values. Semi-empirical models were obtained from the literature available and their fit to 

LLL and PPP fabrics were investigated. The best fitting model was adopted as a starting 

point. The effect of fiber size was analyzed by the comparison of LLL, PPP, PGP, and 

PGI fabrics. For multi-fiber fabrics, weighted average fiber sizes and fiber densities were 

used. PGP was assumed to be homogeneous throughout its thickness, despite the fact it 

was composed of layers of very different fiber diameters and porosities. Air flow 

resistivity was modeled in terms of massivity (unity minus porosity) and fiber diameter. 

The fabrics where the layer sequencing is asymmetric were included in this 

analysis by testing from both sides. The effect of layer sequencing was studied by a 

paired t-test on each pairs of Hemp/PLA/PLA – PLA/PLA/Hemp (HLL-LLH), 

Glassfiber/PP/PP – PP/PP/Glassfiber (GPP-PPG), and Hemp/PP/PP – PP/PP/Hemp 

(HPP-PPH). In coding, the first letter stands for the layer facing air flow source, the letter 

in the middle for middle layer, and the last letter for the layer farthest from the flow. For 
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all the fabrics greater air flow resistivity values were obtained when the reinforcement 

fiber (hemp or glassfiber) layer faces the air flow source. The difference between GPP 

and PPG was much greater than those in the other pairs. These suggest that i) when the 

layer with higher air flow resistivity faces the flow source the resistivity will be greater 

and that ii) the sequencing becomes more influential when the difference between the 

resistivity values of the individual layers is greater. Whereas porosity and fiber diameter 

were included in the mathematical model, layer sequencing was not included as a 

numerical parameter.   

The built model which links air flow resistivity to massivity and fiber diameter 

was further tested by the addition of compressed samples into the model. The inclusion of 

compressed samples provided a greater sample size with broader ranges of porosity and 

specific air flow resistance values. All the samples, including the samples containing 

hemp, agreed with the model except PGP. Even though several attempts were made, the 

fit of PGP to the model was not achieved. These attempts include investigating PGP as a 

multi-layer nonwoven, taking into consideration of the differences in thickness decreases 

among layers during compression, and the uneven distribution of mass between and in 

the layers. The reason for this lack of fit was thought to be the great difference between 

the resistivity values of glassfiber and PP layers. Meanwhile, the resistivity values of 

hemp, PLA, and PP layers were close to each other with little difference in average fiber 

diameters. This fact is also supported by the layer sequencing analysis.     
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Alkalized samples were also added to the model, and good agreement was 

achieved. The average hemp fiber diameter of the untreated fabrics was also used for that 

of the alkalized samples. The agreement suggests that alkalization did not affect the fiber 

size to an important extent. 

When the data of heated samples were investigated, a different trend was found. 

The lack of fit to the model provided evidence for the structural changes in the materials 

due to high temperatures. For the same porosity the heated fabrics gave higher air flow 

resistivity values due to the clogging of pores with the swelling and plasticizing of the 

thermoplastic fibers. In addition to this, heat treated LHL acted differently than PGP and 

PGI. This may be due to the fact the thermoplastic fiber in PGI and PGP was the same: 

polypropylene; whereas it was different in LHL: polylactide. Furthermore, trends also 

differed between samples which were treated under different temperatures. 

PGP samples, wherein the air flow resistivity of the layers was substantially 

different, and heated samples, where structural changes occurred, did not agree with the 

other samples in the built statistical model. All other samples, which included the 

untreated LLL, PPP, PGI, LHL, PHP and compressed LHL, and PGI, and alkalized PHP 

fabrics, agreed well with each other in the model. Consequently, the mathematical model, 

which ties porosity and the mean fiber diameter to air flow resistivity, was valid for 

single-fiber and multi-fiber fabrics, where the air flow resistivity of the individual layers 

did not differ substantially, which may or may not be compressed or alkalized. 
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B. Effects of treatment parameters on air flow resistivity 

The effects of treatment parameters on air flow resistivity were also investigated 

and modeled. The goal was to be able to predict the change in air flow resistivity 

normalized by aerial weight due to treatment once the parameters of the untreated 

material and the treatment conditions are known. The investigated treatments were 

compression, heat and alkalization treatments. 

The treatment parameter which was included in the model was pressure for the 

compressed samples, whereas duration was not found to be significant. Fiber diameter 

and fiber density was included in the model to add the properties of the starting material. 

Compressibility, which is the ratio of the decrease in thickness to the initial thickness, 

was also added to explain the different behaviors of the samples under pressure.  

Only temperature was found to be a significant treatment parameter on air flow 

resistivity in alkalization. Alkalization treatment, in general, did not have a prominent 

effect on air flow resistivity. This may be due to the high variation in the fabric basis 

weight and hemp fiber diameter and the narrow range of air flow resistivity.  

No attempt to model the effect of treatment factors for heated samples was made 

because there were differences among the trends for different temperatures and different 

materials, and there was great variation inherent in the materials. A bigger sample size 

and more temperature points are needed for a reasonable model. 
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C. Effects of material parameters on sound absorption 

 The effects of material and treatment parameters on sound absorption were 

investigated and modeled. The investigated material parameters were air flow resistivity 

and thickness. Frequency, which has substantial effect on sound absorption, was also 

added in all of the models. The investigation was divided into single-fiber, layer-

sequenced, compressed, alkalized, and heated sample analyses. A final analysis which 

includes all the samples was also made. The coefficient of determination values (R2) were 

consistently high (in mid 0.90’s) for all the analyses. 

In the material parameter analysis of single-fiber fabrics only air flow resistivity 

was included in the model along with frequency. The reason for the elimination of 

thickness in the model was the narrow range of thickness of the samples. 

 The effect of layer sequencing was studied by a paired t-test on each pairs of 

Hemp/PLA/PLA – PLA/PLA/Hemp (HLL-LLH), Glassfiber/PP/PP – PP/PP/Glassfiber 

(GPP-PPG), and Hemp/PP/PP – PP/PP/Hemp (HPP-PPH). In coding, similar to the air 

flow analysis, the first letter stands for the layer facing sound source, the letter in the 

middle for middle layer, and the last letter for the layer farthest from the sound source. 

For all the fabrics, greater sound absorption values were obtained when the reinforcement 

fiber (hemp or glassfiber) layer faces the sound source. The difference between GPP and 

PPG was found to be greater than those in the other pairs. This finding is in agreement 

with the layer sequencing analysis of air flow resistivity. Similar to the single-fiber 
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analysis, only air flow resistivity and frequency were the parameters that take place in the 

model probably due to narrow thickness range.    

In the compressed and heated samples; air flow resistivity, thickness and 

frequency take place in the models whereas in alkalization an additional term, the 

interaction of air flow resistivity and thickness was included. Although the cross term 

was statistically significant also in compression and heat treatment, it was not included as 

it had no apparent improvement in the fit to the model.  In compression and alkalization 

the air flow resistivity term has a positive sign, whereas in heat treatment analysis it has a 

negative sign. This situation is in agreement with the knowledge that sound absorption 

increases with increasing air flow resistivity up to a point, then starts to decrease with 

extremely high air flow resistivity values as in heat treated samples. In the general model, 

which included all the samples, air flow resistivity, thickness and frequency were 

included. 

D. Effects of treatment parameters on sound absorption 

The effects of treatment parameters on sound absorption were also investigated 

and modeled. The goal was to be able to predict the sound absorption behavior of the 

treated material once the parameters of the untreated material and the treatment 

conditions are known. The sound absorption was normalized by aerial weight. The 

investigated treatments were compression, heat and alkalization treatments. 
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The treatment parameter which was included in the model was pressure for the 

normalized sound absorption of the compressed samples, whereas duration was not found 

to be significant. Fiber diameter and fiber density was included in the model to stand for 

the properties of the starting material. Compressibility, which is the ratio of the decrease 

in thickness to the initial thickness, was also added to explain the different behaviors of 

the samples under pressure.   

Both treatment temperature and concentration was found to be significant 

treatment parameters on normalized sound absorption in alkalization. Alkalization 

treatment, in general, did not lead to any increase in “raw” sound absorption. However, 

the amount of noise control per aerial weight of absorber has increased slightly.  

In heat treatment analysis, ΔT, the difference between treatment temperature and 

the melting point of the thermoplastic fiber in the material, and treatment duration were 

found to be significant treatment factors. The interactions between ΔT and duration; and 

ΔT and frequency were also included in the model.  This suggests that i) the structural 

changes in different temperatures take varying times to occur and that ii) the structural 

changes which happen in different temperatures affect the frequency-sound absorption 

behavior of the materials. 

 E. Expert evaluation 

An expert evaluation phase served as a useful tool to observe the marketability of 

the designed materials. The strengths and the weaknesses of the materials in terms of 
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several criteria were determined by a committee of experts. The target market selected 

was automotive.  

The experts stated their support for the use of natural fibers for the elimination of 

toxic emissions from conventional polymeric materials, together with their concerns 

about the availability of the natural fiber and engineered biodegradable fiber used, and 

also the resistance of the market towards new materials. Another concern was that the 

biodegradability is overrated and a broader scope has to be taken to determine 

environmentally-friendliness. 

E. Summary of conclusions 

 Air flow resistivity (r0 in Pa·s·m-2) of multi-layer nonwovens was affected by 

porosity, fiber diameter, layer sequencing, and the similarity or dissimilarity of the 

individual layers; and compression and heat treatment.  

 Air flow resistivity decreased with increasing porosity and fiber diameter.   

 Air flow resistivity increased when the more resistive layer in the multi-layer 

nonwoven faced the air flow source. 

 Compression and heat treatment had a positive effect on air flow resistivity. 

 Whereas the treatment pressure influenced the air flow resistivity, no effect of 

compression duration was obtained. 

 No significant effect of alkalization on nonwovens containing hemp could be 

obtained. 
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 Multi-layer nonwovens could be treated as a mono-layer with a weighted average of 

diameters and densities of fibers in different layers, provided that the resistivity 

values of individual layers are not very different. 

 Multi-fiber nonwovens could be treated as mono-fiber once the weighted average of 

fiber size and fiber density is used. 

 Findings about the effects of fiber size and layering sequencing on r0 were found to 

be not complying with prior studies on glassfiber matts. 

 Findings about the effects of fiber size and layering sequencing on r0 were found to 

be not complying with prior studies on nonwovens. 

 Normal-incidence sound absorption coefficient (αn) of multi-layer nonwovens was 

affected by air flow resistivity, thickness, layer sequencing, and compression and heat 

treatments.  

 αn was positively affected by thickness. 

 αn increased with increasing air flow resistivity, ro, up to a point then decreases for 

extremely high r0 values. 

 In the multi-layered materials when the layer with higher resistivity faces the sound 

source, αn was greater than vice versa. 

 No significant effect of alkalization of nonwovens that contain hemp fibers has been 

found on the sound absorption properties. 

 The noise control performance of the biodegradable, recyclable, and conventional 

nonwovens were comparable to each other. 
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 Nonwovens that contain polylactide and hemp were affected by the heat and 

compression more than those which include polypropylene and glassfiber. 
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

 Alkalize hemp before fabric is produced. In the current research, the alkalization of 

hemp was conducted in multi-layer fabric form. A strong effect of alkalization could 

not be obtained. A better analysis might be done when the hemp is alkalized in fiber 

form. An attempt to alkalize hemp fibers in fiber form failed due to the high level of 

entanglement of the fibers with the agitation during the process. This made the fibers 

impossible to process with nonwoven equipment.  

 Select a broader range of duration for compression and alkalization treatments. The 

effect of duration could not be obtained in compression or alkalization treatments. If 

the range was selected more broadly, the effect may be obtained. 

 Subject mono-fiber materials to compression and heat treatment. In the current 

research only multi-fiber nonwovens were subjected to treatments. This situation 

made the analyses difficult and complex. Easier analyses might be accomplished 

when both treated mono-fiber and multi-fiber nonwovens are analyzed. 

 Use more temperature points for heat treatment. The differences between the air flow 

resistivity behaviors for different temperatures and different materials and high 

variation prevented the establishment of a model. An experimental design of heat 

treatment with more temperature points and a larger sample size may allow for a 

reasonable model. 
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 Where available, conduct paired t-test for detecting the effects of treatments. The high 

variation inherent in the material heavily affected the analyses of the treatments. A 

paired before & after t-test would make it easier to reach statistical significance. 

 Investigate characteristics other than noise control performance. In the expert 

evaluation session, one of the common concerns was the lack of knowledge about the 

sample characteristics, other than sound absorption, which might be crucial for a 

potential sound absorber application. 

 Conduct Delphi method with multiple sessions. The expert evaluation was carried out 

with only one session. If done in multiple sessions, a consensus or a better agreement 

among experts may be attained. 
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SAS CODES FOR AIRFLOW RESISTIVITY ANALYSES 
 
 
SAS CODE FOR FIBER ANALYSIS 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.fiber 
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\airflosas newer.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="h fiber$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
 proc glm data=work.fiber ; 
title1"Air flow resistivity -Fiber/LLL/PPP"; 
   model airflores = mas16 /solution; 
   /*mas16 is massivity (1 - porosity) to the 1.6th power*/ 
   run; 
 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.fiber 
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\airflosas newer.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="h fibsize$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
  data work.fiber; 
        set work.fiber; 
        mas16rad2000=mas16rad2/1000; 
  run; 
 
 
 
 proc glm data=work.fiber ; 
title1"Air flow resistivity -Fiber size/LLL/PPP/PGi/PGP"; 
   model airflores = mas16rad2000 /solution; 
   /*mas16rad2 is massivity (1 - porosity) to the 1.6th power divided by fiber diameter in meters to the 2nd 
power*/ 
   run; 
 
 
 
SAS CODE FOR COMPRESSION ANALYSIS 
 
Material parameters 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.comp 
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\airflosas newer.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="h compres$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
  data work.comp; 
        set work.comp; 
        mas16rad2000=mas16rad2/1000; 
  m16r2nopgp000=m16r2nopgp/1000; 
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  run; 
 proc glm data=work.comp ; 
title1"Air flow resistivity -compression/LHL/PGP/PGi"; 
   model airflores = mas16rad2000 /solution; 
   /*mas16rad2 is massivity (1 - porosity) to the 1.6th power divided by fiber diameter in meters to the 2nd 
power*/ 
   run; 
 
 
proc glm data=work.comp ; 
title1"Air flow resistivity -compression/LHL/PGi no PGP"; 
   model airflores = m16r2nopgp000 /solution; 
   /*m16r2nopgp000 is mas16rad2 with no PGP. mas16rad2 is massivity (1 - porosity) to the 1.6th power 
divided by fiber diameter in meters to the 2nd power*/ 
   run; 
 
 
Treatment parameters 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.comp  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\CARRIE\airflosas NEWer.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="compression (2)$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
  data work.comp; 
        set work.comp; 
  cmpr1161=cmprs116/1000; 
  run; 
 
   proc glm data=work.comp; 
  title1 "Airfloresistivity normalized by kgsm and control value - Compression/PGP-PGI-
LHL"; 
        model arfnrnor = radf12*denf116 pressure pressure*cmpr1161 radf12*denf116*pressure*cmpr1161 
/solution; 
     /*   arfnor is the ratio of air flow resistivity of treated sample normalized by gsm to the 1.6th power  
  divided by air flow resistivity of untreated sample normalized by gsm to the 1.6th power. 
  radf12 is waeighted average of fiber diameter in mikrons to the power of minus two. 
  cmpr116 is compressibility in bar^-1 to the power of minus 1.6. pressure is in bars. 
  denf116 is the density of fiber in kg*m^-3 to the power of minus 1.6*/ 
    run;/* 
 
 
SAS CODES FOR SOUND ABSORPTION ANALYSES 
 
SAS CODE FOR FIBER ANALYSIS 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.FIBER  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\absairflo.xls" 
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sasFIBER$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
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data work.FIBER; 
        set work.FIBER; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
  
run; 
 
proc mixed data=work.fiber method=ml; 
 title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Fiber/LLL PPP- MIXED"; 
class freq sample specimen; 
 model aabs=freq airflores /ddfm=kr solution; 
 /*freq is frequency in herz, airflores is air flow resistivity in mks rayl/m abs is normal incidence sound 
absorption coefficient*/ 
 repeated freq/ type=csh subject=specimen(sample); 
 run; 
 
proc glm data=work.fiber; 
 title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Fiber/LLL PPP- GLM 1"; 
 model aabs= freq airflores/solution; 
 run; 
 
 proc glm data=work.fiber; 
 title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Fiber/LLL PPP- GLM 2"; 
 model aabs= freq airflores/solution; 
 run; 
 
 
SAS CODE FOR LAYERING SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.LAYER  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\absairflo.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sasLAYERGLOBAL$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
 
data work.LAYER; 
        set work.LAYER; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
proc mixed data=WORK.LAYER method=ml; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL-Mixed "; 
        class freq samp spec sequence; 
        model aabs=freq airflores 
@2/ddfm=kr solution; 
    repeated freq/ type=csH subject=spec(SAMP); 
run; 
proc glm data=WORK.LAYER; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL- GLM1"; 
        model aabs=freq airflores  @2 /solution; 
        run; 
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  proc glm data=WORK.LAYER; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL- GLM2"; 
        model aabs=freq airflores  @2 /solution; 
        run; 
 
SAS CODE FOR COMPRESSION ANALYSIS 
 
Material parameters 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.comp  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\absairflo.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sas C$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
 
data work.comp; 
        set work.comp; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
 
proc mixed data=work.comp method=ml; 
 title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -MIXED"; 
 class freq sample spec; 
 model aabs= freq thick|airflores  /ddfm=kr solution; 
repeated freq/ type=csh subject=spec(sample); 
 run; 
 
proc glm data=work.comp ; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -GLM 1"; 
 model aabs=freq thick|airflores /solution; 
run; 
proc glm data=work.comp ; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -GLM 2"; 
 model aabs=freq thick airflores /solution; 
run; 
 
Treatment parameters 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.comp  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\absnew2.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sas C$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
data work.comp; 
        set work.comp; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
  aabsn=aabs/kgsm16; 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
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proc mixed data=work.comp method=ml; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Compression/PGP PGI LHL-MIXED";  
class freqk spec sample; 
 model aabsn= freqK pressure|duration pressure*cmpr116k radf12*denf116 
pressure*cmpr116k*radf12*denf116 @2/ddfm=kr solution; 
repeated freqk/ type=csh subject=spec(sample); 
Run;  
proc glm data=work.comp; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Compression/PGP PGI LHL-GLM1";  
 model aabsn= freqK pressure|duration pressure*cmpr116k radf12*denf116 
pressure*cmpr116k*radf12*denf116/solution; 
 run; 
 
proc glm data=work.comp; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Compression/PGP PGI LHL-GLM2";  
 model aabsn= freqk pressure pressure*cmpr116k radf12*denf116/solution; 
 run; 
 
SAS CODE FOR HEAT ANALYSIS 
 
Material Parameters 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.HEAT  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\absairflo.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sas H (2)$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
 
data work.HEAT; 
        set work.HEAT; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
proc mixed data=WORK.HEAT method=ml; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL-MIXED"; 
        class freq sample spec ; 
        model aabs= freq airflores*thick /*airflores|thick*/ @2 
/ddfm=kr solution;     
repeated freq/ type=csh subject=spec(sample); 
run; 
proc glm data=work.heat ; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL-GLM 1"; 
 class sample; 
 model aabs=freq thick*airflores @2/solution; 
run; 
proc glm data=work.heat ; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent -Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL-GLM 2"; 
 model aabs=freq thick airflores @2/solution; 
run; 
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Treatment Parameters 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.HEAT  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\carrie\absnew2.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sas H (2)$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
data work.HEAT; 
        set work.HEAT; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
  aabsn=aabs/kgsm16; 
  delta=deltat/1000; 
  freqk=freq/1000; 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
proc mixed data=WORK.HEAT method=ml; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -MIXED"; 
class freq sample spec; 
        model aabsn= duration delta|freqk radf12*denf116 /ddfm=kr solution; 
  repeated freq/ type=csh subject=spec(sample);run; 
proc glm data=WORK.HEAT; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -GLM 1"; 
        model aabsn= duration delta|freqk radf12*denf116  / solution; 
/*radf12 is weighted average of fiber diameter in mikrons to the power of minus two. 
  cmpr116 is compressibility in bar^-1 to the power of minus 1.6. pressure is in bars. 
  denf116 is the density of fiber in kg*m^-3 to the power of minus 1.6. 
  deltat is the difference between the treatment temperature and melting point  
  of thermoplastic fiber. duration is in minutes*/ 
         
run; 
 
proc glm data=WORK.HEAT; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL-GLM 2"; 
        model aabsn=  duration*delta delta|freqk radf12*denf116 @2   / solution; 
         
run; 
 
 
SAS CODE FOR ALKALIZATION ANALYSIS 
Material parameters 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.ALK  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\CARRIE\ABSairflo.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sasALKGLOBAL$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
 
data work.ALK; 
        set work.ALK; 
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        aabs=arsin(abs); 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
proc mixed data=WORK.ALK method=ml; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent-Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -mixed model"; 
        class freq temp spec; 
        model aabs=freq thick /ddfm=kr solution; 
      repeated freq/ type=csh subject=spec(temp); 
    run; 
   /* airflores is air flow resistivity in mks rayl/m, l is thikness in meters 
*/ 
proc glm data=work.alk ; 
 title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent-Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -GLM1"; 
 model aabs=freq thick /solution; 
run;   
 
proc glm data=work.alk ; 
 title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent-Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL -GLM2"; 
 model aabs=freq airflores|thick /solution; 
run;   
 
 
 
Treatment Parameters 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.ALK  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\CARRIE\ABSNEW2.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sasALKGLOBAL$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
 
data work.ALK; 
        set work.ALK; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
  aabsn=aabs/kgsm16; 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
proc mixed data=WORK.ALK method=ml; 
title1"N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Alkalization/PHP-Mixed";         
class freq tempk spec; 
        model aabsn=freq tempk|conc  
@2 /ddfm=kr solution; 
      repeated freq/ type=csh subject=spec(tempk); 
    run; 
/*tempk is treatment temperature in Kelvin, conc is alkaline concentration in w/v%*/ 
    proc glm data=WORK.ALK; 
title1"N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Alkalization/PHP-GLM1";         
        model aabsn=freq tempk|conc / solution; 
          run; 
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proc glm data=WORK.ALK; 
title1"N-I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm -Alkalization/PHP-GLM2";         
        model aabsn=freq CONC TEMPk/solution; 
run; 
 
 
TOTAL 
 
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.total  
            DATAFILE= "D:\My SAS Files\My SAS Files\V8\CARRIE\ABSairflo.xls"  
            DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE; 
     RANGE="sastotal$";  
     GETNAMES=YES; 
data work.total; 
        set work.total; 
        aabs=arsin(abs); 
  airflore=airflores/1000; 
        if abs=. then delete; 
run; 
proc mixed data=WORK.total method=ml; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent-total/PGP PGI LHL PHP LLL PPP -mixed model"; 
class freq spec sample; 
        model aabs=freq airflores thick /*airflores|thick*/ /ddfm=kr solution; 
      repeated freq/ type=csh subject=spec(sample); 
    run; 
  
proc glm data=work.total ; 
title1 "N-I Sound absorption coefficitent-total/PGP PGI LHL PHP LLL PPP -GLM 2"; 
 model aabs=freq airflore thick /solution; 
run;  
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APPENDIX B: SAS 8.2 OUTPUTS 
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Air flow resistivity ‐Fiber/LLL/PPP                                 6 
                                                                        06:09 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
 
Dependent Variable: airflores   airflores 
 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        1      96190306.8      96190306.8      10.35    0.0074 
 
         Error                       12     111566034.9       9297169.6 
 
         Corrected Total             13     207756341.7 
 
                        R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    airflores Mean 
 
                        0.462996      11.44155      3049.126          26649.59 
 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         mas16                        1     96190306.78     96190306.78      10.35    0.0074 
 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         mas16                        1     96190306.78     96190306.78      10.35    0.0074 
 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept       16421.2433       3282.6696       5.00      0.0003 
                  mas16          366761.1959     114023.1675       3.22      0.0074 

  Air flow resistivity ‐Fiber size/LLL/PPP/PGi/PGP                         14 
                                                                        06:09 Monday, October 12, 2009 
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                                          The GLM Procedure 
 
Dependent Variable: airflores   airflores 
 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        1      2483918846      2483918846     204.24    <.0001 
 
         Error                       22       267563185        12161963 
 
         Corrected Total             23      2751482031 
 
                        R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    airflores Mean 
                        0.902757      9.934223      3487.401          35104.92 
 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         mas16rad2000                 1      2483918846      2483918846     204.24    <.0001 
 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         mas16rad2000                 1      2483918846      2483918846     204.24    <.0001 
 
                                                      Standard 
                 Parameter            Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                 Intercept         12372.34790     1742.698314       7.10      <.0001 
                 mas16rad2000          0.52306        0.036600      14.29      <.0001 

    Air flow resistivity ‐compression/LHL/PGP/PGi                            2 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
 
Dependent Variable: airflores   airflores 
 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        1     35296443799     35296443799     365.52    <.0001 
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         Error                      198     19120109393        96566209 
 
         Corrected Total            199     54416553192 
 
 
                        R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    airflores Mean 
 
                        0.648634      16.63697      9826.811          59066.11 
 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         mas16rad2000                 1     35296443799     35296443799     365.52    <.0001 
 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         mas16rad2000                 1     35296443799     35296443799     365.52    <.0001 
 
                                                      Standard 
                 Parameter            Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                 Intercept         6372.219441     2842.419972       2.24      0.0261 
                 mas16rad2000         0.748651        0.039159      19.12      <.0001 

    Air flow resistivity ‐compression/LHL/PGP/PGi                            2 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
 
Dependent Variable: airflores   airflores 
 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        1     35296443799     35296443799     365.52    <.0001 
 
         Error                      198     19120109393        96566209 
 
         Corrected Total            199     54416553192 
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                        R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    airflores Mean 
 
                        0.648634      16.63697      9826.811          59066.11 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         mas16rad2000                 1     35296443799     35296443799     365.52    <.0001 
 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         mas16rad2000                 1     35296443799     35296443799     365.52    <.0001 
 
                                                      Standard 
                 Parameter            Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                 Intercept         6372.219441     2842.419972       2.24      0.0261 
                 mas16rad2000         0.748651        0.039159      19.12      <.0001 

Airfloresistivity normalized by kgsm and control value ‐ Compression/PGP‐PGI‐LHL          6 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
Dependent Variable: arfnrnor   arfnrnor 
                                                Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        4     45.46829741     11.36707435     175.82    <.0001 
         Error                      177     11.44330386      0.06465143 
         Corrected Total            181     56.91160127 
 
                        R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    arfnrnor Mean 
                        0.798928      15.01876      0.254266         1.692992 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         radf12*denf116               1      6.28325420      6.28325420      97.19    <.0001 
         PRESSURE                     1      3.85458668      3.85458668      59.62    <.0001 
         PRESSURE*cmpr1161            1     33.86701399     33.86701399     523.84    <.0001 
         radf*denf*PRES*cmpr1         1      1.46344254      1.46344254      22.64    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
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         radf12*denf116               1      1.51949469      1.51949469      23.50    <.0001 
         PRESSURE                     1     23.59709864     23.59709864     364.99    <.0001 
         PRESSURE*cmpr1161            1      0.27103712      0.27103712       4.19    0.0421 
         radf*denf*PRES*cmpr1         1      1.46344254      1.46344254      22.64    <.0001 
 
                                                          Standard 
             Parameter                    Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
             Intercept                        0.32           0.222       1.43      0.1532 
             radf12*denf116            37593584.05     7754489.651       4.85      <.0001 
             PRESSURE                         0.20           0.010      19.10      <.0001 
             PRESSURE*cmpr1161                0.05           0.026       2.05      0.0421 
             radf*denf*PRES*cmpr1      ‐3974507.03      835380.848      ‐4.76      <.0001 
  N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Fiber/LLL PPP‐ MIXED                      24 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.FIBER 
                        Dependent Variable           aabs 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               specimen(sample) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
 
                                       Class Level Information 
                         Class       Levels    Values 
                         freq            12    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                               2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 6300 
                         sample           2    5Z 9Z 
                         specimen         5    1 2 3 4 5 
 
                                             Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            13 
                                 Columns in X                     14 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                          9 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              12 
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                                 Observations Used               108 
                                 Observations Not Used           217 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Fiber/LLL PPP‐ MIXED                      25 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                 Total Observations              325 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1      ‐275.41013268 
                             1              2      ‐358.65891609    340164.14089 
                             2              1      ‐363.71329132    310115.54149 
                             3              1      ‐370.75393637    385056.43522 
                             4              1      ‐377.17385029    637930.45785 
                             5              1      ‐381.68290661    1092330.5798 
                             6              1      ‐383.98146498    146602.26423 
                             7              1      ‐393.59766058    239977.78221 
                             8              1      ‐401.46515315    637281.14356 
                             9              1      ‐408.00842428    2102720.0566 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Fiber/LLL PPP‐ MIXED                      26 
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                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                            10              1      ‐413.64060528    5250781.4595 
                            11              1      ‐416.86935305    941276.78391 
                            12              1      ‐424.47522336    949466.36074 
                            13              1      ‐431.68622994    1419841.4472 
                            14              1      ‐438.80793954    3886223.1416 
                            15              1      ‐445.59132626    11822303.920 
                            16              1      ‐450.84792932    15829636.078 
                            17              1      ‐453.55411724    50595790.623 
                            18              1      ‐458.42369563    3812632.2589 
                            19              1      ‐465.42842544    2984517.1965 
                            20              1      ‐472.63778872    4207590.3400 
                            21              1      ‐480.08479989    10993150.124 
                            22              1      ‐487.56503318    34752704.653 
                            23              1      ‐494.09361098    70502626.474 
                            24              1      ‐496.91433001      0.28011333 
                            25              1      ‐518.44948169      0.13363497 
                            26              1      ‐553.19339361      0.02501241 
                            27              1      ‐563.99971860      0.01243292 
                            28              1      ‐570.11094711      0.00636225 
                            29              1      ‐573.17669593      0.00312615 
                            30              1      ‐574.73225668      0.00141962 
                            31              1      ‐575.41119076      0.00051356 
                            32              1      ‐575.65600177      0.00012361 
                            33              1      ‐575.71137174      0.00001237 
                            34              1      ‐575.71651177      0.00000018 
                            35              1      ‐575.71658414      0.00000000 
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                       N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Fiber/LLL PPP‐ MIXED                      26 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                    Convergence criteria met. 
                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                               Cov Parm    Subject             Estimate 
                               Var(1)      specimen(sample)    0.000098 
                               Var(2)      specimen(sample)    0.000176 
                               Var(3)      specimen(sample)    0.000278 
                               Var(4)      specimen(sample)    0.000554 
                               Var(5)      specimen(sample)    0.001228 
                               Var(6)      specimen(sample)    0.003048 
                               Var(7)      specimen(sample)    0.005258 
                               Var(8)      specimen(sample)    0.009314 
                               Var(9)      specimen(sample)     0.01489 
                               Var(10)     specimen(sample)     0.02045 
                               Var(11)     specimen(sample)     0.02765 
                               Var(12)     specimen(sample)     0.02371 

 
Covariance Parameter Estimates 

                               Cov Parm    Subject             Estimate 
                               CSH         specimen(sample)      0.9286 
                                      
 

      Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood              ‐575.7 
                                AIC (smaller is better)        ‐523.7 
                                AICC (smaller is better)       ‐506.4 
                                BIC (smaller is better)        ‐518.6 
                                   Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     12        300.31          <.0001 
 
 
                      N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Fiber/LLL PPP‐ MIXED                      27 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                      Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                                Standard 
               Effect       freq    Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
               Intercept              1.3756     0.05148     8.7      26.72      <.0001 
               freq          500     ‐1.2834     0.04829    8.59     ‐26.58      <.0001 
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               freq          630     ‐1.2615     0.04728    8.58     ‐26.68      <.0001 
               freq          800     ‐1.2279     0.04624    8.56     ‐26.55      <.0001 
               freq         1000     ‐1.1815     0.04419    8.52     ‐26.74      <.0001 
               freq         1250     ‐1.1228     0.04080    8.45     ‐27.52      <.0001 
               freq         1600     ‐1.0368     0.03507    8.34     ‐29.56      <.0001 
               freq         2000     ‐0.9400     0.03049    8.32     ‐30.83      <.0001 
               freq         2500     ‐0.7835     0.02496    8.91     ‐31.39      <.0001 
               freq         3150     ‐0.6021     0.02090    13.3     ‐28.81      <.0001 
               freq         4000     ‐0.3901     0.01980    34.1     ‐19.70      <.0001 
               freq         5000     ‐0.1688     0.02138    39.4      ‐7.90      <.0001 
               freq         6300           0           .       .        .         . 
               airflores            ‐4.03E‐7           0       0        .         . 
 
 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
 
                                          Num     Den 
                            Effect         DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
 
                            freq           11    28.8     101.57    <.0001 
                            airflores       1    40.4       7.99    0.0073 
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                       N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Fiber/LLL PPP‐ GLM 1                      28 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
 
                                    Number of observations    325 
 
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 108 observations can be used in this analysis. 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        2     19.90811899      9.95405950    1563.68    <.0001 
         Error                      105      0.66840631      0.00636577 
         Corrected Total            107     20.57652530 
 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.967516      15.01148      0.079786      0.531499 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     19.51541736     19.51541736    3065.68    <.0001 
         airflores                    1      0.39270163      0.39270163      61.69    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     19.51541736     19.51541736    3065.68    <.0001 
         airflores                    1      0.39270163      0.39270163      61.69    <.0001 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept     ‐.2605723166      0.03124309      ‐8.34      <.0001 
                  freq          0.0002373602      0.00000429      55.37      <.0001 
                  airflores     0.0000082739      0.00000105       7.85      <.0001 
 
                       N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Fiber/LLL PPP‐ GLM 2                      29 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    325 
 
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 108 observations can be used in this analysis. 
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Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        2     19.90811899      9.95405950    1563.68    <.0001 
         Error                      105      0.66840631      0.00636577 
         Corrected Total            107     20.57652530 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.967516      15.01148      0.079786      0.531499 
 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     19.51541736     19.51541736    3065.68    <.0001 
         airflores                    1      0.39270163      0.39270163      61.69    <.0001 
 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     19.51541736     19.51541736    3065.68    <.0001 
         airflores                    1      0.39270163      0.39270163      61.69    <.0001 
 
                                                   Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept     ‐.2605723166      0.03124309      ‐8.34      <.0001 
                  freq          0.0002373602      0.00000429      55.37      <.0001 
                  airflores     0.0000082739      0.00000105       7.85      <.0001 

  N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL‐Mixed                   31 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.LAYER 
                        Dependent Variable           aabs 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(SAMP) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
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                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
 
                                       Class Level Information 
                         Class       Levels    Values 
                         freq            12    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                               2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 6300 
                         SAMP             3    2 7 11 
                         spec            17    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                               15 16 17 18 
                         sequence         3    A B C 
 
                                            Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            13 
                                 Columns in X                     14 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                         45 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              12 
                                 Observations Used               540 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                 Total Observations              540 
                    N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL‐Mixed                   32 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐1070.94326244 
                             1              2     ‐1710.86625184      0.01972337 
                             2              1     ‐1744.92810985      0.00962338 
                             3              1     ‐1762.30084321      0.00566646 
                             4              1     ‐1772.50249556      0.00298954 
                             5              1     ‐1777.81824018      0.00127627 
                             6              1     ‐1780.02358883      0.00036045 
                             7              1     ‐1780.61333487      0.00004355 
 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             8              1     ‐1780.67880340      0.00000086 
                             9              1     ‐1780.68001725      0.00000000 
 
                                      Convergence criteria met. 
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                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                                  Cov Parm    Subject       Estimate 
                                  Var(1)      spec(SAMP)    0.000249 
                                  Var(2)      spec(SAMP)    0.000605 
                                  Var(3)      spec(SAMP)    0.001149 
                                  Var(4)      spec(SAMP)    0.002194 
                                  Var(5)      spec(SAMP)    0.003898 
                                  Var(6)      spec(SAMP)    0.006470 
                                  Var(7)      spec(SAMP)    0.008720 
                                  Var(8)      spec(SAMP)     0.01255 
                                  Var(9)      spec(SAMP)     0.01409 
                                  Var(10)     spec(SAMP)     0.01403 
                                  Var(11)     spec(SAMP)     0.02215 
                                  Var(12)     spec(SAMP)      0.1056 
                                  CSH         spec(SAMP)      0.6900 
                   N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL‐Mixed                   33 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                           Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood             ‐1780.7 
                                AIC (smaller is better)       ‐1728.7 
                                AICC (smaller is better)      ‐1725.9 
                                BIC (smaller is better)       ‐1681.7 
 
                                   Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     12        709.74          <.0001 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                     Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                                Standard 
               Effect       freq    Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
               Intercept              1.3506     0.04888    21.3      27.63      <.0001 
               freq          500     ‐1.2812     0.04685    19.8     ‐27.35      <.0001 
               freq          630     ‐1.2509     0.04599    19.5     ‐27.20      <.0001 
               freq          800     ‐1.2089     0.04511    19.1     ‐26.80      <.0001 
               freq         1000     ‐1.1560     0.04392    18.7     ‐26.32      <.0001 
               freq         1250     ‐1.0860     0.04256    18.3     ‐25.52      <.0001 
               freq         1600     ‐0.9811     0.04110      18     ‐23.87      <.0001 
               freq         2000     ‐0.8589     0.04012    17.9     ‐21.41      <.0001 
               freq         2500     ‐0.6905     0.03885    17.9     ‐17.78      <.0001 
               freq         3150     ‐0.4877     0.03843      18     ‐12.69      <.0001 
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               freq         4000     ‐0.2612     0.03844      18      ‐6.79      <.0001 
               freq         5000    ‐0.06515     0.03681    19.2      ‐1.77      0.0926 
               freq         6300           0           .       .        .         . 
               airflores            5.652E‐7           0       0        .         . 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
                                          Num     Den 
                            Effect         DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
                            freq           11     164     593.69    <.0001 
                            airflores       1     115       8.78    0.0037 
                    N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL‐ GLM1                   34 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    540 
 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        2     105.6411440      52.8205720    3677.62    <.0001 
 
         Error                      537       7.7127752       0.0143627 
 
         Corrected Total            539     113.3539192 
 
                         R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.931958      20.22497      0.119845      0.592557 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     105.5636616     105.5636616    7349.84    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.0774824       0.0774824       5.39    0.0206 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     105.5636616     105.5636616    7349.84    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.0774824       0.0774824       5.39    0.0206 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                  Intercept     ‐.0530103507      0.02498975      ‐2.12      0.0344 
                  freq          0.0002468830      0.00000288      85.73      <.0001 
                  airflores     0.0000015978      0.00000069       2.32      0.0206 
                    N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐LAYERING/PGP PHP LHL‐ GLM2                   36 
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                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    540 
 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        2     105.6411440      52.8205720    3677.62    <.0001 
 
         Error                      537       7.7127752       0.0143627 
 
         Corrected Total            539     113.3539192 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
 
                          0.931958      20.22497      0.119845      0.592557 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         freq                         1     105.5636616     105.5636616    7349.84    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.0774824       0.0774824       5.39    0.0206 
 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         freq                         1     105.5636616     105.5636616    7349.84    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.0774824       0.0774824       5.39    0.0206 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept     ‐.0530103507      0.02498975      ‐2.12      0.0344 
                  freq          0.0002468830      0.00000288      85.73      <.0001 
                  airflores     0.0000015978      0.00000069       2.32      0.0206 
    N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED            40 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.COMP 
                        Dependent Variable           aabs 
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                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(sample) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
 
                                      Class Level Information 
                          Class     Levels    Values 
                          freq          11    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                              2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 
                          sample         3    11B 12M 2B 
                          spec         100    1 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                              15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
                                              25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
                                              35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
                                              45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 
                                              55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 65 
                                              66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
                                              76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 86 87 
                                              88 89 90 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 
                                              99 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED            41 
                                         The Mixed Procedure                      07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                               Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            12 
                                 Columns in X                     15 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                        181 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              11 
                                 Observations Used              1988 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                Total Observations             1988 
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                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐5776.93022165 
                             1              2     ‐8379.58857370    26107699.782 
                             2              1     ‐8637.55925687    40728222.434 
                             3              1     ‐8780.16488331    22811445.222 
                             4              1     ‐8970.45769916    56778366.648 
                             5              1     ‐9148.48302732    142465417.08 
                             6              1     ‐9278.91680743    129719573.12 
                             7              1     ‐9357.96813099    706357228.34 
                             8              1     ‐9557.36410852    115921871.02 
                             9              1     ‐9749.87647419    196355287.52 
                            10              1     ‐9830.53231527    318061315.75 
                            11              1     ‐9908.68472902    501726779.96 
                            12              1    ‐10065.15624440    772492387.42 
                            13              1    ‐10124.98454910    435169855.47 
                            14              1    ‐10170.13280549      0.41037941 
                            15              1    ‐10566.29837556      0.01602828 
                            16              1    ‐10584.21474752      0.01177984 
                            17              1    ‐10682.49445746      0.00152245 
                            18              1    ‐10695.32623605      0.00033128 
                            19              1    ‐10697.16463958      0.00014852 
                            20              1    ‐10698.37445058      0.00001325 
                            21              1    ‐10698.47567024      0.00000016 
                            22              1    ‐10698.47682768      0.00000000 
 
                                     Convergence criteria met. 
                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                                 Cov Parm    Subject         Estimate 
                                 Var(1)      spec(sample)    0.000086 
                                 Var(2)      spec(sample)    0.000151 
                                 Var(3)      spec(sample)    0.000326 
                                 Var(4)      spec(sample)    0.000687 
                                 Var(5)      spec(sample)    0.001458 
                                 Var(6)      spec(sample)    0.003062 
                                 Var(7)      spec(sample)    0.005337 
                                 Var(8)      spec(sample)    0.006880 
                                 Var(9)      spec(sample)     0.01117 
                                 Var(10)     spec(sample)     0.01296 
                                 Var(11)     spec(sample)     0.01469 
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                                 CSH         spec(sample)      0.9067 
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             N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED            42 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                           Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood            ‐10698.5 
                                AIC (smaller is better)      ‐10646.5 
                                AICC (smaller is better)     ‐10645.8 
                                BIC (smaller is better)      ‐10563.3 
                                   Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     11       4921.55          <.0001 
                                      Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                                   Standard 
            Effect             freq    Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
            Intercept                    1.1554     0.01111     376     103.97      <.0001 
            freq                500     ‐1.1243    0.008390     174    ‐134.01      <.0001 
            freq                630     ‐1.1019    0.008189     174    ‐134.55      <.0001 
            freq                800     ‐1.0672    0.007812     173    ‐136.61      <.0001 
            freq               1000     ‐1.0201    0.007289     173    ‐139.95      <.0001 
            freq               1250     ‐0.9588    0.006547     172    ‐146.44      <.0001 
            freq               1600     ‐0.8640    0.005560     174    ‐155.39      <.0001 
            freq               2000     ‐0.7566    0.004688     190    ‐161.39      <.0001 
            freq               2500     ‐0.6100    0.004301     216    ‐141.85      <.0001 
            freq               3150     ‐0.4063    0.003820     490    ‐106.37      <.0001 
            freq               4000     ‐0.2011    0.003819     761     ‐52.66      <.0001 
            freq               5000           0           .       .        .         . 
            thick                      0.004349    0.000613     729       7.09      <.0001 
            airflores                  6.536E‐7           0       0        .         . 
            thick*airflores            ‐6.69E‐8           0       0        .         . 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
                                             Num     Den 
                         Effect               DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
                         freq                 10     695    3715.21    <.0001 
                         thick                 1     729      50.29    <.0001 
                         airflores             1     727      39.11    <.0001 
                         thick*airflores       1     726      42.76    <.0001 
             N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐GLM 1            43 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
 
                                    Number of observations    1988 
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Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        4     272.8317567      68.2079392    18863.5    <.0001 
         Error                     1983       7.1702791       0.0036159 
         Corrected Total           1987     280.0020358 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.974392      13.01962      0.060132      0.461858 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     269.1018654     269.1018654    74422.3    <.0001 
         thick                        1       3.2850579       3.2850579     908.51    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.4247872       0.4247872     117.48    <.0001 
         thick*airflores              1       0.0200462       0.0200462       5.54    0.0186 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     269.1838804     269.1838804    74445.0    <.0001 
         thick                        1       0.2626967       0.2626967      72.65    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.0018335       0.0018335       0.51    0.4765 
         thick*airflores              1       0.0200462       0.0200462       5.54    0.0186 
 
                                                       Standard 
               Parameter               Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
               Intercept           ‐.4688792158      0.04060508     ‐11.55      <.0001 
               freq                0.0002611622      0.00000096     272.85      <.0001 
               thick               0.0325790379      0.00382224       8.52      <.0001 
               airflores           ‐.0000004659      0.00000065      ‐0.71      0.4765 
               thick*airflores     0.0000001509      0.00000006       2.35      0.0186 
             N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Compression Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐GLM 2            45 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
 
                                    Number of observations    1988 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        3     272.8117105      90.9372368    25092.0    <.0001 
         Error                     1984       7.1903254       0.0036242 
         Corrected Total           1987     280.0020358 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
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                          0.974320      13.03452      0.060201      0.461858 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     269.1018654     269.1018654    74252.3    <.0001 
         thick                        1       3.2850579       3.2850579     906.43    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.4247872       0.4247872     117.21    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     269.2221164     269.2221164    74285.5    <.0001 
         thick                        1       3.6318611       3.6318611    1002.13    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.4247872       0.4247872     117.21    <.0001 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept     ‐.5555974002      0.01711723     ‐32.46      <.0001 
                  freq          0.0002611759      0.00000096     272.55      <.0001 
                  thick         0.0410463241      0.00129662      31.66      <.0001 
                  airflores     0.0000010573      0.00000010      10.83      <.0001 
N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Compression/PGP PGI LHL‐MIXED        60 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.COMP 
                        Dependent Variable           aabsn 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(sample) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
 
                                       Class Level Information 
                          Class     Levels    Values 
                          freqk         11    0.5 0.63 0.8 1 1.25 1.6 2 2.5 
                                              3.15 4 5 
                          spec         106    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                              15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
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                                              25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
                                              35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
                                              45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 
                                              55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 65 
                                              66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
                                              76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 
                                              86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
                                              96 97 98 99 101 102 103 104 
                                              105 106 107 108 109 
                          sample         3    11B 12M 2B 
 
 
 
          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Compression/PGP PGI LHL‐MIXED        61 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                             Dimensions 
 
                                 Covariance Parameters            12 
                                 Columns in X                     18 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                        234 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              11 
                                 Observations Used              2570 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                 Total Observations             2570 
 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐9090.89855202 
                             1              2    ‐14384.10512615    398713753.60 
                             2              1    ‐14761.83781668    644524758.71 
                             3              1    ‐15176.20984475    983140319.59 
                             4              1    ‐15289.23164268    1403306732.6 
                             5              1    ‐15494.68175226    1595290502.6 
                             6              1    ‐15622.39858092    779847822.55 
                             7              1    ‐15663.91871983      0.05485911 
                             8              1    ‐15897.49258167      0.00999026 
                             9              1    ‐15968.95356613      0.00608043 
                            10              1    ‐16042.89168871      0.00119849 
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                            11              1    ‐16052.66540428      0.00069525 
                            12              1    ‐16061.46827584      0.00016497 
                            13              1    ‐16062.22342473      0.00011265 
                            14              1    ‐16063.57060869      0.00000906 
                            15              1    ‐16063.67044503      0.00000009 
                            16              1    ‐16063.67135759      0.00000000 
                                      Convergence criteria met. 
 
          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Compression/PGP PGI LHL‐MIXED        62 
                                         The Mixed Procedure                               07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 
                                 Cov Parm    Subject         Estimate 
 
                                 Var(1)      spec(sample)    0.000041 
                                 Var(2)      spec(sample)    0.000070 
                                 Var(3)      spec(sample)    0.000125 
                                 Var(4)      spec(sample)    0.000219 
                                 Var(5)      spec(sample)    0.000416 
                                 Var(6)      spec(sample)    0.000821 
                                 Var(7)      spec(sample)    0.001342 
                                 Var(8)      spec(sample)    0.002349 
                                 Var(9)      spec(sample)    0.003604 
                                 Var(10)     spec(sample)    0.005803 
                                 Var(11)     spec(sample)     0.01160 
                                 CSH         spec(sample)      0.8939 
 
                                           Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood            ‐16063.7 
                                AIC (smaller is better)      ‐16005.7 
                                AICC (smaller is better)     ‐16005.0 
                                BIC (smaller is better)      ‐15905.5 
                                  Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     11       6972.77          <.0001 
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                                         The Mixed Procedure                               07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                      Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                                      Standard 
         Effect                  freqk    Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
         Intercept                          0.7340    0.007118     236     103.12      <.0001 
         freqk                    0.5      ‐0.6812    0.006670     225    ‐102.14      <.0001 
         freqk                   0.63      ‐0.6675    0.006556     225    ‐101.82      <.0001 
         freqk                    0.8      ‐0.6468    0.006396     225    ‐101.12      <.0001 
         freqk                      1      ‐0.6188    0.006190     224     ‐99.97      <.0001 
         freqk                   1.25      ‐0.5823    0.005879     223     ‐99.05      <.0001 
         freqk                    1.6      ‐0.5259    0.005432     222     ‐96.82      <.0001 
         freqk                      2      ‐0.4617    0.005016     222     ‐92.05      <.0001 
         freqk                    2.5      ‐0.3723    0.004442     226     ‐83.80      <.0001 
         freqk                   3.15      ‐0.2505    0.003947     240     ‐63.45      <.0001 
         freqk                      4      ‐0.1245    0.003421     309     ‐36.40      <.0001 
         freqk                      5            0           .       .        .         . 
         pressure                         0.000628    0.000105    1045       5.98      <.0001 
         duration                         ‐0.00006    0.000017    1037      ‐3.37      0.0008 
         pressure*duration                7.022E‐6    2.772E‐6    1037       2.53      0.0114 
         pressure*cmpr116k                ‐0.00166    0.000159    1043     ‐10.48      <.0001 
         radf12*denf116                    ‐205578       38753    1045      ‐5.30      <.0001 
         pres*cmpr*radf*denf1                44543     4989.92    1042       8.93      <.0001 
 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
                                               Num     Den 
                      Effect                    DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
                      freqk                     10     902    1637.57    <.0001 
                      pressure                   1    1045      35.79    <.0001 
                      duration                   1    1037      11.38    0.0008 
                      pressure*duration          1    1037       6.42    0.0114 
                      pressure*cmpr116k          1    1043     109.88    <.0001 
                      radf12*denf116             1    1045      28.14    <.0001 
                      pres*cmpr*radf*denf1       1    1042      79.68    <.0001 
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          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Compression/PGP PGI LHL‐GLM1         63 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    2570 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        7     128.6912767      18.3844681    9982.94    <.0001 
         Error                     2562       4.7181510       0.0018416 
         Corrected Total           2569     133.4094276 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                          0.964634      15.42854      0.042914      0.278145 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freqk                        1     127.1344775     127.1344775    69035.2    <.0001 
         pressure                     1       0.5517510       0.5517510     299.61    <.0001 
         duration                     1       0.0007035       0.0007035       0.38    0.5366 
         pressure*duration            1       0.1662067       0.1662067      90.25    <.0001 
         pressure*cmpr116k            1       0.0339330       0.0339330      18.43    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1       0.2104041       0.2104041     114.25    <.0001 
         pres*cmpr*radf*denf1         1       0.5938009       0.5938009     322.44    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freqk                        1     127.1019030     127.1019030    69017.5    <.0001 
         pressure                     1       0.2120444       0.2120444     115.14    <.0001 
         duration                     1       0.1676020       0.1676020      91.01    <.0001 
         pressure*duration            1       0.2456094       0.2456094     133.37    <.0001 
         pressure*cmpr116k            1       0.6738113       0.6738113     365.89    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1       0.1412494       0.1412494      76.70    <.0001 
         pres*cmpr*radf*denf1         1       0.5938009       0.5938009     322.44    <.0001 
 
 
 
 
 
          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Compression/PGP PGI LHL‐GLM1         63 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                                          Standard 
             Parameter                    Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
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             Intercept                       0.019          0.0066       2.85      0.0044 
             freqk                           0.158          0.0006     262.71      <.0001 
             pressure                        0.007          0.0006      10.73      <.0001 
             duration                        0.001          0.0001       9.54      <.0001 
             pressure*duration              ‐0.000          0.0000     ‐11.55      <.0001 
             pressure*cmpr116k              ‐0.018          0.0010     ‐19.13      <.0001 
             radf12*denf116           ‐2057010.877     234876.5706      ‐8.76      <.0001 
             pres*cmpr*radf*denf1       543995.216      30295.0049      17.96      <.0001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Compression/PGP PGI LHL‐GLM2         65 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    2570 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        4     127.9285441      31.9821360    14967.3    <.0001 
         Error                     2565       5.4808836       0.0021368 
         Corrected Total           2569     133.4094276 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                          0.958917      16.61920      0.046225      0.278145 
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         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freqk                        1     127.1344775     127.1344775    59497.7    <.0001 
         pressure                     1       0.5517510       0.5517510     258.21    <.0001 
         pressure*cmpr116k            1       0.0254381       0.0254381      11.90    0.0006 
         radf12*denf116               1       0.2168774       0.2168774     101.50    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
        freqk                        1     127.1380398     127.1380398    59499.4    <.0001 
         pressure                     1       0.0209057       0.0209057       9.78    0.0018 
         pressure*cmpr116k            1       0.1356358       0.1356358      63.48    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1       0.2168774       0.2168774     101.50    <.0001 
 
                                                       Standard 
              Parameter                 Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
              Intercept                   ‐0.056          0.0044     ‐12.78      <.0001 
              freqk                        0.158          0.0006     243.92      <.0001 
              pressure                    ‐0.002          0.0005      ‐3.13      0.0018 
              pressure*cmpr116k           ‐0.001          0.0002      ‐7.97      <.0001 
              radf12*denf116         1430235.146     141965.1922      10.07      <.0001 
   N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED      67 
                                         The Mixed Procedure                       07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.HEAT 
                        Dependent Variable           aabsn 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(sample) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
                                       Class Level Information 
                          Class     Levels    Values 
                          freq          11    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                              2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 
                          sample         3    11B 12M 2B 
                          spec          78    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                              15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
                                              25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
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                                              35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
                                              45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 
                                              55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
                                              65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 
                                              75 76 77 78 79 
                                             Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            12 
                                 Columns in X                      6 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                        191 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              11 
                                 Observations Used              2099 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                 Total Observations             2099 
 
        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED      68 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐5377.53941634 
                             1              2    ‐10772.45559076      0.08347974 
                             2              1    ‐10897.26030882      0.01735962 
 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             3              1    ‐11052.02681398      0.00442266 
                             4              1    ‐11095.16487633      0.00266603 
                             5              1    ‐11118.11758914      0.00164296 
                             6              1    ‐11133.81621626      0.00088167 
                             7              1    ‐11140.74046471      0.00048817 
                             8              1    ‐11145.12206528      0.00015571 
                             9              1    ‐11146.36418739      0.00004133 
                            10              1    ‐11146.70588433      0.00000269 
                            11              1    ‐11146.72691063      0.00000003 
                            12              1    ‐11146.72709921      0.00000000 
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        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED      69 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                      Convergence criteria met. 
                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                                 Cov Parm    Subject         Estimate 
 
                                 Var(1)      spec(sample)    0.000272 
                                 Var(2)      spec(sample)    0.000364 
                                 Var(3)      spec(sample)    0.000625 
                                 Var(4)      spec(sample)    0.001241 
                                 Var(5)      spec(sample)    0.002372 
                                 Var(6)      spec(sample)    0.004910 
                                 Var(7)      spec(sample)    0.008498 
                                 Var(8)      spec(sample)     0.01569 
                                 Var(9)      spec(sample)     0.02879 
                                 Var(10)     spec(sample)     0.04371 
                                 Var(11)     spec(sample)     0.05916 
                                 CSH         spec(sample)      0.9593 
 
                                          Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood            ‐11146.7 
                                AIC (smaller is better)      ‐11110.7 
                                AICC (smaller is better)     ‐11110.4 
                                BIC (smaller is better)      ‐11052.2 
 
                                   Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     11       5769.19          <.0001 
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                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
 
                                     Solution for Fixed Effects 
 
                                              Standard 
                Effect            Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                Intercept         ‐0.00528    0.001078    1744      ‐4.90      <.0001 
                duration          0.000096    0.000016     827       5.85      <.0001 
                delta               0.1304     0.01336     341       9.76      <.0001 
                freqk              0.04126    0.002262     227      18.24      <.0001 
                delta*freqk        ‐0.6248     0.04731     227     ‐13.21      <.0001 
                radf12*denf116      ‐80591       29933     825      ‐2.69      0.0072 
 
 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
 
                                            Num     Den 
                         Effect              DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
 
                         duration             1     827      34.22    <.0001 
                         delta                1     341      95.17    <.0001 
                         freqk                1     227     332.80    <.0001 
                         delta*freqk          1     227     174.45    <.0001 
                         radf12*denf116       1     825       7.25    0.0072 
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        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐GLM 1      70 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    2099 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        5     50.49256545     10.09851309    2229.11    <.0001 
         Error                     2093      9.48191424      0.00453030 
        Corrected Total           2098     59.97447969 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                          0.841901      37.58362      0.067307      0.179087 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         duration                     1      0.35451262      0.35451262      78.25    <.0001 
         delta                        1      6.15155722      6.15155722    1357.87    <.0001 
         freqk                        1     40.02483178     40.02483178    8834.92    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.37236528      3.37236528     744.40    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.58929856      0.58929856     130.08    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         duration                     1      0.10031860      0.10031860      22.14    <.0001 
         delta                        1      0.00806965      0.00806965       1.78    0.1821 
         freqk                        1     24.37088529     24.37088529    5379.53    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.37618598      3.37618598     745.25    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.58929856      0.58929856     130.08    <.0001 
                                                       Standard 
                Parameter              Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                Intercept                ‐0.088          0.0062     ‐14.23      <.0001 
                duration                  0.000          0.0001       4.71      <.0001 
                delta                    ‐0.082          0.0615      ‐1.33      0.1821 
                freqk                     0.085          0.0012      73.35      <.0001 
                delta*freqk              ‐0.658          0.0241     ‐27.30      <.0001 
                radf12*denf116      2146831.719     188232.1103      11.41      <.0001 
        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL‐GLM 2       72 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    2099 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
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         Model                        5     51.72264102     10.34452820    2623.79    <.0001 
         Error                     2093      8.25183868      0.00394259 
         Corrected Total           2098     59.97447969 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                          0.862411      35.06114      0.062790      0.179087 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
        duration*delta               1      3.37934736      3.37934736     857.14    <.0001 
         delta                        1      4.10088310      4.10088310    1040.15    <.0001 
         freqk                        1     40.03465016     40.03465016    10154.4    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.36278574      3.36278574     852.94    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.84497466      0.84497466     214.32    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         duration*delta               1      1.33039417      1.33039417     337.44    <.0001 
         delta                        1      0.03628464      0.03628464       9.20    0.0024 
         freqk                        1     24.38974709     24.38974709    6186.23    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.36636727      3.36636727     853.85    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.84497466      0.84497466     214.32    <.0001 
 
                                                       Standard 
                Parameter              Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                Intercept                ‐0.093          0.0054     ‐17.16      <.0001 
                duration*delta           ‐0.043          0.0023     ‐18.37      <.0001 
                delta                     0.173          0.0571       3.03      0.0024 
                freqk                     0.085          0.0011      78.65      <.0001 
                delta*freqk              ‐0.657          0.0225     ‐29.22      <.0001 
                radf12*denf116      2588895.019     176841.1567      14.64      <.0001 
  N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED      74 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.HEAT 
                        Dependent Variable           aabsn 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(sample) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
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                                      Class Level Information 
                          Class     Levels    Values 
                          freq          11    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                              2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 
                          sample         3    11B 12M 2B 
                          spec          78    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                              15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
                                              25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
                                              35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
                                              45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 
                                              55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
                                              65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 
                                              75 76 77 78 79 
                                             Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            12 
                                 Columns in X                      6 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                        191 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              11 
                                 Observations Used              2099 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                 Total Observations             2099 
        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED      75 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐5377.53941634 
                             1              2    ‐10772.45559076      0.08347974 
                             2              1    ‐10897.26030882      0.01735962 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             3              1    ‐11052.02681398      0.00442266 
                             4              1    ‐11095.16487633      0.00266603 
                             5              1    ‐11118.11758914      0.00164296 
                             6              1    ‐11133.81621626      0.00088167 
                             7              1    ‐11140.74046471      0.00048817 
                             8              1    ‐11145.12206528      0.00015571 
                             9              1    ‐11146.36418739      0.00004133 
                            10              1    ‐11146.70588433      0.00000269 
                            11              1    ‐11146.72691063      0.00000003 
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                            12              1    ‐11146.72709921      0.00000000 
                                      Convergence criteria met. 
 
                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                                 Cov Parm    Subject         Estimate 
                                 Var(1)      spec(sample)    0.000272 
                                 Var(2)      spec(sample)    0.000364 
                                 Var(3)      spec(sample)    0.000625 
                                 Var(4)      spec(sample)    0.001241 
                                 Var(5)      spec(sample)    0.002372 
                                 Var(6)      spec(sample)    0.004910 
                                 Var(7)      spec(sample)    0.008498 
                                 Var(8)      spec(sample)     0.01569 
                                 Var(9)      spec(sample)     0.02879 
                                 Var(10)     spec(sample)     0.04371 
                                 Var(11)     spec(sample)     0.05916 
                                 CSH         spec(sample)      0.9593 
        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐MIXED      76 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                           Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood            ‐11146.7 
                                AIC (smaller is better)      ‐11110.7 
                                AICC (smaller is better)     ‐11110.4 
                                BIC (smaller is better)      ‐11052.2 
                                  Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                    DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     11       5769.19          <.0001 
 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                     Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                             Standard 
                Effect            Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                Intercept         ‐0.00528    0.001078    1744      ‐4.90      <.0001 
                duration          0.000096    0.000016     827       5.85      <.0001 
                delta               0.1304     0.01336     341       9.76      <.0001 
                freqk              0.04126    0.002262     227      18.24      <.0001 
                delta*freqk        ‐0.6248     0.04731     227     ‐13.21      <.0001 
                radf12*denf116      ‐80591       29933     825      ‐2.69      0.0072 
 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
                                            Num     Den 
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                         Effect              DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
                         duration             1     827      34.22    <.0001 
                         delta                1     341      95.17    <.0001 
                         freqk                1     227     332.80    <.0001 
                         delta*freqk          1     227     174.45    <.0001 
                         radf12*denf116       1     825       7.25    0.0072 
        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐GLM 1      77 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    2099 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        5     50.49256545     10.09851309    2229.11    <.0001 
         Error                     2093      9.48191424      0.00453030 
         Corrected Total           2098     59.97447969 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                          0.841901      37.58362      0.067307      0.179087 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         duration                     1      0.35451262      0.35451262      78.25    <.0001 
         delta                        1      6.15155722      6.15155722    1357.87    <.0001 
         freqk                        1     40.02483178     40.02483178    8834.92    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.37236528      3.37236528     744.40    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.58929856      0.58929856     130.08    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         duration                     1      0.10031860      0.10031860      22.14    <.0001 
         delta                        1      0.00806965      0.00806965       1.78    0.1821 
         freqk                        1     24.37088529     24.37088529    5379.53    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.37618598      3.37618598     745.25    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.58929856      0.58929856     130.08    <.0001 
 
                                                       Standard 
                Parameter              Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                Intercept                ‐0.088          0.0062     ‐14.23      <.0001 
                duration                  0.000          0.0001       4.71      <.0001 
                delta                    ‐0.082          0.0615      ‐1.33      0.1821 
                freqk                     0.085          0.0012      73.35      <.0001 
                delta*freqk              ‐0.658          0.0241     ‐27.30      <.0001 
                radf12*denf116      2146831.719     188232.1103      11.41      <.0001 
        N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL‐GLM 2       79 
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                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    2099 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        5     51.72264102     10.34452820    2623.79    <.0001 
         Error                     2093      8.25183868      0.00394259 
         Corrected Total           2098     59.97447969 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                          0.862411      35.06114      0.062790      0.179087 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         duration*delta               1      3.37934736      3.37934736     857.14    <.0001 
         delta                        1      4.10088310      4.10088310    1040.15    <.0001 
         freqk                        1     40.03465016     40.03465016    10154.4    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.36278574      3.36278574     852.94    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.84497466      0.84497466     214.32    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         duration*delta               1      1.33039417      1.33039417     337.44    <.0001 
         delta                        1      0.03628464      0.03628464       9.20    0.0024 
         freqk                        1     24.38974709     24.38974709    6186.23    <.0001 
         delta*freqk                  1      3.36636727      3.36636727     853.85    <.0001 
         radf12*denf116               1      0.84497466      0.84497466     214.32    <.0001 
                                                       Standard 
                Parameter              Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                Intercept                ‐0.093          0.0054     ‐17.16      <.0001 
                duration*delta           ‐0.043          0.0023     ‐18.37      <.0001 
                delta                     0.173          0.0571       3.03      0.0024 
                freqk                     0.085          0.0011      78.65      <.0001 
                delta*freqk              ‐0.657          0.0225     ‐29.22      <.0001 
                radf12*denf116      2588895.019     176841.1567      14.64      <.0001 
    N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL‐MIXED                81 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.HEAT 
                        Dependent Variable           aabs 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
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                        Subject Effect               spec(sample) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
                                      Class Level Information 
                          Class     Levels    Values 
                          freq          11    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                              2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 
                          sample         3    11B 12M 2B 
                          spec          52    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                              15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
                                              25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
                                              35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 68 
                                              69 70 71 72 75 76 77 78 79 
 
                                             Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            12 
                                 Columns in X                     13 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                        107 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              11 
                                 Observations Used              1176 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                 Total Observations             1176 
                 N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL‐MIXED                82 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐2905.19985132 
                             1              2     ‐4612.52637434    21991336.510 
                             2              1     ‐4666.23647577      0.03126877 
                             3              1     ‐4790.21497440      0.00632241 
                             4              1     ‐4815.56151539      0.00065118 
                             5              1     ‐4818.12859703      0.00005386 
 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             6              1     ‐4818.33197278      0.00000105 
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                             7              1     ‐4818.33568564      0.00000000 
 
                                     Convergence criteria met. 
                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                                 Cov Parm    Subject         Estimate 
                                 Var(1)      spec(sample)    0.000204 
                                 Var(2)      spec(sample)    0.000428 
                                 Var(3)      spec(sample)    0.000836 
                                 Var(4)      spec(sample)    0.001683 
                                 Var(5)      spec(sample)    0.003147 
                                 Var(6)      spec(sample)    0.005418 
                                 Var(7)      spec(sample)    0.007716 
                                 Var(8)      spec(sample)     0.01028 
                                 Var(9)      spec(sample)     0.01020 
                                 Var(10)     spec(sample)     0.01159 
                                 Var(11)     spec(sample)     0.02039 
                                 CSH         spec(sample)      0.7850 
 
 
                 N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL‐MIXED                83 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                           Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood             ‐4818.3 
                                AIC (smaller is better)       ‐4770.3 
                                AICC (smaller is better)      ‐4769.3 
                                BIC (smaller is better)       ‐4706.2 
                                   Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     11       1913.14          <.0001 
                                      Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                                   Standard 
            Effect             freq    Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
            Intercept                    1.1526     0.01399    85.6      82.36      <.0001 
            freq                500     ‐1.0796     0.01275      78     ‐84.66      <.0001 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                      Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                                   Standard 
            Effect             freq    Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
            freq                630     ‐1.0548     0.01230    76.8     ‐85.76      <.0001 
            freq                800     ‐1.0166     0.01174    75.4     ‐86.58      <.0001 
            freq               1000     ‐0.9631     0.01097    73.9     ‐87.76      <.0001 
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            freq               1250     ‐0.8949     0.01013    74.2     ‐88.36      <.0001 
            freq               1600     ‐0.7930    0.009335    79.9     ‐84.95      <.0001 
            freq               2000     ‐0.6866    0.008878    92.9     ‐77.34      <.0001 
            freq               2500     ‐0.5354    0.008626     118     ‐62.07      <.0001 
            freq               3150     ‐0.3472    0.008643     118     ‐40.17      <.0001 
            freq               4000     ‐0.1627    0.008574     138     ‐18.97      <.0001 
            freq               5000           0           .       .        .         . 
            airflores*thick            1.793E‐8           0       0        .         . 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
                                             Num     Den 
                         Effect               DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
                         freq                 10     401    1624.31    <.0001 
                         airflores*thick       1     304      31.96    <.0001 
 
                 N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL‐GLM 1                94 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                       Class Level Information 
                                 Class         Levels    Values 
                                 sample             3    11B 12M 2B 
                                    Number of observations    1176 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        2     151.2450712      75.6225356    12900.2    <.0001 
         Error                     1173       6.8762762       0.0058621 
 
         Corrected Total           1175     158.1213474 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.956513      15.94207      0.076565      0.480267 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         freq                         1     150.0393470     150.0393470    25594.7    <.0001 
         thick*airflores              1       1.2057243       1.2057243     205.68    <.0001 
 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
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         freq                         1     150.0233550     150.0233550    25592.0    <.0001 
         thick*airflores              1       1.2057243       1.2057243     205.68    <.0001 
 
                                                       Standard 
               Parameter               Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
               Intercept           ‐.1409403139      0.00828834     ‐17.00      <.0001 
               freq                0.0002534110      0.00000158     159.97      <.0001 
               thick*airflores     0.0000001446      0.00000001      14.34      <.0001 
                 N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent ‐Heat Treatment/PGP PGI LHL‐GLM 2                92 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    1176 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        3     153.1675774      51.0558591    12079.2    <.0001 
         Error                     1172       4.9537700       0.0042268 
         Corrected Total           1175     158.1213474 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.968671      13.53696      0.065014      0.480267 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         freq                         1     150.0393470     150.0393470    35497.4    <.0001 
         thick                        1       2.0780886       2.0780886     491.65    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       1.0501418       1.0501418     248.45    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     150.0981294     150.0981294    35511.3    <.0001 
         thick                        1       2.9584706       2.9584706     699.94    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       1.0501418       1.0501418     248.45    <.0001 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                  Intercept     ‐.5093514735      0.01781958     ‐28.58      <.0001 
                  freq          0.0002534746      0.00000135     188.44      <.0001 
                  thick         0.0370252058      0.00139948      26.46      <.0001 
                  airflores     0.0000013860      0.00000009      15.76      <.0001 
    N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Alkalization/PHP‐Mixed            96 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
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                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.ALK 
                        Dependent Variable           aabsn 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(tempK) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
                                      Class Level Information 
                          Class    Levels    Values 
                          freq         12    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                             2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 6300 
                          tempK         2    293 373 
                          spec         50    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                             15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
                                             25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
                                             35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
                                             45 46 47 48 49 50 51 
 
                                             Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            13 
                                 Columns in X                     18 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                         98 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              12 
                                 Observations Used              1176 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                 Total Observations             1176 
    N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Alkalization/PHP‐Mixed            97 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐3296.83534720 
                             1              2     ‐5402.22001436    31464867.813 
                             2              1     ‐5602.17395157    62157617.088 
                             3              1     ‐5740.43687772    100496679.55 
                             4              1     ‐5809.12070639    62400214.891 
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                             5              1     ‐5951.99604564    94235640.043 
                             6              1     ‐6057.36358235    224813707.32 
                             7              1     ‐6127.62768664    258963124.64 
                             8              1     ‐6234.40553937    83563710.644 
                             9              1     ‐6285.53795185      2.64039078 
                            10              1     ‐6425.17568877    27889887.167 
                            11              1     ‐6485.05127991      0.22925503 
                            12              1     ‐6531.25257752      0.05796031 
                            13              1     ‐6659.58932040      0.00889178 
                            14              1     ‐6709.13036461      0.00388804 
                            15              1     ‐6730.70950564      0.00166187 
                            16              1     ‐6740.06727915      0.00059766 
                            17              1     ‐6743.29769788      0.00014429 
                            18              1     ‐6744.04942498      0.00001533 
                            19              1     ‐6744.12298093      0.00000026 
                            20              1     ‐6744.12386494      0.00000007 
                            21              1     ‐6744.12417206      0.00000000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Alkalization/PHP‐Mixed            98 
                                         The Mixed Procedure               07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
 
                                     Convergence criteria met. 
                                   Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                                 Cov Parm    Subject        Estimate 
                                 Var(1)      spec(tempK)    0.000073 
                                 Var(2)      spec(tempK)    0.000107 
                                 Var(3)      spec(tempK)    0.000179 
                                 Var(4)      spec(tempK)    0.000293 
                                 Var(5)      spec(tempK)    0.000481 
                                 Var(6)      spec(tempK)    0.000873 
                                 Var(7)      spec(tempK)    0.001943 
                                 Var(8)      spec(tempK)    0.003231 
                                 Var(9)      spec(tempK)    0.005342 
                                 Var(10)     spec(tempK)    0.008728 
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                                 Var(11)     spec(tempK)     0.01327 
                                 Var(12)     spec(tempK)     0.03201 
                                 CSH         spec(tempK)      0.9009 
 
                                           Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood             ‐6744.1 
                                AIC (smaller is better)       ‐6688.1 
                                AICC (smaller is better)      ‐6686.7 
                                BIC (smaller is better)       ‐6615.7 
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             N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Alkalization/PHP‐Mixed            98 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                   Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     12       3447.29          <.0001 
                                     Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                temp                Standard 
          Effect        freq    K       Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
          Intercept                       0.9286     0.01809    91.7      51.34      <.0001 
          freq           500             ‐0.8789     0.01730    90.8     ‐50.81      <.0001 
          freq           630             ‐0.8643     0.01714    90.6     ‐50.44      <.0001 
          freq           800             ‐0.8432     0.01686    90.4     ‐50.00      <.0001 
          freq          1000             ‐0.8142     0.01653    90.1     ‐49.25      <.0001 
          freq          1250             ‐0.7781     0.01611    89.7     ‐48.31      <.0001 
          freq          1600             ‐0.7225     0.01544    89.1     ‐46.80      <.0001 
          freq          2000             ‐0.6546     0.01420    87.9     ‐46.11      <.0001 
          freq          2500             ‐0.5564     0.01314      87     ‐42.34      <.0001 
          freq          3150             ‐0.4328     0.01187    86.4     ‐36.46      <.0001 
          freq          4000             ‐0.2797     0.01042    88.3     ‐26.85      <.0001 
          freq          5000             ‐0.1196    0.009131    98.8     ‐13.10      <.0001 
          freq          6300                   0           .       .        .         . 
          tempK                 293     ‐0.00251    0.001048     499      ‐2.39      0.0171 
          tempK                 373            0           .       .        .         . 
          conc                          ‐0.00022    0.000085     499      ‐2.61      0.0093 
          conc*tempK            293     0.000256    0.000116     499       2.22      0.0271 
          conc*tempK            373            0           .       .        .         . 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
                                          Num     Den 
                           Effect          DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
                           freq            11     404     688.34    <.0001 
                           tempK            1     499       5.72    0.0171 
                           conc             1     499       2.62    0.1064 
                           conc*tempK       1     499       4.92    0.0271 
              N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Alkalization/PHP‐GLM1            99 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    1176 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
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         Model                        4     100.7751953      25.1937988    6057.94    <.0001 
         Error                     1171       4.8699630       0.0041588 
         Corrected Total           1175     105.6451583 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                         0.953903      18.53792      0.064489      0.347875 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     99.28028088     99.28028088    23872.3    <.0001 
         tempK                        1      1.16995413      1.16995413     281.32    <.0001 
         conc                         1      0.29954626      0.29954626      72.03    <.0001 
         tempK*conc                   1      0.02541404      0.02541404       6.11    0.0136 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     99.28028088     99.28028088    23872.3    <.0001 
         tempK                        1      0.44613383      0.44613383     107.27    <.0001 
         conc                         1      0.05015558      0.05015558      12.06    0.0005 
         tempK*conc                   1      0.02541404      0.02541404       6.11    0.0136 
 
                                                     Standard 
                  Parameter          Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept      ‐.3938623929      0.03146955     ‐12.52      <.0001 
                  freq           0.0001622403      0.00000105     154.51      <.0001 
                  tempK          0.0009783279      0.00009446      10.36      <.0001 
                  conc           0.0120133835      0.00345931       3.47      0.0005 
                  tempK*conc     ‐.0000257413      0.00001041      ‐2.47      0.0136 
              N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent normalized by gsm ‐Alkalization/PHP‐GLM2           101 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    1176 
Dependent Variable: aabsn 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        3     100.7497813      33.5832604    8040.15    <.0001 
         Error                     1172       4.8953770       0.0041769 
 
         Corrected Total           1175     105.6451583 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    aabsn Mean 
                          0.953662      18.57830      0.064629      0.347875 
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         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     99.28028088     99.28028088    23768.6    <.0001 
         conc                         1      0.33852169      0.33852169      81.05    <.0001 
         tempK                        1      1.13097870      1.13097870     270.77    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         freq                         1     99.28028088     99.28028088    23768.6    <.0001 
         conc                         1      0.29954626      0.29954626      71.71    <.0001 
         tempK                        1      1.13097870      1.13097870     270.77    <.0001 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept     ‐.3272333746      0.01627901     ‐20.10      <.0001 
                  freq          0.0001622403      0.00000105     154.17      <.0001 
                  conc          0.0035236948      0.00041610       8.47      <.0001 
                  tempK         0.0007758521      0.00004715      16.46      <.0001 
 
          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐mixed model        107 
                                         The Mixed Proc                            07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.ALK 
                        Dependent Variable           aabs 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(temp) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
                                      Class Level Information 
                          Class    Levels    Values 
                          freq         12    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                             2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 6300 
                          temp          2    20 100 
                          spec         50    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                             15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
                                             25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
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                                             35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
                                             45 46 47 48 49 50 51 
                                             Dimensions 
                                 Covariance Parameters            13 
                                 Columns in X                     14 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                         93 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              12 
                                 Observations Used              1116 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                Total Observations             1116 
 
 
 
          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐mixed model        108 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             0              1     ‐3101.50457201 
                             1              2     ‐5116.66197015    91003485.292 
                             2              1     ‐5200.06092998    92334203.993 
                             3              1     ‐5278.17836527      0.33329882 
                             4              1     ‐5326.42558832      0.02371497 
                             5              1     ‐5421.83090809      0.01043313 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Iteration History 
                     Iteration    Evaluations        ‐2 Log Like       Criterion 
                             6              1     ‐5471.07854441      0.00456495 
                             7              1     ‐5493.43431758      0.00230034 
                             8              1     ‐5504.52040141      0.00092730 
                             9              1     ‐5508.86456923      0.00024235 
                            10              1     ‐5509.93669845      0.00002573 
                            11              1     ‐5510.04131773      0.00000041 
                            12              1     ‐5510.04286904      0.00000000 
                                      Convergence criteria met. 
                                    Covariance Parameter Estimates 
                                  Cov Parm    Subject       Estimate 
                                  Var(1)      spec(temp)    0.000064 
                                  Var(2)      spec(temp)    0.000095 
                                  Var(3)      spec(temp)    0.000184 
                                  Var(4)      spec(temp)    0.000343 
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                                  Var(5)      spec(temp)    0.000696 
                                  Var(6)      spec(temp)    0.001364 
                                  Var(7)      spec(temp)    0.003114 
                                  Var(8)      spec(temp)    0.005137 
                                  Var(9)      spec(temp)    0.008017 
                                  Var(10)     spec(temp)     0.01040 
                                  Var(11)     spec(temp)     0.01092 
                                  Var(12)     spec(temp)     0.02946 
                                 CSH         spec(temp)      0.8007 
          N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐mixed model        109 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                           Fit Statistics 
                                ‐2 Log Likelihood             ‐5510.0 
                                AIC (smaller is better)       ‐5458.0 
                                AICC (smaller is better)      ‐5456.8 
                                BIC (smaller is better)       ‐5392.2 
 
                                   Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
                                     DF    Chi‐Square      Pr > ChiSq 
                                     12       2408.54          <.0001 
 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                      Solution for Fixed Effects 
                                                Standard 
               Effect       freq    Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
               Intercept              1.4284     0.01887    65.3      75.71      <.0001 
               freq          500     ‐1.3681     0.01714      50     ‐79.82      <.0001 
               freq          630     ‐1.3452     0.01700    49.6     ‐79.13      <.0001 
               freq          800     ‐1.3119     0.01669    48.9     ‐78.60      <.0001 
               freq         1000     ‐1.2660     0.01630    47.9     ‐77.66      <.0001 
               freq         1250     ‐1.2086     0.01569    46.4     ‐77.02      <.0001 
               freq         1600     ‐1.1200     0.01491    44.6     ‐75.12      <.0001 
               freq         2000     ‐1.0127     0.01361    42.1     ‐74.40      <.0001 
               freq         2500     ‐0.8571     0.01265    41.4     ‐67.73      <.0001 
               freq         3150     ‐0.6621     0.01176      43     ‐56.30      <.0001 
               freq         4000     ‐0.4227     0.01128    46.8     ‐37.49      <.0001 
               freq         5000     ‐0.1745     0.01119      48     ‐15.59      <.0001 
               freq         6300           0           .       .        .         . 
               thick                0.001152    0.000523     373       2.20      0.0283 
 
                                    Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
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                                          Num     Den 
                            Effect         DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
                            freq           11     357    1414.75    <.0001 
                            thick           1     373       4.85    0.0283 
              N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐GLM1           110 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    1116 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         Model                        2     231.0855119     115.5427560    21504.7    <.0001 
         Error                     1113       5.9800585       0.0053729 
         Corrected Total           1115     237.0655705 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.974775      13.41390      0.073300      0.546449 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     230.5467310     230.5467310    42909.0    <.0001 
         thick                        1       0.5387810       0.5387810     100.28    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     230.5467310     230.5467310    42909.0    <.0001 
         thick                        1       0.5387810       0.5387810     100.28    <.0001 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
                  Intercept     ‐.4535259121      0.03935207     ‐11.52      <.0001 
                  freq          0.0002537922      0.00000123     207.14      <.0001 
                  thick         0.0328086682      0.00327633      10.01      <.0001 
             N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐Alkalization Treatment/PGP PGI LHL ‐GLM2           112 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    1116 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
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         Model                        4     231.2930478      57.8232619    11128.9    <.0001 
         Error                     1111       5.7725227       0.0051958 
         Corrected Total           1115     237.0655705 
 
                         R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.975650      13.19094      0.072082      0.546449 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     230.5467310     230.5467310    44371.8    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.1224763       0.1224763      23.57    <.0001 
         thick                        1       0.5382912       0.5382912     103.60    <.0001 
         airflores*thick              1       0.0855493       0.0855493      16.47    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     230.5467310     230.5467310    44371.8    <.0001 
         airflores                    1       0.0950947       0.0950947      18.30    <.0001 
         thick                        1       0.1290781       0.1290781      24.84    <.0001 
         airflores*thick              1       0.0855493       0.0855493      16.47    <.0001 
 
                                                       Standard 
               Parameter               Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
               Intercept           ‐2.252015981      0.42144234      ‐5.34      <.0001 
               freq                 0.000253792      0.00000120     210.65      <.0001 
               airflores            0.000060658      0.00001418       4.28      <.0001 
               thick                0.173144802      0.03473834       4.98      <.0001 
               airflores*thick     ‐0.000004744      0.00000117      ‐4.06      <.0001 
  N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐total/PGP PGI LHL PHP LLL PPP ‐mixed model          164 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
                                          Model Information 
                        Data Set                     WORK.TOTAL 
                        Dependent Variable           aabs 
                        Covariance Structure         Heterogeneous Compound 
                                                     Symmetry 
                        Subject Effect               spec(sample) 
                        Estimation Method            ML 
                        Residual Variance Method     None 
                        Fixed Effects SE Method      Prasad‐Rao‐Jeske‐ 
                                                     Kackar‐Harville 
                        Degrees of Freedom Method    Kenward‐Roger 
                                       Class Level Information 
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                          Class     Levels    Values 
                          freq          12    500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
                                              2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 6300 
                          spec         139    1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
                                              15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
                                              25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
                                              35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
                                              45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 
                                              55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
                                              65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 
                                              75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 
                                              85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 
                                              95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 
                                              104 105 106 107 108 109 110 
                                              111 112 113 114 115 116 117 
                                              118 119 120 121 122 123 124 
                                              125 126 127 128 129 130 131 
                                              132 133 134 135 136 137 138 
                                              139 140 
                          sample        12    11A 11B 11C 12M 2A 2B 2C 5Z 7A 
                                              7B 7C 9Z 
 
  N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐total/PGP PGI LHL PHP LLL PPP ‐mixed model          164 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                         The Mixed Procedure 
 
                                             Dimensions 
 
                                 Covariance Parameters            13 
                                 Columns in X                     15 
                                 Columns in Z                      0 
                                 Subjects                        406 
                                 Max Obs Per Subject              12 
                                 Observations Used              4595 
                                 Observations Not Used             0 
                                 Total Observations             4595 
 
Log note: 
 
999  proc mixed data=WORK.total method=ml; 
1000  title1 "N‐I Sound absorption coefficitent‐total/PGP PGI LHL PHP LLL PPP ‐mixed model"; 
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1001  class freq spec sample; 
1002          model aabs=freq airflores thick /*airflores|thick*/ /ddfm=kr solution; 
 
1003        repeated freq/ type=csh subject=spec(sample); 
1004         run; 
 
NOTE: An infinite likelihood is assumed in iteration 0 because of a nonpositive definite estimated R 
      matrix for spec(sample) 120 11B. 
NOTE: PROCEDURE MIXED used: 
      real time           0.29 seconds 
      cpu time            0.12 seconds 
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                     N‐I Sound absorption coefficient‐total/PGP PGI LHL PHP LLL PPP ‐GLM 2             156 
                                                                        07:05 Monday, October 12, 2009 
                                          The GLM Procedure 
                                    Number of observations    4595 
Dependent Variable: aabs 
                                                 Sum of 
         Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
         Model                        3     730.8989384     243.6329795    45411.0    <.0001 
 
         Error                     4591      24.6310375       0.0053651 
 
         Corrected Total           4594     755.5299760 
 
                          R‐Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE     aabs Mean 
                          0.967399      14.72924      0.073247      0.497287 
 
         Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     722.9228265     722.9228265     134746    <.0001 
         airflore                     1       0.1806636       0.1806636      33.67    <.0001 
         thick                        1       7.7954483       7.7954483    1453.00    <.0001 
 
         Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
         freq                         1     715.1097064     715.1097064     133290    <.0001 
         airflore                     1       4.4291527       4.4291527     825.55    <.0001 
         thick                        1       7.7954483       7.7954483    1453.00    <.0001 
 
                                                    Standard 
                  Parameter         Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
                  Intercept     ‐.5274544958      0.01248536     ‐42.25      <.0001 
                  freq          0.0002537471      0.00000070     365.09      <.0001 
                  airflore      0.0017234705      0.00005998      28.73      <.0001 
                  thick         0.0354498473      0.00093000      38.12      <.0001 
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APPENDIX C:  CALCULATION OF R-SQUARED VALUES 
FOR SAS 8.2 MIXED MODEL ANALYSES 
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Table: CALCULATION OF R-SQUAREED VALUES FOR MIXED MODELS 
ACCORDING TO COX&SNELL’s PSEUDO R2 

          

PARAMETERS ANALYSIS type obs N 
"chi^2" 
2ln(LN/LM) R^2 COX 

TREATMENT COMPRESSION csh 2570 -6973 0.93
  HEAT csh 2099 -5769 0.94
  ALKALIZATION csh 1176 -3447 0.95
  COMPRESSION csh 1988 -4921 0.92
MATERIAL HEAT csh 1176 -1913 0.80
  FIBER csh 108 -300 0.94
  LAYER csh 540 -709 0.73
  ALKALIZATION csh 1116 -2408 0.88
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APPENDIX D-1: INVITATION LETTER TO EXPERTS FOR PARTICIPATING 
IN EXPERT EVALUATION SESSION 
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INVITATION LETTER E-MAIL 

Date 
 

First Last Name 

Company Name  

 

Dear Name X, 

 

I, Nazire D. Yilmaz, am a doctoral candidate at the College of Textiles, North Carolina 
State University.  I am conducting dissertation research under supervision of Professor 
Nancy Powell and Professor Pamela Banks-Lee. We all hope that you may be able to 
assist me in the final phase of my dissertation research.    

 

For my dissertation research entitled “ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF 
BIODEGRADABLE NONWOVENS”, I have designed nonwoven composites from 
materials with different impact levels on the environment. I investigated their sound 
absorption performances and the effects of different treatments on their performance.  
This study is intended to develop sustainable and feasible sound absorbers with the target 
of automotive application and compare them with conventional materials. This  research 
is an attempt to benefit the preservation of the environment and prevention of noise 
pollution particularly in passenger vehicles. In order to verify my results, and gain expert 
insights, I plan to follow the analysis with valuable input from professionals in industry 
and academia in North Carolina Area. 

 

I invite you to contribute to this research by participating in the expert evaluation process 
by attending a presentation about the current research and completing a rating worksheet 
about the developed materials according to the given information and your personal 
judgment. The presentation session should take a total of 30 minutes with 20 minutes 
allocated to presenting and 10 minutes to your questions. Completing the survey should 
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not take more than 15 minutes which makes the whole process a maximum of 45 
minutes.  

 

You may attend ONE of the evaluation sessions which are scheduled to take place at: 

 

 XhourX on XdateX in XnumberX   Room of College of Textiles and 

XhourX  on XdateX  in XnumberX   Room of College of Textiles. 

 

Your participation in this study will provide critical assessment of the engineered 
biodegradable sound absorbers with a target of automotive use. It will also lead to greater 
understanding of the market demands in the related area as perceived by the experts. If 
you would like to participate in one of the presentation sessions, please contact me via the 
contact information given below. In your e-mail please indicate which of the sessions you 
would prefer. 

 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

 

Nazire D. Yilmaz 

Doctoral Candidate 

North Carolina State University, College of Textiles 

2401 Research Drive, Box 8301 Raleigh, NC 27695 

919 946-2068 (mobile), 919 515-3057(fax) 

ndyilmaz@ncsu.edu (e-mail) 
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APPENDIX D-2:  IRB CONSENT FORM 
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North Carolina State University  

INFORMED CONSENT FORM for RESEARCH 

Acoustic Properties of Biodegradable Nonwovens 

Principal Investigator     Faculty Sponsor  

Nazire D. Yilmaz      Prof. Nancy B Powell 

 

What are some general things you should know about research studies? 

You are being asked to take part in a research study.  Your participation in this study is 
voluntary. You have the right to be a part of this study, to choose not to participate or to 
stop participating at any time without penalty.  The purpose of research studies is to gain 
a better understanding of a certain topic or issue. You are not guaranteed any personal 
benefits from being in a study. Research studies also may pose risks to those that 
participate. In this consent form you will find specific details about the research in which 
you are being asked to participate. If you do not understand something in this form it is 
your right to ask the researcher for clarification or more information. A copy of this 
consent form will be provided to you. If at any time you have questions about your 
participation, do not hesitate to contact the researcher(s) named above.  

What is the purpose of this study? 

The purpose of the study is to gain information about feasibility of several sound 
absorbers designed during the dissertation research on “Acoustical Properties of 
Biodegradable Nonwovens”. Your participation will provide the perspective of an 
expert on the capability of the engineered  materials to meet market demands. 

What will happen if you take part in the study? 

If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to listen to a power point 
presentation which gives information on the designed materials followed by a question 
and answers section.  After these, you will be asked to fill out a one-page form which 
includes rating of material in terms of several criteria and general questions about your 
professional background. The research will take place in Conference Room XnumberX in 
College of Textiles.  

Risks 
There is no foreseeable risk or discomfort of each of the procedures to be used in the 
study. 
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Benefits 
This study will provide the expert perspective of market issues and demands for 

automotive sound absorbers. 

Confidentiality 
The information in the study records will be kept confidential.  Data will be stored 
securely in the lap top of the principle investigator secured by a password.  No reference 
will be made in oral or written reports which could link you to the study. You will NOT 
be asked to write your name on any study materials so that no one can match your 
identity to the answers that you provide.  

Compensation  

You will not receive anything for participating. 

What if you are a NCSU employee? 

Participation in this study is not a requirement of your employment at NCSU, and your 
participation or lack thereof, will not affect your job.   

 
What if you have questions about this study? 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact the 
researcher, Nazire D. Yilmaz, at ndyilmaz@ncsu.edu, or at College of Textiles, NC State 
University, 2401Research Drive, 27695-8301, Raleigh, NC, or 919 946 2068.  

What if you have questions about your rights as a research participant? 

 If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your 
rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this project, you 
may contact Deb Paxton, Regulatory Compliance Administrator, Box 7514, NCSU 
Campus (919/515-4514). 

Consent To Participate 
“I have read and understand the above information.  I have received a copy of this form.  
I agree to participate in this study with the understanding that I may choose not to 
participate or to stop participating at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which 
I am otherwise entitled.” 

Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date ______ 

Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _______ 
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APPENDIX D-3: QESTIONAIRRE 
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North Carolina State University  

QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTIONS 

 

ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF BIODEGRADABLE NONWOVENS 

Principal Investigator: Nazire D. Yilmaz    Faculty Sponsor: Nancy B. Powell 

 

Review and Sign Consent Form.  A copy will be provided for each participant.  

 

A- Material Evaluation  
 
Please circle a number from 1 to 5 for each material based on the related criterion.  

(1: Poor, 2: Unsatisfactory, 3: Satisfactory, 4: Good, 5: Excellent.) 

 

(Materials: LHL: PLA/Hemp/PLA, PHP: Polypropylene/Hemp/Polypropylene, PGP: 
Polypropylene/Glassfiber/Polypropylene, PGI: Polypropylene-Glassfiber Intimate blend) 

Criteria Materials 

1- 
Noise-control 
performance LHL PHP PGP PGI 

5 5 5 5 

4 4 4 4 

3 3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 
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  1 1 1 1 

2- Cost- effectiveness LHL PHP PGP PGI 

5 5 5 5 

4 4 4 4 

3 3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 

1 1 1 1 

3- Eco-friendliness LHL PHP PGP PGI 

5 5 5 5 

4 4 4 4 

3 3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 

1 1 1 1 

4- Material availability LHL PHP PGP PGI 

5 5 5 5 

4 4 4 4 

3 3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 
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 1 1 1 1 

5- Manufacturing efficiency LHL PHP PGP PGI 

5 5 5 5 

4 4 4 4 

3 3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 

1 1 1 1 

6- Product adaptability LHL PHP PGP PGI 

5 5 5 5 

4 4 4 4 

3 3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 

1 1 1 1 

 

Please write down any comments or suggestions on findings you would like to add: 
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B- Professional Background 
 

1- You have experience  in an area related to __________ 
 

Acoustics  Automotive Sustainability Material Science Other: please specify 
______ 

 

 

2- You have had responsibilities in the following areas_________: 
 

Management Research & Development Scientific Research Purchasing  

Other: please specify  

 

 

3- You have ______ years of experience in the related area. 
 

5-15   15-25    25-35     more than 35 

 

 

--------------------------THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION------------------------- 
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APPENDIX E: WEIGHTED FIBER SIZE AVERAGING 
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FIG. 1. Averaging over fiber diameter 

 

 

FIG. 2. Averaging over a-2 
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FIG. 3. Averaging over 1/a 

 

 

FIG. 4. Averaging over a2 
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FIG.5. Averaging over a-1.6 

 

 

FIG. 6. Averaging over a1.6 
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FIG.7. Averaging over a1.6 PGP eliminated 

 

 

FIG. 8. Averaging over a2 PGP eliminated 
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